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Abstract
In this thesis we will produce and investigate certain congruences, as pre-
dicted by Harder, between Hecke eigenvalues of Siegel and elliptic modular
forms. Such congruences form a natural generalisation of the famous 691 con-
gruence of Ramanujan. The moduli of our congruences will come from critical
values of L-functions of elliptic modular forms.
In particular we will be interested in congruences between level p paramodu-
lar Siegel forms and Γ0(p) elliptic forms. Evidence for such congruences in these
cases is rare (the only known examples being of level 2, due to Bergstro¨m et al).
In order to simplify matters on the Siegel side we move into spaces of al-
gebraic modular forms for the group GU2(D) for a quaternion algebra D/Q
ramified at p,∞. Here we can use a web of conjectures and results due to
Ibukiyama along with trace formulae of Dummigan to produce Hecke eigenval-
ues of level p paramodular forms (allowing the congruences to be tested with
ease). I provide new algorithms for finding explicit descriptions of these spaces
of algebraic forms.
In order to provide justification for the paramodular nature of the congruence
we will also consider the interplay between associated Galois representations and
automorphic representations.
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Introduction
Congruences between modular forms have been found and studied for many
years. Perhaps the first interesting example is found in the work of Ramanu-
jan. He studied in great detail the Fourier coefficients τ(n) of the discriminant
function ∆(z), the first known example of a cusp form (appearing at weight 12).
Many of his observations about the τ function were originally thought to be
mysterious, since at the time the theory of modular forms was still blossoming.
Amongst the observations was a pretty congruence:
τ(n) ≡ σ11(n) mod 691.
Here σ11(n) =
∑
d|n d
11 is a power divisor sum, a concrete number theoretic
function. Ramanujan found many other congruences for the τ function but this
one has become popular in the literature.
Viewed as an ad hoc result one can easily check this congruence computa-
tionally. In fact by the Sturm bound for modular forms one only needs to check
this congruence holds for finitely many n in order prove it holds for all n. But
much more is hidden within this congruence that is not revealed by this proof.
Natural questions arise; can we explain the occurrence of 691 in the modu-
lus and why does σ11(n) appear? These questions can be answered by studying
other proofs of the congruence. This is analogous to the folklore that an induc-
tive proof rarely explains why a particular result exists, only other proofs will
give satisfaction.
Indeed one can instead prove the congruence by not just studying the mod-
ular form ∆ but the entire space of weight 12 modular forms. In doing so we
link ∆ with an Eisenstein series E12. Hidden in the Fourier coefficients of E12
are the quantities σ11(n) and B12 = − 6912730 (the 12th Bernoulli number). Both
questions are answered immediately!
Of course the true incarnation of the Bernoulli numbers here is via values of
the Riemann zeta function. It is really ζ(12) that manifests itself, and that the
prime 691 divides the “rational part” ζ(12)pi12 ∈ Q.
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Since the work of Ramanujan there have been many generalizations of his
congruences. Indeed by looking for primes dividing numerators of Bernoulli
numbers one can provide similar congruences at level 1 between cusp forms and
Eisenstein series for other weights.
In fact one can even give “local origin” congruences between higher level
cusp forms and level 1 Eisenstein series by extending the divisibility criterion
to include not just Bernoulli numerators but Euler factors of ζ(s) (see [20] for
results and examples).
Given the above we would believe intuitively that congruences are deter-
mined by primes dividing L-values. But why should we care about congruences
between modular forms? There are many reasons.
Firstly it is known that we can attach Galois representations to many types of
modular form [69]. Congruences of the above type tell us a wealth of information
about the associated Galois representation, such as the composition factors of
certain of its residual representations. Since Galois representations have become
an integral part of number theory (for example in studying elliptic curves) it is
an advantage to know this information.
Another interest in congruences is in providing evidence for the Bloch-Kato
conjecture [20]. This is a far-reaching generalization of many classical results
and conjectures, such as the analytic class number formula for number fields
and the Birch Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for elliptic curves. The existence of
congruences allows us to predict the existence of non-trivial elements in certain
Shafarevich-Tate groups with prescribed orders. In the case of Ramanujan style
congruences we recover the classical result that p-divisibility of Bernoulli num-
bers is linked with p-divisibility of class numbers of cyclotomic number fields
(the existence of such a congruence allows us to construct an element of order p
in the ideal class group). In generality these are interesting problems to us since
Shafarevich-Tate groups are highly non-trivial to study (for the case of elliptic
curves it is not even known if this group is finite).
Computationally we would like to have congruences in order to be able to
efficiently calculate and study Fourier coefficients of forms. For example if one
knows Ramanujan’s congruence then one can conclude that τ(n) 6= 0 for all
n such that 691 - σ11(n). This gives an overwhelming amount of evidence for
Lehmer’s conjecture, that τ(n) 6= 0 for all n.
There are also many types of congruences predicted between Hecke eigenval-
ues of genus 2 Siegel cusp forms and Eisenstein series. One particular type was
conjectured to exist by Harder (made explicit in his 2002 paper, found in [31]).
These congruences were originally predicted by studying the Hecke action on
boundary cohomology of Siegel modular varieties. Evidence is known for level 1
forms (see Van der Geer’s article in [9]) but is much rarer for higher levels (only
level 2 evidence is known by Bergstrom et al and has been gained by methods
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specific to this level [4]). One specific level 1 example of the congruence has
been proved in a paper by Chenevier and Lannes (p.386 of [14]).
It should be noted that such congruences are more naturally described in
terms of eigenvalues of Hecke operators acting on cuspidal automorphic repre-
sentations of GSp4 and on certain representations induced from its Borel sub-
group (an Eisenstein like object). The modulus of the congruence comes as
usual from an L-value, not from ζ(s) but from the L-function attached to the
genus 1 form.
A big stumbling block in checking higher genus congruences is in trying to
calculate Hecke eigenvalues for the Siegel forms. For elliptic forms there are
certainly a wealth of efficient methods and lots of extensive tables exist. One
can use the method of modular symbols, a computational way to utilize the
cohomological view of modular forms due to Eichler-Shimura. Alternatively
one can use correspondences due to Eichler and Jacquet-Langlands, allowing
transfer of certain elliptic modular forms into modular forms for quaternion
algebras. This method is well understood and studied. (We shall see this in
detail in this thesis).
Given the need to find Hecke eigenvalues of Siegel modular forms one would
hope that these methods would generalize to higher genus. Unfortunately the
modular symbols method has not been developed enough to tackle higher genus
forms. There is work in progress in this area, the theory of sharblies (see Gun-
nells’ appendix in [62]) but these objects are not yet understood enough for
computation.
However there are conjectural generalizations of the Eichler correspondence
to higher genus due to Ibukiyama [37]. These are theoretical results which are
not immediately susceptible to computation. A big chunk of the work done
in this thesis has been to make these results computationally feasible, giving
algorithms and explicit descriptions of all objects involved.
In this thesis I will provide new evidence for a level p version of Harder’s
conjecture for various small primes (including p = 2 but not exclusively). The
Siegel forms will be of paramodular type and the elliptic forms will be of Γ0(p)
type. Towards the end of the thesis I will justify my paramodular expectations
by comparing Galois and automorphic representations.
Chapter 1 contains a brief overview of the theories of elliptic and Siegel
modular forms. We see definitions of these objects as well as Hecke operators and
classical results. A brief discussion of L-functions attached to elliptic modular
forms is necessary too. Finally we end with a section giving precise statements
of Harder’s congruences.
Chapter 2 contains an overview of the theory of quaternion algebras. We
give their definition as well as definitions of the associated norms, traces, maxi-
mal orders. Also given are well known theorems on classification of quaternion
11
algebras over Q via their ramification.
Chapter 3 contains a brief discussion of the theory of automorphic forms.
Based on this we motivate spaces of algebraic modular forms and give some
interesting results (in particular the trace formula). As an application we give
the classical correspondence of Eichler between certain spaces of elliptic modular
forms and algebraic forms for quaternion algebras. As a bonus we see a thorough
computational example of this correspondence, motivating techniques used later.
Finally we see Ibukiyama’s correspondence as a generalization of the one given
by Eichler. This result is important and so is discussed in great detail.
Chapter 4 contains the computational aspects of the work. Using the ma-
terial in Chapter 3, I give algorithms for calculating the necessary spaces of
algebraic forms, as well as Hecke representatives and dimensions. These are
non-trivial calculations and in my case have never been seen in the literature.
Finally I put everything together and give three different examples of level 3
congruences found via these calculations.
Chapter 5 contains a theoretical justification for why I expect a level p
version of Harder’s conjecture to mostly work for paramodular forms. Here I
have to use Galois representations and automorphic representations and so we
briefly review these as well as the Local Langlands Correspondence that unites
the two. Finally I give similar justification for why I did not find congruences
of “local origin” predicted by Harder.
The appendices contain tables of newform dimensions, congruences found as
well as a discussion of how the work may be strengthened or continued in the
future.
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Chapter 1
Modular forms
1.1 Elliptic modular forms
The classical theory of elliptic modular forms began around 200 years ago but
their secrets continue to be discovered. They have many uses:
• They contain mysterious links with elliptic curves and Galois represen-
tations. The famous modularity theorem implies that the Fourier series
of particular modular forms contain arithmetic information on solution
counts of elliptic curves modulo primes. It was mainly this link that al-
lowed Fermat’s Last Theorem to finally be solved.
• They have found uses in the theory of lattices. Given an integral lattice
we may associate to it a modular form called a theta series. This modular
form encodes data about the number of vectors of a given norm.
• Modular forms can be attached to quadratic forms to get what are also
called theta series. The Fourier coefficients here measure representability
of quadratic forms by integers. As an example of this one can study
representations of numbers as sums of squares and get quantitative and
asymptotic formulae. Since norm forms of lattices give quadratic forms
these theta series are the same as the ones above.
• We can study (regular) sphere packings by studying lattices and hence
modular forms. In fact given what little we can prove about questions
such as optimum packings and the kissing problem, we do happen to be
able to solve a lot of problems in 24 dimensions. This is due to the ability
to create lattices with nice theta series (for example the Leech lattice).
13
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• They can be used to form non-trivial relationships between arithmetic
functions, such as power divisor sums σk(n) =
∑
d|n d
k. This is possible
due to finite dimensionality results.
• They have found their uses in physics, notably in studying string theory.
• Modular forms are the stepping stone to higher objects such as automor-
phic forms and automorphic representations.
In this section we will see an overview of the theory of elliptic modular forms.
We will define them, see examples of them along with results such as finite
dimensionality and the existence of special bases. Many standard references
will be used such as [19],[46],[62].
The classical theory starts with a particular group action, namely:
Lemma 1.1.1. The group SL2(R) = {A ∈ M2(R) | det(A) = 1} acts transitively
on the upper half plane H = {z ∈ C | Im(z) > 0} by Mo¨bius transformations,
i.e. if γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(R) then
(γ, z) 7−→ γz = az + b
cz + d
defines a group action.
Transitivity follows since it is easy to show that i ∈ H has full orbit. What
is the stabilizer of this element?
Theorem 1.1.2. The stabilizer of i under the action of SL2(R) is:
SO2(R) := {A ∈ SL2(R) |AAT = I} =
{(
cos(θ) sin(θ)
−sin(θ) cos(θ)
)
0 ≤ θ < 2pi
}
.
Now that we know the stabilizer we can get an alternate way of describing
the upper half plane by a simple use of the Orbit-Stabilizer theorem (noting
also the continuity of the group action)
Corollary 1.1.3. We have that H ∼= SL2(R)/SO2(R) as an isomorphism of
topological spaces.
Given an action of a topological group G on a space X we might then be
interested in well behaved functions on that space that are invariant under the
action, i.e. f : X 7−→ C such that f(γz) = f(z) for all γ ∈ G.
The above lemma really tells us that this is a trivial matter for the case of
G = SL2(R) and X = H. By the transitivity of the action we would see that
14
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any such function is constant, defined by its value at one particular point (say
by f(i)).
However, if we instead look at the action of subgroups of SL2(R) then it is
possible that non-trivial examples arise. We tend to study the action of certain
subgroups of arithmetical significance. One popular choice is SL2(Z).
1.1.1 Modular forms for SL2(Z)
First we examine the case where we have invariance under the action of SL2(Z).
Definition 1.1.4. Let f : H −→ C be meromorphic. Then f is a weakly
modular function if f(γz) = f(z) for each γ ∈ SL2(Z).
We note since the matrix T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
∈ SL2(Z) any weakly modular
function satisfies f(Tz) = f(z + 1) = f(z), i.e. f is periodic of period 1. Then
f has a complex Fourier series of the form:
f(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
ane
2piinz,
where:
an =
1
2pi
∫ 1
−1
f(x)e−2piinzdz.
We often substitute q = e2piiz, giving a more pleasant expression:
f(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
anq
n.
Definition 1.1.5. This series expansion is called the “q-expansion” of f .
The study of weakly modular functions first arose from the theory of elliptic
curves. Recall that an elliptic curve over a field K is a non-singular projective
curve E/K of genus 1 with a specified base point O ∈ E(K).
Whenever K is a subfield of C we can give the Lie group E(C) the structure
of a torus, i.e. there exists an isomorphism of Lie groups E(C) ∼= C/Λ for some
lattice Λ. The C-isomorphism class of E is determined by the j-invariant of the
curve. We define j(z) to be the j-invariant of any elliptic curve having period
lattice equivalent to Z⊕ Zz = 〈1, z〉.
Omitting the details we find that the j-function is weakly modular and has
the following q-expansion:
j(z) =
1
q
+ 744 + 196884q + 21493760q2 + 864299970q3 + 20245856256q4 + ...
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Thus non-trivial weakly modular functions exist. Surprisingly there aren’t
any more interesting examples.
Theorem 1.1.6. The C-algebra of weakly modular functions is isomorphic to
C(j), the field of rational functions in j.
One can find a proof of this on p.73 of [19].
The j-function has many remarkable properties. One spectacular property
is that the coefficients of its q-expansion give information on dimensions of the
irreducible representations of the Monster group, the largest of the sporadic
finite simple groups [12].
Let f be a weakly modular function. As we have seen we have a q-expansion:
f(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
anq
n.
We are interested in the behaviour of f “at infinity”, i.e. limy→∞ f(iy).
Note that the map q : z 7→ e2piiz transforms the upper half plane H into the
punctured unit disc D′ = D\{0}, where D = {q ∈ C | |q| < 1}. We can thus
think of q as being a local parameter of H “at infinity” and we observe that the
above limit is interpreted as the “value” of the q-expansion at q = 0.
Definition 1.1.7. If a−n = 0 for all n ∈ N then we say that f is holomorphic
at infinity. If f is holomorphic on H and at infinity then f is called a modular
function.
Note that the j-function is not a modular function since the q-expansion
reveals a simple pole at infinity.
Modular functions are much nicer functions than weakly modular functions
due to being well behaved at infinity. In fact they are so nice that no interesting
examples exist.
Corollary 1.1.8. The C-algebra of modular functions is isomorphic to C, i.e.
only the constant functions are modular functions.
Since we have exhausted the possibilities for modular functions we weaken
the invariance property in order to create modular forms.
Definition 1.1.9. A weakly modular form of weight k ∈ Z is a holomorphic
function f : H −→ C such that f(γz) = (cz+d)kf(z) for each γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈
SL2(Z).
16
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The function j(γ, z) = (cz+d) is often referred to as the automorphy factor.
The reason why this should be included in the definition is not obvious here but
soon we will see that it is a good choice for capturing interesting examples.
It is apparent that weakly modular forms of weight k = 0 are exactly the
holomorphic weakly modular functions. Notice that any weakly modular form
has a q-expansion too (by the same argument as before). Thus it still makes
sense to be holomorphic at infinity.
Definition 1.1.10. A modular form of weight k is a weakly modular form of
weight k that is holomorphic at infinity.
One imagines that showing a function is a modular form is a tough thing
to do since it must be shown that the function transforms correctly for every
matrix in SL2(Z). However this is not so bad since SL2(Z) is finitely generated.
A popular set of generators is given by S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
. So
in practice it suffices to show that f(− 1z ) = zkf(z) and f(z + 1) = f(z) (along
with holomorphicity of course).
Although the values taken by modular forms are not invariant under the
action of SL2(Z) on H we can rewrite the definition so as to introduce some
notion of invariance. Note that SL2(R) acts on functions f : H → C via the
weight k slash operator (for k ≥ 0):
(f |kγ)(z) = j(γ, z)−kf(γz).
Proposition 1.1.11. A holomorphic function f : H → C is weakly modular of
weight k if and only if f |kγ = f for all γ ∈ SL2(Z).
It is clear that the set of modular forms of a given weight k forms a C-vector
space. We will denote this space by Mk(SL2(Z)). We need to reference SL2(Z)
because soon we will see a more general definition of modular form, requiring
the transformation law to work for other interesting subgroups of SL2(R).
For certain values of k we can see easily that there are no modular forms.
Lemma 1.1.12. If k < 0 or k is odd then we have Mk(SL2(Z)) = {0}.
Proof. The first claim follows from the holomorphicity requirements of f and
the second follows from the fact that −I ∈ SL2(Z).
We may also multiply two modular forms (of possibly different weights) and
get another modular form. More precisely:
Lemma 1.1.13. If f ∈ Mk(SL2(Z)) and g ∈ Ml(SL2(Z)) then the product
satisfies fg ∈Mk+l(SL2(Z)).
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Thus the space M(SL2(Z)) = ⊕∞k=0Mk(SL2(Z)) has the structure of a graded
C-algebra.
Proof. Holomorphicity is clear. Let γ ∈ SL2(Z). Then:
(fg)|k+lγ = (f |kγ)(g|lγ) = fg.
Later we will see that this C-algebra has a simple structure. However we
have not yet seen any non-trivial examples of modular forms. Fortunately an
infinite family of examples readily exists.
Definition 1.1.14. For k ∈ Z we consider the weight 2k Eisenstein series:
G2k(z) =
∑
(m,n)∈Z×Z\{(0,0)}
1
(mz + n)2k
.
Theorem 1.1.15. Let k ≥ 2. Then G2k is absolutely convergent, holomorphic
on H and at infinity. Further G2k ∈M2k(SL2(Z)).
Naturally we wish to know what the q-expansion of G2k is. A simple calcu-
lation shows that limt→∞G2k(it) = 2ζ(2k) but the rest of the expansion is as
follows (p.5 of [19]):
Theorem 1.1.16. For k ≥ 2:
G2k(z) = 2ζ(2k) +
22k+1(pii)2k
(2k − 1)!
∞∑
n=1
σ2k−1(n)qn,
where ζ(s) =
∑∞
n=1
1
ns and σ2k−1(n) =
∑
d|n d
2k−1.
The coefficients of the above q-expansion contain a lot of arithmetic data.
This is a common theme in the theory of modular forms; by definition they are
tools of complex analysis but hidden in their q-expansion are many things of
number theoretic interest.
Recall the following formula for ζ(2k):
ζ(2k) =
(−1)k+1B2k(2pi)2k
2(2k)!
,
where B2k ∈ Q are the Bernoulli numbers, defined by the generating series
t
et−1 =
∑∞
m=0Bm
tm
m! .
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Using the formula there is an alternate form of the q-expansion given by:
G2k(z) = 2ζ(2k)
(
1− 4k
B2k
∞∑
n=1
σ2k−1(n)qn
)
.
Since ζ(σ) 6= 0 for σ > 1 the constant terms of the Gk are all non-zero. So
we can normalize to produce constant term 1.
Definition 1.1.17. For k ≥ 2 the weight 2k normalized Eisenstein series is:
E2k(z) =
G2k(z)
2ζ(2k)
∈M2k(SL2(Z)).
It is clear that for k ≥ 2 the normalized Eisenstein series have q-expansion:
E2k(z) = 1− 4k
B2k
∞∑
n=1
σ2k−1(n)qn.
So for example:
E4(z) = 1 + 240
∞∑
n=1
σ3(n)q
n
E6(z) = 1− 504
∞∑
n=1
σ5(n)q
n
E8(z) = 1 + 480
∞∑
n=1
σ7(n)q
n
E10(z) = 1− 264
∞∑
n=1
σ9(n)q
n
E12(z) = 1 +
65520
691
∞∑
n=1
σ11(n)q
n
Notice that all coefficients in these expansions are rational.
As a passing remark we note that there is a weight 2 Eisenstein series E2
defined in a similar fashion to the q-expansion above for k = 1 (so contains the
original divisor sum σ1(n) = σ(n)). This function does not transform in the
correct way to be a modular form but there are ways to modify this (p.18 of
[19]).
We can use the functions E2k to find new modular forms via use of Lemma
1.1.13. In fact the functions E4 and E6 are fundamental in this process.
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Theorem 1.1.18. There exists an isomorphism of C-algebras:
M(SL2(Z)) ∼= C[E4, E6].
In particular:
Mk(SL2(Z)) =
⊕
4a+6b=k
CEa4Eb6.
This shows that in general it is easy to write down a basis for the space of
modular forms of a given weight. However later we will seek a better basis for
computation.
We give a name to modular forms that have a zero at infinity.
Definition 1.1.19. Let f ∈Mk(SL2(Z)) be such that a0 = 0 in the q-expansion.
Then we call f a cusp form. The subspace of cusp forms in Mk(SL2(Z)) will be
denoted Sk(SL2(Z)).
Considering cusp forms of all weights together we find that:
S(SL2(Z)) = ⊕∞k=0Sk(SL2(Z))
is an ideal of the C-algebra M(SL2(Z)).
So far we have not seen any non-trivial examples of cusp forms. However it
is not so difficult to construct one.
Consider the functions E34 and E
2
6 . Both must lie in M12(SL2(Z)) and have
constant term 1 in their q-expansions. Thus E34 − E26 ∈ M12(SL2(Z)) must
have a zero at infinity. Further this function is not identically zero since the
q-coefficient in the q-expansion is 3(240σ3(1)) + 2(504σ5(1)) = 1728.
Definition 1.1.20. The discriminant function is the function given by:
∆(z) =
E43 − E26
1728
∈ S12(SL2(Z)).
The discriminant is a special function since it was the first non-trivial cusp
form to be constructed. In fact no non-trivial cusp forms exist for weights below
12.
The reason for the name is due to connections with the discriminant of
elliptic curves over C. Given the lattice 〈1, τ〉 for τ ∈ H it turns out that the
values E4(τ), E6(τ) appear in the defining equation of the corresponding elliptic
curve. The discriminant of this curve is then ∆(τ).
Since ∆ has a simple zero at infinity and E34 is non-zero at infinity we see
that the quotient
E34
∆ must have a simple pole at infinity. By cancellation of
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weights we find that this must be a weakly modular function (it has weight 0).
In fact it is the j-function defined earlier, giving further links to elliptic curves.
There are in fact alternative ways of writing the discriminant function. One
such way is via an infinite product:
∆(z) = q
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)24.
Alternatively we know that ∆(z) must have a q-expansion:
∆(z) =
∞∑
n=1
τ(n)qn.
The numbers τ(n) were studied extensively by Ramanujan. A few of his obser-
vations and conjectures include:
• τ(mn) = τ(m)τ(n) for all coprime m,n, i.e. τ is multiplicative.
• τ(pm+2) = τ(p)τ(pm+1)− p11τ(pm) for all primes p and m ≥ 0.
• |τ(p)| ≤ 2p 112 for all primes p. This is an analogue of the Hasse bound for
elliptic curves.
• τ(n) ≡ σ11(n) mod 691 for all n. This is an important congruence between
Fourier coefficients of ∆ and E12 modulo the prime 691 (the significance
being that 691 divides the numerator of ζ(12)pi12 ). The aim of this thesis is
to study Harder’s conjecture, a generalisation of these congruences.
Most of these properties can be proved using the theory of Hecke operators
(to be defined). Later we will see in detail how the congruence can be proved
using finite dimensionality of the spaces of modular forms.
Many other conjectures and results relate to τ(n). For example it is currently
an open problem, due to Lehmer, to show that τ(n) 6= 0 for all n [47].
One important feature of the spaces of modular forms is that they are all fi-
nite dimensional. This is completely non-obvious. What is even more surprising
is that we have a simple formula for this dimension.
Theorem 1.1.21. For even k:
dim(Mk(SL2(Z))) =
{ b k12c if k ≡ 2 mod 12
b k12c+ 1 otherwise
Also dim(Sk(SL2(Z))) = dim(Mk(SL2(Z)))− 1.
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Finite dimensionality allows modular forms to be efficiently computed. It
also helps to provide mysterious links between objects of number theoretic sig-
nificance.
Example 1.1.22. We know that E8, E
2
4 ∈ M8(SL2(Z)). But this space of
modular forms is 1-dimensional by the above formula. Thus E8, E
2
4 are linearly
dependent, meaning E8 = αE
2
4 for some α ∈ C×.
However, both have constant coefficient 1 in their q-expansions and so E8 =
E24 . On the level of q-expansions this gives the following surprising identity
between power divisor sums for all n ≥ 1:
σ7(n) = σ3(n) + 120
n−1∑
k=1
σ3(k)σ3(n− k).
Such identities would be quite tough to formulate and prove using elementary
methods.
By studying other spaces of modular forms for small weights one can extend
the above argument to produce other non-trivial identities.
Example 1.1.23. We can now prove Ramanujan’s congruence:
τ(n) ≡ σ11(n) mod 691.
Consider the space M12(SL2(Z)). We know that this space is 2-dimensional.
However E12, E
3
4 ,∆ are all weight 12 modular forms and so must be linearly
dependent. Thus:
E12 = αE
3
4 + β∆,
for some α, β ∈ C×.
Comparing the constant coefficients and the q-coefficients in the q-expansion
gives:
α = 1
65520
691
= 720α+ β,
thus α = 1, β = − 432000691 .
Clearing denominators gives:
691E12 = 691E
3
4 − 432000∆.
Comparing q-expansions we now see that for n ≥ 1:
65520σ11(n) = 691Cn − 432000τ(n),
where Cn ∈ Z is the qn-coefficient in the q-expansion of E34 .
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Reducing mod 691 we see that:
566σ11(n) ≡ 566τ(n) mod 691,
for all n. Cancelling 566 from both sides gives the congruence.
There are alternative ways to prove the Ramanujan congruence. An alter-
native way is to use the theory of Hecke operators (to be discussed later).
Another particularly interesting way to prove the congruence is by studying
the theta series of the Leech lattice. This is a modular form of weight 12. The
beauty of this particular proof comes from knowing in advance that the coeffi-
cients of the theta series must be integral (since they count numbers of vectors
of a given norm). However these coefficients turn out to be 65520(σ11(n)−τ(n))691
and so 691 must divide σ11(n)− τ(n).
Also it may be remarked that many generalizations of the Ramanujan con-
gruence are known. Essentially the relevance of the 691 comes from the fact
that this prime divides the rational part of the Riemann zeta value ζ(12) (al-
ternatively it divides the numerator of a Bernoulli number), thus forcing the
Eisenstein series E12 and the cusp form ∆ to be equivalent mod 691. See [20]
for other examples of Ramanujan style congruences.
1.1.2 Modular forms for congruence subgroups
We can define modular forms for other subgroups of SL2(R). For the purposes of
this thesis we will only see this for a nice enough family of subgroups of SL2(Z)
called congruence subgroups.
Definition 1.1.24. Let N ∈ N. The principal congruence subgroup of level N
is:
Γ(N) = {A ∈ SL2(Z) |A ≡ I mod N},
(where congruence is entry wise).
Let Γ ⊆ SL2(Z). We say that Γ is a congruence subgroup of level N if
Γ(N) ⊆ Γ.
In particular notice that Γ(1) = SL2(Z).
Note that Γ(N) is the kernel of the reduction map SL2(Z) → SL2(Z/NZ).
Via this interpretation it is clear that Γ(N) is a normal subgroup of SL2(Z) and
that it is of finite index (by the first isomorphism theorem [SL2(Z) : Γ(N)] =
|SL2(Z/NZ)|).
In fact we know this index exactly since it is known that |SL2(Z/NZ)| =
N3
∏
p|N
(
1− 1p2
)
.
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It follows that all congruence subgroups have finite index in SL2(Z) (and
that this index is a factor of [SL2(Z) : Γ(N)]).
Some particularly interesting congruence subgroups are the following:
Γ0(N) = {A ∈ SL2(Z) |A2,1 ≡ 0 mod N}
Γ1(N) = {A ∈ SL2(Z) |A2,1 ≡ 0 mod N,A1,1 ≡ A2,2 ≡ 1 mod N}
Clearly there is a chain of inclusions:
Γ(N) ⊆ Γ1(N) ⊆ Γ0(N) ⊆ SL2(Z).
It is also straightforward to see the following isomorphisms:
Γ1(N)/Γ(N) ∼= Z/NZ
Γ0(N)/Γ1(N) ∼= (Z/NZ)×,
and so we may easily calculate:
[SL2(Z) : Γ1(N)] =
[SL2(Z) : Γ(N)]
N
= N2
∏
p|N
(
1− 1
p2
)
[SL2(Z) : Γ0(N)] =
[SL2(Z) : Γ1(N)]
φ(N)
= N
∏
p|N
(
1 +
1
p
)
We may define modular forms for congruence subgroups as follows:
Definition 1.1.25. A modular form of weight k ∈ Z for a congruence subgroup
Γ is a holomorphic function f : H → C such that:
• f(γz) = (cz + d)kf(z) for each γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ.
• f |kµ is homorphic at infinity for all µ ∈ SL2(Z).
The reason for the second condition is due to the fact that a fundamental
domain for the action of Γ on H may have more than one “cusp” and so we
need such functions to be nicely behaved at all of these points (rather than just
at the “point at infinity”). This is all made formal and precise in Section 2.4 of
[19].
As for SL2(Z) we can consider the vector spacesMk(Γ) of modular forms with
respect to congruence subgroup Γ. Also we have subspaces Sk(Γ) of cusp forms
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with respect to Γ, these being subspaces of forms which vanish at the “cusps”.
All of the above spaces are known to be finite dimensional and formulae are
known in many cases (see p.92-93 of [46] for the case Γ = Γ0(N)).
As with level 1 we still have Eisenstein series but their definition is more
cumbersome. It is worth noting that that the spaces Mk(Γ) still decompose
into Sk(Γ) and an Eisenstein subspace but now the dimension of the Eisenstein
subspace is usually bigger than 1.
Another new occurrence for the spaces Sk(Γ) is the existence of newforms.
Since we only concern ourselves with Γ0(N) in this thesis we will only explain
this notion in this case but note that generalizations to arbitrary congruence
subgroups exist.
First note the fact that if M |N then Γ0(N) is a subgroup of Γ0(M). Thus
there is an obvious inclusion
α1 : Sk(Γ0(M)) ↪→ Sk(Γ0(N))
given by
α1(f)(z) = f(z)
(since if f |kγ = f for all γ ∈ Γ0(M) then the same clearly holds for Γ0(N)).
Naturally we would like to consider forms in the image of this map as being
“old” since they came from an earlier level. But there are other ways that
Sk(Γ0(M)) may embed into Sk(Γ0(N)).
To generalize the map α1 we consider for each divisor d | NM the linear map
αd : Sk(Γ0(M)) ↪→ Sk(Γ0(N))
given by
αd(f)(z) = f(dz).
We should consider each of the maps αd as producing “old” modular forms from
level M .
Of course we should play this game for each possible divisor M of N to get
all “old” forms.
Definition 1.1.26. An oldform in Sk(Γ0(N)) is any form that lies in:⊕
M |N
⊕
d| NM
αd(Sk(Γ0(M))).
It is clear by definition that the oldforms make a subspace of Sk(Γ0(N)).
We will write this as Soldk (Γ0(N)).
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The space Sk(Γ0(N)) can be equipped with a natural inner product, the
Petersson inner product (p.183 of [19]). Under this inner product the space
Snewk (Γ0(N)) is the orthogonal complement of the space of oldforms. This space
consists of forms that are not built from oldforms and so are “new” at level N .
We have a decomposition:
Sk(Γ0(N)) = S
old
k (Γ0(N))⊕ Snewk (Γ0(N)),
so that Snewk (Γ0(N)) is really a complementary subspace of S
old
k (Γ0(N)). Later
we will see the importance of newforms.
Example 1.1.27. Let N = p be prime. Then all oldforms must come from
level 1, i.e. be modular forms for SL2(Z). The two inclusions Sk(SL2(Z)) ↪→
Sk(Γ0(p)) are given by f 7→ f and f 7→ g where g(z) = f(pz).
1.1.3 Hecke operators
Following Ramanujan’s observations about the numbers τ(n) similar patterns
were discovered amongst other modular forms (in particular Eisenstein series).
Naturally it was wondered how one could prove such properties of Fourier coef-
ficients.
A clever idea was to try and exhibit a modular form as an eigenform of certain
linear operators on Sk(Γ), having eigenvalues equal to the Fourier coefficients.
In this subsection we will define these operators.
Let f : H → C and γ ∈ GL+2 (Q). We may extend the weight k slash operator
to GL+2 (Q)via:
(f |kγ)(z) = det(γ) k2 j(γ, z)−kf(γz).
This agrees with the previous definition if γ ∈ SL2(Z).
Now fix congruence subgroups Γ1,Γ2 ⊆ SL2(Z). Then we may construct
maps that transform modular forms for Γ1 into modular forms for Γ2.
For each α ∈ GL+2 (Q) consider the double coset decomposition:
Γ1αΓ2 =
∐
i
Γ1µi.
It is known that there are finitely many coset representatives µi in such a de-
composition.
Note that any choice of coset representatives is determined up to left multi-
plication by Γ1. Thus the following is well defined (using the cocycle property
j(γ1γ2, z) = j(γ1, γ2, z)j(γ2, z)).
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Definition 1.1.28. Let f ∈ Mk(Γ). The weight k double coset operator
[Γ1αΓ2]k acts via:
[Γ1αΓ2]k(f) =
∑
i
f |kµi.
Theorem 1.1.29. For any α as above, the weight k double coset operator
[Γ1αΓ2]k defines a linear map Mk(Γ1) → Mk(Γ2). These maps induce linear
maps Sk(Γ1)→ Sk(Γ2).
If we now consider the case Γ1 = Γ2 = Γ we get the following.
Corollary 1.1.30. For any α as above the weight k double coset operator [ΓαΓ]k
defines an endomorphism of Mk(Γ) (and of Sk(Γ)).
Let p be prime and fix the weight k from now on. An important choice of α
is
(
1 0
0 p
)
∈ GL+2 (Q).
Definition 1.1.31. For this choice of α we call the corresponding double coset
operator Tp :=
[
Γ
(
1 0
0 p
)
Γ
]
k
the pth Hecke operator. The chosen represen-
tatives µi are called Hecke representatives for Tp.
In general a family of Hecke operators is built, indexed by positive integers.
For m ∈ N the Hecke operator Tm is defined to be the sum of double coset
operators given by
[
Γ
(
a 0
0 d
)
Γ
]
k
for all pairs of positive integers 1 ≤ a < d
such that ad = n. However in practice only the Tp operators are needed due to
the following properties:
T1 = id,
Tpm = TpTpm−1 − pk−1Tpm−2 if m ≥ 2,
Tmn = TmTn if m,n coprime.
Here we are working in the endomorphism ring End(Mk(Γ)) with multipli-
cation given by composition of maps.
As mentioned before we are interested in eigenvectors for these operators.
Definition 1.1.32. A modular form f ∈Mk(Γ) is a Hecke eigenform for Tn if
Tn(f) = λnf for some λn ∈ C. The number λn is called a Hecke eigenvalue of
f .
From now on we concern ourselves only with the case Γ = Γ0(N) but note
that most of what follows can be generalized. In this case the Hecke operators
satisfy lots of really nice properties, in particular the following:
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• The Hecke operators commute, i.e. TmTn = TnTm for all m,n.
• If m is coprime to N then Tm is self adjoint with respect to the Petersson
inner product on Sk(Γ0(N)).
Tying these facts together with the spectral theorem of linear algebra gives
the following:
Theorem 1.1.33. The spaces Mk(Γ0(N)) and Sk(Γ0(N)) have bases consisting
of simultaneous eigenforms for all Tm operators with m coprime to N . These
bases are orthogonal with respect to the Petersson inner product.
A special thing happens for newforms. Conveniently Hecke operators pre-
serve the decomposition:
Sk(Γ0(N)) = S
old
k (Γ0(N))⊕ Snewk (Γ0(N)).
In the new subspace we can actually construct a basis of eigenforms for all of
the Tm operators (even those where m is not coprime to N). This can all be
observed in Atkin and Lehner’s paper [3].
Despite the abstract feel of everything discussed so far we can make it very
computational.
Lemma 1.1.34. Let p be prime. For i = 0, 1, ..., p− 1 let µi =
(
1 i
0 p
)
and
let µ =
(
p 0
0 1
)
. The following decomposition holds:
Γ0(N)
(
1 0
0 p
)
Γ0(N) =
{ ∐p−1
i=0 Γ0(N)µi
∐
Γ0(N)µ if p - N∐p−1
i=0 Γ0(N)µi if p | N
Using these Hecke representatives we can get an explicit description of the
action of Tp in terms of Fourier coefficients.
Lemma 1.1.35. Let f ∈ Mk(Γ0(N)) have q-expansion f(z) =
∑∞
n=0 anq
n.
Then the q-expansion of Tp(f) is Tp(f)(z) =
∑∞
n=0 bnq
n where:
bn =
{
anp + p
k−1an
p
if p - N
anp if p | N
(Here we take the convention that an
p
= 0 if p - n.)
Using the recursive relationships between Hecke operators it is possible to
give similar formulae for the action of any Tm on modular forms for Γ0(N).
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Corollary 1.1.36. Let f ∈ Mk(Γ0(N)) have q-expansion f(z) =
∑∞
n=0 anq
n.
Then the q-expansion of Tm(f) is Tm(f)(z) =
∑∞
n=0 bnq
n where:
bn =
{ ∑
d|hcf(m,n) d
k−1amn
d2
if m is coprime to N
anm otherwise
Now suppose that f ∈Mk(Γ0(N)) is an eigenform for a single Hecke operator
Tm. Then Tm(f) = λmf for some λm ∈ C. By direct comparison of q-expansions
we would have that b1 = λma1. However by the formulae we know that b1 = am.
Hence am = λma1. This gives us a nice link between Hecke eigenvalues and
Fourier coefficients.
Next suppose that f is an eigenform for all Hecke operators Tm. Then we
know that am = λma1 for all m. Now clearly if a1 = 0 then am = 0 for all
m ≥ 1 and so f = a0 would be constant. Thus we may assume that a1 6= 0.
Definition 1.1.37. An eigenform f is normalized if a1 = 1.
If a1 6= 0 then we may always scale f to give a normalized eigenform. The
importance of this concept is that we would then have λm = am for all m, so
that the Hecke eigenvalues really are the Fourier coefficients.
It is then simple to see that due to the properties of Hecke operators we
would have the following relationships between Fourier coefficients of normalized
eigenforms:
apm = apapm−1 + p
k−1apm−2 for all m ≥ 2 and primes p
amn = aman for all m,n coprime
This justifies why we would want to have normalized eigenforms. Such forms
have Fourier coefficients that satisfy nice properties, such as multiplicativity.
This is a clear theme in the theory of modular forms. Normalized eigenforms
tend to be ones with number theoretic Fourier coefficients.
Of course in general we do not have eigenforms for all Hecke operators but
everything said above still holds true as long as one takes care to eliminate
indices that are not coprime to the level N .
Example 1.1.38. The space S12(SL2(Z)) is 1-dimensional and so any non-zero
form in this space should be an eigenform for all Hecke operators. In particular
the discriminant function ∆(z) =
∑∞
n=1 τ(n)q
n is a normalized eigenform for
all Hecke operators.
This proves the following identities for the Ramanujan τ function:
τ(pm) = τ(p)τ(pm−1) + p11τ(pm−2) for all m ≥ 2 and primes p
τ(mn) = τ(m)τ(n) for all m,n coprime
These were famous observations of Ramanujan mentioned previously.
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Example 1.1.39. One can view the 691 congruence of Ramanujan as being
between Hecke eigenvalues since the spaceM12(SL2(Z)) has a basis of eigenforms
E12 and ∆ with Hecke eigenvalues σ11(m) and τ(m) respectively.
We finish this subsection by remarking that Hecke eigenvalues are algebraic
numbers. By Proposition 4.24 in[46] one can in fact choose a basis of normalized
eigenforms with Hecke eigenvalues that are real algebraic integers.
Definition 1.1.40. Given f ∈ Mk(Γ0(N)) its field of definition is Qf =
Q({an |n ∈ N}).
In general this field will be a transcendental extension ofQ but for normalized
eigenforms it is an algebraic extension of Q (by the above). More can be said.
Theorem 1.1.41. If f is a normalized eigenform then Qf is a number field,
i.e. a finite extension of Q.
1.1.4 L-functions attached to modular forms
An important theme in both modern and classical number theory has been
to study analytic functions associated to number theoretic objects. A famous
example is the Riemann zeta function for Re(s) > 1:
ζ(s) =
∞∑
n=1
1
ns
and its functional equation given by Riemann in his famous 1859 paper:
ξ(s) = ξ(1− s)
where
ξ(s) =
1
2
pi−
s
2 s(s− 1)Γ
(s
2
)
ζ(s).
This functional equation allows ζ(s) to be analytically continued to C\{1} (once
one continues ζ(s) to 0 < Re(s) < 1).
Hidden within ζ(s) are many interesting results on the distribution of prime
numbers. A small justification for this lies in the Euler product expansion of
ζ(s) for Re(s) > 1:
ζ(s) =
∏
p
(
1− 1
ps
)−1
,
this being an analytic way of expressing unique factorisation.
Riemann showed how the analytic continuation of ζ(s) allows us to find
families of good approximations to the prime counting function pi(x), given
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that the zeros of ζ(s) are well behaved. This is the subject of the Riemann
Hypothesis, still an unsolved problem. Included in his approximations is the
Prime Number Theorem:
lim
x→∞
pi(x)
x/ln(x)
= 1.
There is also merit to studying the special values of ζ(s) at integers. Such
values appear in the coefficients of Eisenstein series but it is also worth studying
them for their own right to uncover mysterious identities. For example Euler
was able to justify that:
ζ(2) =
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
=
pi2
6
and went on to find the general formula for ζ(2k) (given after Theorem 1.1.16).
Note that ζ(2k) = α2kpi
2k for some α2k ∈ Q so that these zeta values split
neatly into rational and transcendental parts.
In general one can attach to any arithmetic function g : N → C a Dirichlet
series:
L(g, s) =
∞∑
n=1
g(n)
ns
.
Whenever g has nice enough properties such as multiplicativity there is a well
known theory of Euler products.
It is hoped that analytic properties of L(g, s) encode arithmetic properties
of g amongst other things of number theoretic significance, e.g. distribution of
primes.
Indeed the study of the functions L(χ, s) for lifts of characters χ of (Z/mZ)×
allowed Dirichlet to prove his famous theorem on primes in arithmetic progres-
sions, and to give information on densities of primes lying in given classes mod
m.
Classically other notable Dirichlet series are ones attached to number fields,
known as Dedekind zeta functions. Studying these gives precise information on
class numbers, embeddings, fundamental units, discriminants etc. This is the
basis of the Dirichlet class number formula.
In a modern setting we attach such “L-functions” and “zeta functions” to
varieties, modular forms, Galois representations and many other interesting
objects. We still appear to be finding deep number theoretic results encoded in
such functions. For example the famous Birch Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture tells
us how studying L(E, s) for a rational elliptic curve gives lots of information of
interest about E, such as the rank of the Mordell-Weil group E(Q), the number
of torsion points, the size of the Shafarevich-Tate group of E etc.
For the purposes of this thesis we will be interested in L-functions attached
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to newforms for Γ0(N). Of course we already have an arithmetic function to
hand given by the Fourier coefficients of the form.
Definition 1.1.42. Let f ∈ Mk(Γ0(N)) have q-expansion f(z) =
∑∞
n=0 anq
n.
The L-function associated to f is:
L(f, s) =
∞∑
n=1
an
ns
.
It is known that this L-function converges absolutely for Re(s) > k+12 if f
is a cusp form and for Re(s) > k otherwise. This follows from known upper
bounds for |an|.
First one asks whether such L-functions have Euler products. It turns out
that in some cases they do but they have quadratic Euler factors in p−s rather
than linear ones.
Theorem 1.1.43. The form f is a normalized eigenform for all Hecke operators
if and only if L(f, s) has an Euler product expansion of the form:
L(f, s) =
∏
p
(1− app−s + pk−1−2s)−1.
This again highlights the historical significance of eigenforms. In general
L(f, s) will not have such an expansion.
Of course we have seen that it is not always possible to construct normalized
eigenforms for all Hecke operators, but that you may always find them for index
coprime to the level. In such cases L(f, s) will still have an Euler product but
it will be of the form:
L(f, s) =
∏
p|N
(1− app−s)−1
∏
p-N
(1− app−s + pk−1−2s)−1.
Secondly we ask whether such L-functions have analytic continuation to the
whole complex plane. Indeed they do but it is first convenient to define the
completed L-function:
Λ(f, s) = N
s
2 (2pi)−sΓ(s)L(f, s).
This function is the analogue of Riemann’s ξ function mentioned above.
One can view Λ(f, s) as a Mellin transform as follows:
Λ(f, s) = N
s
2
∫ ∞
0
f(iy)ys−1dy.
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Using this one proves a functional equation:
Λ(f, s) = ikΛ(WN (f), k − s).
Here WN (f) = N
1− k2 f |k
(
0 −1
N 0
)
∈ Sk(Γ0(N)) is the Atkin-Lehner invo-
lute of f . Whenever WN (f) = ±f (i.e. f is an eigenvector for WN ) we have:
Λ(f, s) = ±ikΛ(f, k − s).
Finally we address the question of finding special values of such L-functions.
It seems natural to want to evaluate L(f, s) at integer values of s and get nice
formulae. However this is very ambitious.
To put this in perspective consider the same question for the Riemann zeta
function. We know next to nothing about closed formulae for ζ(2k + 1) for
positive integers k. We can only really compute these values numerically. It
was only around 1979 that ζ(3) was proved to be irrational by Ape´ry [1].
However if we consider instead the values ζ(2k) then much is known. We
happen to know that ζ(2k)
pi2k
∈ Q and as seen earlier we even have a formula for
the “rational part”, involving Bernoulli numbers. Of course one can use the
functional equation to deal with negative integer inputs.
It turns out that for L-functions of modular forms the integer inputs that
we know the most about are s = 1, 2, ..., k − 1. These are called the critical
values of f . Note that by the symmetry in the functional equation it suffices to
evaluate at the values s = k2 ,
k
2 + 1, ..., k − 1.
As a brief remark the notion of critical value has been made precise in a paper
of Deligne [17]. In this paper he defines critical values of L-functions L(M, s)
attached to motives (of which all previously stated L-functions are examples).
For ζ(s) the critical values are, as expected, the even positive integers and the
odd negative ones. For L(f, s) they are exactly the critical values mentioned
above.
Deligne even goes on to conjecture the existence of a “period” c+(M) ∈ C
such that L(M,0)c+(M) ∈ Q. This is the natural generalisation of the statement
ζ(2k)
pi2k
∈ Q. One might think of this period as being the “transcendental part”
of the L-value, that once divided out leaves something algebraic.
For the case of modular forms Deligne’s conjecture has been proved. However
a surprise occurs in that the period we must divide by is only dependent on the
parity of the critical value.
Theorem 1.1.44. (Manin/Vishik) Let m be a critical value for f . There exist
constants Ω+,Ω− ∈ C such that Λ(f,m)Ω+ ∈ Qf if m is even and Λ(f,m)Ω− ∈ Qf if
m is odd.
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The constants Ω± are not unique but determined up to scalar multiples in
Q×f . Often it is possible to pin it down to a scalar multiple in O×Qf (so as to make
it almost canonical). By making this normalization we can study divisibility of
such values by primes without ambiguity.
The proof of the above result is beautiful and is found in Manin’s paper [49].
The idea is to define for m = 0, 1, 2, ..., k − 2 the periods of f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)):
rm(f) =
∫ i∞
0
f(z)zmdz.
Note that Λ(f,m + 1) = N
m+1
2 rm(f) so that once one knows the periods of f
it is possible to extract critical Λ-values.
Manin exhibits an infinite system of homogeneous linear equations for the
periods of f by using certain actions of Hecke operators. The coefficients of these
equations lie in Qf . He then manages to prove that these equations naturally
break up into two sets of equations, one for the even index periods and one for
the odd ones. Finally he is able to prove that the two sets of equations each
give a 1-dimensional space of solutions, explaining the existence of Ω±. This
gives an algebraic method for finding ratios of periods, at no point do we need
to find the above integrals.
When a choice of Ω± is fixed and m is critical we will write Λalg(f,m) =
Λ(f,m)
Ω± (where the choice of sign depends on the parity of m). We will be
interested in special primes dividing these values since these will eventually be
the moduli of our congruences (in direct analogue with the 691 in Ramanujan’s
congruence).
1.2 Siegel modular forms
Siegel modular forms are a higher dimensional generalization of the elliptic mod-
ular forms studied in the previous section. They can be considered as modular
forms in one or more variables (with elliptic modular forms being functions of
one variable).
Just as one can attach theta series to quadratic forms to measure represen-
tation numbers of an integer by a form, Siegel modular forms were designed as
an attempt to measure representations of quadratic forms by other quadratic
forms.
We begin with the symplectic group of genus g given by
Sp2g(R) = {γ ∈M2g(R) | γJγT = J},
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where:
J =
(
0 Ig
−Ig 0
)
.
One can view such a group as the group of matrices preserving a specific sym-
plectic form on R2g. In particular Sp2(R) = SL2(R).
In analogue to the relationship between the groups SL2(R) and GL2(R) we
can construct the group of similitudes of Sp2g(R):
GSp2g(R) = {γ ∈M2g(R) | γJγT = µ(γ)J, µ(γ) ∈ R×}.
One observes that the similitude map µ : GSp2g(R) −→ R× is a homomor-
phism that plays a role analogous to the determinant map for GLn(R). Indeed
just as SLn(R) is the kernel of the determinant map det : GLn(R) −→ R× we
see that Sp2g(R) is the kernel of µ : GSp2g(R)→ R×.
Analogous to the upper half plane we can also construct the Siegel upper
half space of genus g:
Hg = {Z ∈Mg(C) |ZT = Z, Im(Z) is positive definite}.
Again for g = 1 this is the usual upper half plane H.
Lemma 1.2.1. The group Sp2g(R) acts transitively on Hg by fractional linear
transformations, i.e. if Z ∈ Hg and γ =
(
A B
C D
)
∈ Sp2g(R) is written in
g × g blocks then:
(γ, Z) 7→ γZ = (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1.
defines a transitive group action.
Of course the above is not as easy to prove as the classical case. There is now
the non-trivial matter of the matrices (CZ+D) being invertible. As previously
we will still define the automorphy factor j(γ, Z) = (CZ +D).
1.2.1 Siegel modular forms for Sp2g(Z)
One defines Siegel modular forms by considering nice enough arithmetic sub-
groups of Sp2g(R). First let us deal with the simplest case, classical Siegel
modular forms for the Siegel modular group Sp2g(Z).
Definition 1.2.2. A holomorphic function F : Hg −→ C is a classical Siegel
modular form of genus g, weight k for Sp2g(Z) if:
• F (γZ) = det(j(γ, Z))kF (Z) for all γ ∈ Sp2g(Z).
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• If g = 1 then F is holomorphic at infinity (as defined in the previous
section).
We do not have to check holomorphy at infinity for g ≥ 2. This is due to
a phenomenon known as Koecher’s principle (see Theorem 2 of Van der Geer’s
article in [9]).
For a given weight k the C-vector space Mk(Sp2g(Z)) of classical Siegel
modular forms of weight k, genus g for Sp2g(Z) is finite dimensional. It is still
true that we require k ≥ 0 for non-trivial examples to exist. Also kg should
be even (which fits with the genus 1 case since we saw there that k had to be
even).
Of course it is easy to see that the analogue of Lemma 1.1.13 still holds in this
context and so the structure M(Sp2g(Z)) = ⊕∞k=0Mk(Sp2g(Z)) forms a graded
C-algebra. This C-algebra is known to be finitely generated as in the g = 1 case
although explicit generators are tough to find (although for g = 2, 3 generators
are known, given to us by Igusa [42] and Tsuyumine [66] respectively).
A new feature that arises in studying Siegel modular forms is the notion of
vector valued Siegel modular forms for Sp2g(Z). Let:
ρ : GLg(C) −→ GL(V )
be a finite dimensional complex representation.
Definition 1.2.3. A holomorphic function F : Hg −→ V is a Siegel modular
form of genus g, weight ρ for Sp2g(Z) if:
• F (γZ) = ρ(j(γ, Z))F (Z) for all γ ∈ Sp2g(Z).
• If g = 1 then F is holomorphic at infinity.
The case of classical Siegel modular forms arises when one takes the 1-
dimensional representation ρ = detk (so that the corresponding modular forms
are “scalar-valued”).
In a similar vein to before we may define the C-vector space Mρ(Sp2g(Z)) of
Siegel modular forms of weight ρ, genus g for Sp2g(Z). Then one can construct
a more general M(Sp2g(Z))-module of Siegel modular forms Mvect(Sp2g(Z)) =
⊕ρMρ(Sp2g(Z)). In general this is not finitely generated.
However there is still an analogue of Lemma 1.1.13 in this more general
setting. Note that if ρ decomposes as ρ = ρ1 ⊕ ρ2 then Mρ(Sp2g(Z)) =
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Mρ1(Sp2g(Z))⊕Mρ2(Sp2g(Z)). Thus in practice we need only concern ourselves
with the case that ρ is irreducible.
Siegel modular forms possess Fourier expansions too. For a fixed genus g let
Sg be the set of g×g half integral matrices with integral diagonal elements. Such
matrices parametrize quadratic forms in g variables with integer coefficients.
If F ∈Mρ(Sp2g(Z)) then the Fourier expansion of F is of the form:
F (Z) =
∑
T∈Sg
a(T )e2piiTr(TZ).
Note how the Fourier coefficients are no longer indexed by integers but by integer
quadratic forms in g variables. There are various results about these Fourier
coefficients. For example similar T have related Fourier coefficients and a(T ) = 0
for T that are not positive semi-definite. Compare this with a−n = 0 for elliptic
modular forms.
Recall that a genus 1 form is a cusp form if the constant term in the q-
expansion is a0 = 0. We have a similar condition for arbitrary genus.
Definition 1.2.4. A Siegel modular form F ∈ Mρ(Sp2g(Z)) is a cusp form if
a(T ) = 0 for each T ∈ Sg that is positive semi-definite but not definite.
There is another equivalent definition of cusp form that captures the notion
of “zero at infinity”. One can define the Siegel operator on Mρ(Sp2g(Z)) via:
Φ(F )(Z ′) = lim
t→∞F
(
Z ′ 0
0 it
)
,
where Z ′ ∈ Hg−1 and t ∈ R. This operator produces a Siegel modular form of
genus g − 1 (the weight can also be described). A cusp form is precisely a form
that satisfies Φ(F ) = 0.
Let us now consider the notion of congruence subgroup of Sp2g(Z).
Definition 1.2.5. The principal congruence subgroup of genus g, level N is
given by:
Γ(2g)(N) =
{
A ∈ Sp2g(Z) |A ≡ I2g mod N
}
.
A subgroup Γ ⊆ Sp2g(Z) is a congruence subgroup of level N if Γ(2g)(N) ⊆
Γ.
Congruence subgroups necessarily have finite index in Sp2g(Z). A popular
example is given by:
Γ
(g)
0 (N) = {γ =
(
A B
C D
)
∈ Sp2g(Z) |A,B,C,D ∈Mg(Z), C ≡ 0 mod N}.
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This is a straightforward generalization of the genus 1 congruence subgroup
Γ0(N). When the genus is understood we will omit it from the notation.
We note that given a congruence subgroup Γ of genus g, level N we may
define Siegel modular forms for Γ. It is clear how to do this. By Koecher’s
principle we do not need to consider behaviour “at the cusps” unless g = 1. We
will denote such spaces and subspaces of cusp forms by Mρ(Γ), Sρ(Γ).
1.2.2 Genus 2 Siegel modular forms
For the purposes of this thesis we will only need to deal with genus 2 Siegel
modular forms and so we will restrict to this case from now on. Here we will
discuss possible level p congruence subgroups and Hecke operators associated
to spaces of Siegel modular forms.
First recall that an irreducible representation of GL2(C) is parametrised by
its highest weight, this being a pair of integers (λ1, λ2) such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0.
It is known that for j, k ≥ 0 the irreducible representation of highest weight
(j + k, k) has an explicit desciption as the representation Symmj(C2) ⊗ detk,
where GL2(C) is acting via matrix multiplication on C2.
Definition 1.2.6. If g = 2 and ρ = Symmj(C2) ⊗ detk then the spaces
Mρ(Sp4(Z)) and Sρ(Sp4(Z)) will be written as Mj,k(Sp4(Z)) and Sj,k(Sp4(Z))
respectively.
As mentioned earlier we know that these spaces are finite dimensional. For
odd j we have dim(Mj,k(Sp4(Z))) = 0. Further there exist dimension formulae
for even j [65].
In order to discuss possible congruence subgroups we note that two inter-
esting examples exist at genus 2. Other than the subgroups Γ0(N) we have the
paramodular groups:
K(N) =

Z NZ Z Z
Z Z Z 1NZ
Z NZ Z Z
NZ NZ NZ Z
 ∩ Sp4(Q).
The paramodular groups may look strange but they appear in the Paramod-
ular Conjecture, the genus 2 analogue of the modularity theorem for elliptic
curves. This conjecture was originally made by Brumer and Kramer but evi-
dence has recently been given in [53]. In this thesis we will mainly be interested
in modular forms for K(p), where p is prime.
It should be noted that Roberts and Schmidt have developed a theory of
newforms for the paramodular group but this is not as straightforward as for
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Γ0(N) since K(M) is never a subgroup of K(N) for any M 6= N (so there are
no obvious inclusions Sj,k(K(M)) ↪→ Sj,k(K(N))). We will not state the details
but refer the reader to [57].
Essentially Schmidt has constructed maps that multiply the level by p and
p2 for a prime p, giving non-trivial inclusions Sj,k(K(N)) ↪→ Sj,k(K(Np))
and Sj,k(K(N)) ↪→ Sj,k(K(Np2)). He then defines the subspace of oldforms
Soldj,k (K(N)) in the usual fashion; the subspace of Sj,k(K(N)) generated by
the images of these maps from lower levels. The orthogonal complement of
Soldj,k (K(N)) with respect to the Petersson inner product is the space of new-
forms Snewj,k (K(N)).
In our case we will be needing only paramodular forms of prime level p. Here
the notion of “oldform” means what we expect, forms that come from level 1,
i.e. Sp4(Z) (although this is only intuition since the way we are lifting the level
is non-trivial).
Finally we define Hecke operators on spaces of Siegel modular forms. The
treatment is similar to the theory for elliptic modular forms but here we will
not work in total generality.
We first generalize the weight k slash operator to genus 2. This can in fact
be done easily for any genus.
If F : H2 → V and α ∈ GSp+4 (Q) (positive similitude) then the weight (j, k)
slash operator is defined by:
(F |j,kα)(Z) = µ(α)j+k−3ρ(j(α,Z))−1F (αZ).
For each prime p we may define Hecke operators Tp and Tp2 . To do this we
decompose the double cosets:
K(N)

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 p 0
0 0 0 p
K(N) = ∐
i
K(N)µi
K(N)

1 0 0 0
0 p 0 0
0 0 p2 0
0 0 0 p
K(N) = ∐
i
K(N)ηi.
As usual there are finitely many representatives in each decomposition.
If F ∈ Sj,k(K(N)) we set:
Tp(F ) =
∑
i
F |j,kµi
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Tp2(F ) =
∑
i
F |j,kηi.
The resulting functions indeed lie in Sj,k(K(N)) and the maps Tp, Tp2 are called
the Hecke operators at prime p. There is a larger family of Hecke operators but
we shall not concern ourselves with them here.
It should be noted that unlike elliptic modular forms the Hecke operator Tp2
cannot be written in terms of Tp.
As with elliptic modular forms it is possible to find a basis for the spaces
Sj,k(K(N)) consisting of eigenforms for all Hecke operators with index p coprime
to N .
The new subspace is preserved by the Hecke operators and it is possible to
find a basis for Snewj,k (K(N)) consisting of eigenforms for all Hecke operators.
Such forms have Hecke eigenvalues that are algebraic integers and again the
field of definition QF obtained by adjoining all Hecke eigenvalues is a number
field.
One final remark is that Siegel modular forms are much more difficult to
calculate with than elliptic modular forms. For example finding dimensions
of new subspaces and Hecke eigenvalues for spaces of paramodular forms is a
very tough thing to do. This will be a massive stumbling block when trying to
generate level p evidence for Harder’s conjecture (to be discussed).
One of the major aims of this thesis is to demonstrate a way of finding these
objects by moving out of the spaces of Siegel modular forms and instead working
with algebraic modular forms.
1.3 Harder’s conjecture
Harder’s conjecture predicts specific congruences between the Hecke eigenval-
ues of elliptic and Siegel modular forms. In some sense they generalise the
famous 691 congruence of Ramanujan (see Example 1.1.23). Such congruences
are known to be of use in describing the decomposition of certain Galois rep-
resentations into smaller pieces (as we shall see in Chapter 5). Also they give
evidence towards the Bloch-Kato conjecture and provide the existence of ele-
ments of certain orders in Shafarevich-Tate groups attached to certain motives
[5].
Originally Harder’s congruences were formulated by studying the decompo-
sition of cohomology of Siegel modular varieties. The full details of this are
mentioned in his original paper [31].
Conjecture 1.3.1. (Harder’s conjecture for level 1)
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Let j, k be integers with j > 0 and k ≥ 3 and let f ∈ Sj+2k−2(SL2(Z)) be a
normalized Hecke eigenform with eigenvalues an.
Suppose that ordλ(Λalg(f, j + k)) > 0 for some prime λ of Qf lying above a
rational prime l > j + 2k − 2.
Then there exists a Hecke eigenform F ∈ Sj,k(Sp4(Z)) with eigenvalues bn ∈
QF such that
bp ≡ pk−2 + ap + pj+k−1 mod Λ
for all primes p (where Λ is some prime lying above λ in the compositum QfQF ).
Such a prime λ is often referred to as a “large prime” in the literature.
Before moving on we recall that the algebraic integer Λalg(f, j+k) =
Λ(f,j+k)
Ω
depends on a choice of period Ω and that this is unique up to a multiple in Q×f .
The exact period used by Harder determines the value Λalg(f, j + k) up to a
multiple in O×Qf but for our purposes we will use the MAGMA command LRatio.
This command computes the norm of Λalg(f, j + k) but is only accurate up to
sign and a power of 2. Neither of these features is a problem to us since we only
care about divisibility by large primes.
It should be noted that Harder’s conjecture has still not been proved for level
1 forms. However the specific example with j = 4, k = 10 and l = 41 mentioned
in Harder’s paper has recently been proved in a paper by Chenevier and Lannes
[14]. The proof uses the Niemeier classification of 24-dimensional lattices and is
specific to this particular case.
There are Harder-type congruences predicted for the other Hecke operators
Tp2 but we shall not concern ourselves with those here. The methods developed
in this thesis should be applicable to those too, with some minor modification.
1.3.1 Discussion of possible level p Harder’s conjecture
There has been a substantial amount of evidence found for Harder’s conjecture
which will be discussed in the next subsection.
The main aim of this thesis is to provide and study a level p version of this
conjecture. In order to do this there are a few details that need attention.
Firstly the level p structure to be used should be decided. On the elliptic
side it is generally easiest to consider the congruence subgroup Γ0(N) so we
would probably be most interested in studying the existence of congruences for
these ones. Given this decision we must now predict the level p structure of our
Siegel modular forms. The evidence provided in this thesis suggests that we can
(almost) always find a paramodular form satisfying the congruence.
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Secondly, we should only expect the congruence to hold away from p, i.e. for
Hecke eigenvalues aq, bq with prime q 6= p.
Thirdly we should only expect the congruence to hold between newforms on
both sides. This is not a problem for level 1 because there are no oldforms.
Finally we should not allow the prime λ to lie above the level p. This is a
subtle issue that has not been necessary for level 1 computations (also for the
level 2 calculations discussed in the next subsection).
Based on these details I give the following conjectural level p version of
Harder’s conjecture:
Conjecture 1.3.2. (Level p paramodular Harder’s conjecture)
Let j, k be integers with j > 0 and k ≥ 3 and let f ∈ Snewj+2k−2(Γ0(p)) be a
normalized Hecke eigenform with eigenvalues an.
Suppose that ordλ(Λalg(f, j + k)) > 0 for some prime λ of Qf lying above a
rational prime l > j + 2k − 2 (with l 6= p).
Then there exists a Hecke eigenform F ∈ Snewj,k (K(p)) with eigenvalues bn ∈
QF such that
bq ≡ qk−2 + aq + qj+k−1 mod Λ
for all primes q 6= p (where Λ is some prime lying above λ in the compositum
QfQF ).
1.3.2 Review of evidence
Following the release of the level 1 conjecture around 2002 there has been a
thorough search for evidence. Originally Faber and Van der Geer were able to
do computations for cases when Sj,k(Sp4(Z)) is 1-dimensional. They have now
exhausted such spaces and have found the congruence to hold in all cases (for
a substantial number of Hecke eigenvalues). Of course this doesn’t prove that
the congruence holds for all Hecke eigenvalues, due to the absence of a general
Sturm bound for Siegel modular forms. Also at level 1 is evidence given for the
special case of j = 2 by Ghitza, Ryan and Sulon [28].
Moving on to the level p analogue, a substantial amount of evidence has
been provided by Bergstro¨m et al in the case where p = 2 [4]. Their methods
are highly cohomological and they are able to collect many level 2 structures
in one by associating to them representations of S6. Again the calculations are
mainly done in one dimensional spaces of forms for simplicity. Their methods
are specific to level 2 and so finding evidence for other levels has proved difficult
generally. However a small amount of evidence is known for levels other than
2. A congruence has been found for (j, k, p, l) = (0, 3, 61, 43) by Anton Mellit
(p.99 of [33]).
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In this thesis we investigate general methods for finding evidence at any level
by utilising the theory of algebraic modular forms and their recent advances.
These methods are quite efficient computationally although still non-trivial.
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Chapter 2
Quaternion algebras
2.1 Definitions and Examples
To be able to state certain correspondences between modular forms we will need
to recall facts from the theory of quaternion algebras. In this chapter we see an
overview of the theory.
Definition 2.1.1. Let K be a field with char(K) 6= 2 and take a, b ∈ K×.
The quaternion algebra
(
a,b
K
)
is the 4-dimensional K-vector space with basis
{1, i, j, k} and multiplication defined by the relations:
i2 = a ∈ K×
j2 = b ∈ K×
ij = −ji = k
It is clear by definition that quaternion algebras are non-commutative alge-
bras. In fact it is easy to show that the centre of such an algebra is K.
Note that the above conditions are enough to determine k2 since
k2 = (ij)2 = −(ij)(ji) = −i(j2)i = −bi2 = −ab.
Similar arguments give all remaining products of the basis elements.
Example 2.1.2. The idea of the above definition is to generalize Hamilton’s
quaternions H =
(−1,−1
R
)
. This quaternion algebra is a division algebra, i.e.
every non-zero element has a multiplicative inverse. To see this one easily checks
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that the multiplicative inverse of α+ βi+ γj + δk 6= 0 is:
α− βi− γj − δk
α2 + β2 + γ2 + δ2
.
This is reminiscent of the multiplicative inverse of a complex number. There
are striking similarites as we will see soon.
In fact H is the only quaternion division algebra over R (up to isomorphism).
This will be clear soon.
Example 2.1.3. For any field K we can view the matrix algebra M2(K) as
the quaternion algebra
(
1,b
K
)
for any b ∈ K×. We may do this by setting up an
isomorphism:
1 7−→ I
i 7−→
(
1 0
0 −1
)
j 7−→
(
0 b
1 0
)
Since M2(K) contains non-invertible matrices we see that such quaternion al-
gebras are not division algebras. It can be shown that any quaternion algebra
over K is either a division algebra or is isomorphic to M2(K).
The following lemma gives some nice relationships between quaternion alge-
bras with different parameters a, b:
Lemma 2.1.4. Given a, b ∈ K× we have the following isomorphisms:
1.
(
a,b
K
) ∼= ( b,aK ),
2.
(
aµ2,b
K
) ∼= (a,bK ) for any µ ∈ K×,
Proof. It is easily checked that the map:
i 7−→ j j 7−→ i
induces the first isomorphism whereas the map
i 7−→ µ−1i j 7−→ j
induces the second.
Returning to quaternion algebras over R, we now see the classification al-
luded to above.
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Theorem 2.1.5. Over R there are two isomorphism classes of quaternion al-
gebras, represented by H and M2(R).
Proof. Consider a fixed choice of a, b ∈ R×. Recall that M2(R) ∼=
(
1,c
R
)
for any
c ∈ R×.
Now if at least one of a, b is positive then by the first part of the above
lemma we may assume that a > 0. Then by the second part we see that:(
a, b
R
)
=
(
(
√
a)2, b
R
)
∼=
(
1, b
R
)
∼= M2(R).
Otherwise both a, b < 0 and thus:(
a, b
R
)
=
(−(√−a)2,−(√−b)2
R
)
∼=
(−1,−1
R
)
= H.
Thus there are at most two isomorphism classes. However H M2(R) since
H is a division algebra whereas M2(R) is not. Hence there are exactly two
isomorphism classes.
Analysing the above proof in more detail we notice that the only obstacle
stopping H and M2(R) being isomorphic was really the absence of square roots
of negative numbers. Thus we see that over C there should only be one iso-
morphism class of quaternion algebras, represented by M2(C). In particular
H⊗R C ∼= M2(C).
More generally, it is clear that if L/K is a field extension then
(
a,b
K
)
⊗ L ∼=(
a,b
L
)
by extension of scalars.
Definition 2.1.6. Let D be a quaternion algebra over a field K and let L/K
be an extension. We say that L splits D if D ⊗ L ∼= M2(L).
Thus we see that C splits H. By the same argument
Proposition 2.1.7. Let D be a quaternion algebra over a field K. Then any
algebraic closure K splits D.
Proof. As mentioned above D⊗K is a quaternion algebra over K. But all such
quaternion algebras are isomorphic to M2(K). To see this take a quaternion al-
gebra over K, i.e. D′ ∼=
(
a,b
K
)
for some a, b ∈ K×. Then since K is algebraically
closed there exists c ∈ K× such that c2 = a.
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We then see that:
D′ ∼=
(
a, b
K
)
∼=
(
c2, b
K
)
∼=
(
1, b
K
)
∼= M2(K).
In fact we can do better than this. We only really need the introduction of
a single square root to split a quaternion algebra.
Proposition 2.1.8. Let D be a quaternion algebra over a field K. Then there
exists a quadratic extension of K that splits D.
Proof. Let D ∼=
(
a,b
K
)
for a, b ∈ K×. Then
D ⊗K(√a) ∼=
(
a, b
K(
√
a)
)
=
(
(
√
a)2, b
K(
√
a)
)
∼=
(
1, b
K(
√
a)
)
∼= M2(K(
√
a)).
It is now clear that for each a, b ∈ K× there must exist an embedding:(
a, b
K
)
↪→
(
a, b
K(
√
a)
)
∼= M2(K(
√
a)),
so that any quaternion algebra over K can be embedded inside a matrix algebra
(once K is extended to contain
√
a).
For later computations it is necessary to get an explicit description of the
above embedding. We do this by realising that since
α+ βi+ γj + δk = (α+ βi) + (γ + δi)j
we have an isomorphism of K-algebras(
a, b
K
)
∼= K(√a)⊕K(√a)j,
φ : (α+ βi) + (γ + δi)j 7−→ (α+ β√a) + (γ + δ√a)j.
The following is then straight-forward to check.
Lemma 2.1.9. Let σ be the nontrivial automorphism in Gal(K(
√
a)/K). Then
there is an embedding of K-algebras:
K(
√
a)⊕K(√a)j ↪→M2(K(
√
a))
ψ : x+ yj 7−→
(
x y
bσ(y) σ(x)
)
.
Thus ψ ◦ φ gives an embedding
(
a,b
K
)
↪→M2(K(
√
a)).
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For example H =
(−1,−1
R
)
embeds in M2(C) via
α+ βi+ γj + δk 7−→
(
α+ βi γ + δi
−γ + δi α− βi
)
.
2.2 Norms and Traces
We have just seen that a quaternion algebra is essentially a non-commutative
quadratic extension of a quadratic field. We would like to define norms and
traces for quaternion algebras, much like we do for number fields. For this we
need an analogue of complex conjugation.
Definition 2.2.1. Let D be a quaternion algebra over field K. An involution
on a quaternion algebra D is a K-linear map x : D → D such that for all
α, β ∈ D:
• 1 = 1
• αβ = βα
• α = α
From this definition it is clear that α−1 = (α)−1 always holds.
Recall that if L/K is a quadratic extension of number fields and σ is the
non-trivial automorphism in Gal(L/K) then we define the norm and trace maps
via:
N(α) = ασ(α),
tr(α) = α+ σ(α).
These quantities are fixed by the action of the Galois group and hence lie in K
(since the extension is Galois).
If we are to do the same for quaternion algebras it seems natural to use an
involution in place of σ. However, there are many involutions one may take on
a quaternion algebra and due to the lack of “Galois theory” we cannot always
have that αα ∈ K and α + α ∈ K for all α ∈ D (even though these elements
are fixed by the involution). Thus we make an extra definition.
Definition 2.2.2. An involution on D is called standard if αα ∈ K for all
α ∈ D.
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Given a standard involution we may define the norm and trace:
N(α) = αα ∈ K
tr(α) = α+ α ∈ K.
(The fact that tr(α) ∈ K given N(α) ∈ K is a simple consequence of the
fact that N(1 + α) = (1 + α)(1 + α) ∈ K.)
A nice result about standard involutions is the following.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let D be a quaternion algebra. Then D has a unique
standard involution.
The proof of this can be found in Corollary 2.15 of [67]. For the rest of this
Subsection most proofs will be omitted and can be found in Voight’s book.
Example 2.2.4. For any field K, the quaternion algebra M2(K) has the adjoint
transpose
adj
((
a b
c d
))T
=
(
d −b
−c a
)
as its standard involution since:
A(adj(A)T ) = det(A)I.
Thus the norm here is the determinant map and the trace is the usual trace
since:
A+ adj(A)T = (a+ d)I.
Example 2.2.5. Take D =
(
a,b
K
)
and let x = α+βi+γj+δk for α, β, γ, δ ∈ K.
Then the standard involution is given by:
x = α− βi− γj − δk
since:
xx = α2 − aβ2 − bγ2 + abδ2 ∈ K.
Thus:
N(x) = α2 − aβ2 − bγ2 + abδ2
tr(x) = 2α.
From now on, x will always denote the standard involution applied to x.
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It is easy to see that the properties of involutions force the norm to be
multiplicative and the trace to be additive. This is again analogous to the
number field case.
For Hamilton’s quaternions the fact that the norm is multiplicative is really
another way of giving Lagrange’s four square identity (that if you multiply two
sums of four squares you get another sum of four squares). This highlights the
arithmetic significance of quaternion algebras.
For an alternative view of the norm and trace consider viewing D =
(
a,b
K
)
as a 2-dimensional left K(
√
a)-vector space with basis {1, j} (as earlier). Then
for α ∈ D we have the natural right multiplication by α map, x 7→ xα.
By identifying D with K(
√
a) ⊕ K(√a)j (via φ as defined before Lemma
2.1.9) we see that this map is represented by a 2× 2 matrix Aα ∈M2(K(
√
a)),
Thus we have a degree 2 characteristic polynomial
fα(x) = x
2 − tr(Aα)x+ det(Aα) ∈ K(
√
a)[x].
Proposition 2.2.6.
fα(x) = x
2 − tr(α)x+N(α) ∈ K[x].
Proof. Let σ be the non-trivial automorphism in Gal(K(
√
a)/K). It is a simple
calculation to see that if φ(α) = α1 + α2j for α1, α2 ∈ K(
√
a) then:
Aα =
(
α1 bσ(α2)
α2 σ(α1)
)
It is now clear that tr(Aα) = tr(α) and det(Aα) = N(α). Since these
quantities lie in K we see that the characteristic polynomial is indeed defined
over K as claimed.
Recall the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. This says that fα(α) = 0, a fact we
will need to use later.
2.3 Ramification and classification results
We now seek to classify quaternion algebras. For local fields it turns out that
quaternion algebras are easily described.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let K be a local field not isomorphic to C. Then there are
exactly two isomorphism classes of quaternion algebras over K, consisting of
the isomorphism class of M2(K) and the isomorphism class of some division
algebra EK .
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We have already seen this in action for the case K = R. In this case we may
take ER = H.
Let K be a number field and D be a quaternion algebra over K. Then for
each place v of K we can consider the quaternion algebra Dv := D⊗Kv, where
Kv is the completion at v. Now Kv is a local field, so Dv will be isomorphic
either to M2(Kv) or to EKv .
Definition 2.3.2. Say D is split at v if Dv ∼= M2(Kv), or ramified at v if
Dv ∼= EKv .
It turns out that quaternion algebras over number fields can be classified by
their ramification behaviour.
Theorem 2.3.3. Let D/K be a quaternion algebra over a number field. Then
D ramifies at a finite number of places and this number is even.
Further, for each finite subset of places of even cardinality there exists exactly
one isomorphism class of quaternion algebras that ramify at those places.
As with extensions of number fields there is an ideal called the discriminant
that measures the ramification of a quaternion algebra. However this will not
be important to us. Our main motivation will be to study quaternion algebras
over Q that are ramified at p and ∞ for some prime p.
Definition 2.3.4. Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q. Say D is definite
if it is ramified at ∞, i.e. D∞ ∼= H, and indefinite if it is split at ∞, i.e.
D∞ ∼= M2(R).
Definite and indefinite quaternion algebras behave in completely different
ways. The main difference is due to the definite/indefinite nature of their norm
forms. This is analogous to the difference between imaginary and real quadratic
fields, where the nature of the norm form really determines the difference in
arithmetic (units, class numbers etc).
Of course if we write D =
(
a,b
Q
)
then it is easy to see that D is definite if
and only if both a, b < 0 (see the proof of Theorem 2.1.5). In this case it is
obvious that the norm form is positive definite.
As mentioned above, we will ultimately concern ourselves with definite quater-
nion algebras ramified at a single prime. By the classification theorem above we
know that for a fixed prime there is only one isomorphism class of such algebras.
In fact it isn’t too difficult to find a representative.
Proposition 2.3.5. Let p be a prime and suppose D is a definite quaternion
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algebra over Q ramified at p. Then D is isomorphic to:(−1,−1
Q
)
if p = 2(−1,−p
Q
)
if p ≡ 3 mod 4(−2,−p
Q
)
if p ≡ 5 mod 8(−l,−p
Q
)
if p ≡ 1 mod 8,
where l ≡ 3 mod 4 is a prime that is a square mod p.
The above proposition is linked heavily with Hilbert symbols and quadratic
reciprocity. It is proved in [13]. The key idea is to study the norm form locally
at each prime and try to force it to properly represent 0 in Qq for q 6= p and not
to represent 0 in Qp. By Hensel’s lemma, this reduces to a quadratic non-residue
calculation in Fp.
2.4 Integrality and maximal orders
Naturally we assign a notion of integrality to elements of quaternion algebras
over number fields. It is clear how we should do this.
Definition 2.4.1. Let D be a quaternion algebra over a number field K, with
ring of integers OK . An element α ∈ D is integral if N(α), tr(α) ∈ OK (so that
the characteristic polynomial is defined over OK).
It is now tempting to define the set of all integral elements and hope that
this behaves exactly like the ring of integers of a number field. Unfortunately
this set is not even a ring in general.
For example, in M2(K) consider the elements A =
(
0 14
4 0
)
and B =(
0 4
1
4 0
)
. Now A and B are integral since both have trace 0 and determinant 1,
both of which lie in OK . However A+B =
(
0 174
17
4 0
)
and AB =
(
1
16 0
0 16
)
and neither of these are integral.
The correct way to proceed is to adopt instead the view that the ring of
integers of a number field is the “maximal order”. Thus for quaternion algebras
we consider nice enough subrings of this set of integral elements.
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Definition 2.4.2. Let K be a number field or a completion of a number field
at a finite place and let OK denote the ring of integers of K.
An order in a quaternion algebra D over K is a free OK-module of rank 4
that is also a subring of D.
A maximal order is an order that is not properly contained in any other
order.
Maximal orders definitely exist (Zorn’s lemma) but there is usually more
than one. This does not happen with number fields; the ring of integers is the
unique maximal order.
Example 2.4.3. In D =
(
−1,−1
Q
)
the sets O = Z ⊕ Zi ⊕ Zj ⊕ Zk and O′ =
Z⊕Zi⊕Zj⊕Z 1+i+j+k2 are both orders in D. However O ⊂ O′ and so O cannot
be maximal. It can be shown that O′ is maximal but we omit the argument.
The maximal order O′ is known as the ring of Hurwitz quaternions.
There are general algorithms for constructing maximal orders, involving the
discriminant (again similar to number fields). We will not go into these in detail
here, but note that there is a standard way to generate a maximal order for a
definite quaternion algebra over Q ramified at a single prime p [38].
For the split quaternion algebra M2(Qp) we have a simple description of all
maximal orders:
Proposition 2.4.4. Every maximal order in M2(Qp) is conjugate by an element
of GL2(Qp) to M2(Zp).
This is a special case of Corollary 1.19 on p.30 of Voight’s book [67] and will
be useful in the next subsection.
Finally we note that the norm is still a useful tool for detecting units.
Proposition 2.4.5. Let D be a definite quaternion algebra over Q. Let O be a
maximal order. Then O× = {α ∈ O |N(α) = 1}.
Proof. Given an inverse for α lying in O we know that αα−1 = 1. Taking norms
of both sides tells us that N(α) ∈ O×Q = Z× = ±1. However the norm form is
positive definite so that N(α) = 1.
Conversely N(α) = 1 implies that αα = 1 so α is invertible in D. In fact it
must be invertible in O since the involution preserves O.
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Chapter 3
Algebraic modular forms
We begin by first transforming the classical notion of elliptic modular form into
an object known as an automorphic form. Similar processes can be followed for
Siegel modular forms and most other types of modular forms (Hilbert, Maass,
Bianchi, etc), suggesting that the notion of automorphic form is the natural
unification of all known theories for modular forms. More generally a space of
automorphic forms will exist for arbitrary reductive groups.
It should be mentioned that traditionally one then goes from this theory into
the theory of automorphic representations in order to truly study automorphic
forms and their connections to the Langlands program. In this chapter we will
not consider these topics since our main interest is in the forms themselves.
Algebraic modular forms are something similar to automorphic forms but
for special groups. They have recently become extremely useful due to the fact
that they are easier to compute with (see [18], [22], [48]).
In many cases one can find deep links between classical modular forms and
certain algebraic counterparts. This allows transformation of complicated cal-
culations on the classical side into much simpler calculations on the algebraic
side.
We will see major examples of this philosophy by studying certain correspon-
dences of Eichler and Ibukiyama for elliptic and Siegel modular forms respec-
tively. It should be noted that such correspondences are naturally understood
in terms of automorphic representations but we will not take this stance.
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3.1 Classical automorphic forms
The study of automorphic forms is at the center of modern number theory. As
mentioned previously they are a natural generalisation of the notion of modular
form.
In order to motivate the ideas we will observe the rite of passage involved in
promoting elliptic modular forms to automorphic forms. It is possible to carry
out similar procedures for other common types of modular form but the details
are not important to us here.
The approach here will be mainly taken from Chapter 7 of [7] although we
will only see a brief overview of the theory.
To start the process we take an elliptic modular form f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)). Thus
f is a holomorphic function H → C with specific transformation properties.
The action of GL+2 (R) = {A ∈ GL2(R) |det(A) > 0} on H is transitive
as seen in Chapter 1. The element i ∈ H is special since the stabilizer of
this element under the action is easily described, it is K∞ = Z∞K ′, where
Z∞ := {diag(z, z) | z ∈ R×} is the center of GL+2 (R) and K ′ = SO2(R) is a
maximal connected compact subgroup of GL+2 (R).
We may now associate to f a smooth function Φf on GL
+
2 (R) by “undoing”
the action of the automorphy factor at i:
Φf : GL
+
2 (R) −→ C
Φf (g∞) = j(g∞, i)−kf(g∞i).
Here the automorphy factor on GL+2 (R) is extended from SL2(R) by defining it
as j(γ, z) = det(γ)−
1
2 (cz+ d) for γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL+2 (R). This clearly agrees
with the usual automorphy factor if we restrict to γ ∈ SL2(R).
Note that from Φf we may recover f via f(z) = j(g∞, i)kΦ(g∞) where
g∞ ∈ GL+2 (R) is such that z = g∞i (this exists by the transitivity of the
action).
The following are simple consequences of the transformation properties of f .
Theorem 3.1.1. The function Φf has the following properties:
• Φf (γg∞) = Φf (g∞) for each γ ∈ Γ0(N).
• Φf (gzkθ) = Φf (g∞)eikθ for each zkθ ∈ K∞.
The first of these properties tells us that φf is well defined as a function on
the coset space Γ0(N)\GL+2 (R). This encodes the transformation property and
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the level of the modular form f . The second property tells us how the weight
of f is encoded in the action of the maximal connected compact subgroup K ′.
It remains to see how we may capture the holomorphicity of f algebraically.
First note that the Lie algebra gl2 = M2(R) of GL
+
2 (R) acts on smooth functions
Φ : GL+2 (R)→ C. For X ∈ M2(R) this action is as follows:
X · Φ(g∞) = d
dt
(Φ(g∞exp(tX)))t=0.
By extending this action linearly we can allow the action of the complexifi-
cation g = gl2 ⊗ C. Two special elements of this Lie algebra are:
X± =
1
2
(
1 ±i
±i −1
)
∈ g.
The action of these elements raise and lower the weight, i.e. for kθ ∈ K ′ we
have:
X± · Φ(g∞kθ) = Φ(g∞)eiθ(k±2).
The following intriguing result is the sought after analogue of holomorphicity,
linking the action of X− with the Cauchy-Riemann equations.
Lemma 3.1.2. The modular form f is holomorphic if and only if X− ·Φf = 0.
So now we have embedded Sk(Γ0(N)) into a space of functions GL
+
2 (R)→ C
with the properties given in the above theorem and lemma.
Indeed one can study these spaces and produce nice results about modular
forms but we are not quite finished yet. At the moment we are only focusing on
a single completion of Q but experience tells us that we should be considering all
completions, i.e. we would like to lift to a function on the adelic group GL2(A).
In order to do so we must first think about what the analogue of Γ0(N)
would be. What we require is a subgroup of GL2(Qp) for each p that locally
behaves like Γ0(N). For any prime p we may make the obvious choice:
Kp(N) =
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp) c ∈ pordp(N)Zp
}
⊂ GL2(Qp).
Note that if p - N then we have Kp(N) = GL2(Zp) and so it makes sense
to say that Kf (N) =
∏
pKp(N) is a subgroup of GL2(Af ). In fact it is an
open compact subgroup. We also consider the open compact subgroup K(N) =
K∞Kf (N) of GL2(A).
Recall the following decomposition of A×:
A× = Q×R+Zˆ×,
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where Zˆ× =
∏
p Z×p . This is the adelic analogue of the Chinese remainder
theorem and allows us to lift Dirichlet characters to continuous homomorphisms
Q×\A× → C.
One has a similar theorem for GL2(A) and this result will allow us to achieve
our goal of lifting Φf to a function on GL2(A).
Theorem 3.1.3. (Strong approximation) Suppose Kf ⊂ GL2(Af ) is any open
compact subgroup with det(Kf ) = Zˆ×. Then we have the decomposition:
GL2(A) = GL2(Q)GL+2 (R)Kf .
Thus:
GL2(Q)\GL2(A)/Kf ∼= Γ\GL+2 (R),
where Γ = GL+2 (Q) ∩Kf .
In the case where Kf = Kf (N) we recover Γ0(N) = GL
+
2 (Q)∩Kf (N) (this
is probably easiest to see for N = 1).
Note that the strong approximation theorem gives us an adelic version of the
modular curve Γ\H (the fundamental domain for the action of Γ on the upper
half plane H). Indeed quotienting further:
GL2(Q)\GL2(A)/K∞Kf ∼= Γ\
(
GL+2 (R)/K∞
) ∼= Γ\ (SL2(R)/SO2(R)) ∼= Γ\H.
If we consider this double coset instead over GL2(Af ) then we get a simple
space.
Lemma 3.1.4. |GL2(Q)\GL2(Af )/Kf | is finite (in fact if Kf is as in the strong
approximation theorem then the size is 1).
This result still holds for any connected reductive group G in place of GL2
and any open compact subgroup Kf ⊆ G(Af ) (although strong approximation
can fail due to the double quotient being non-trivial). However fixing represen-
tatives gi ∈ G(Af ) for G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf the analogue of Theorem 3.1.3 is:
G(Q)\G(A)/Kf ∼=
∐
i
Γi\G(R),
where Γi = G(Q) ∩ g−1i Kfgi.
Letting K∞ = Z(R)K ′ where Z is the center of G and K ′ is a max-
imal connected compact subgroup of G(R) we then get a decomposition of
G(Q)\G(A)/K∞Kf into a disjoint product of locally symmetric spaces. The
role of the upper half plane H ∼= SL2(R)/SO2(R) is now given by a connected
component of the symmetric space HG = G(R)/K∞ (see Lemma 5.13 of [50]).
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We tend to find arithmetic data in the double coset G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf . Later
we will see connections to the genus theory of lattices. For now we give its size
an appropriate name.
Definition 3.1.5. When the choice of reductive G and open compact Kf is
understood the number h = |G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf | is referred to as the class num-
ber.
Example 3.1.6. As mentioned earlier, for G = GL2 or G = SL2 and any
suitable choice of Kf (for example ones corresponding to congruence subgroups)
we have class number 1.
The reason for the use of the term class number is not coincidental. Let
F be any number field with ring of integers OF and choose an ideal m ⊆ OF .
Consider the reductive group G = Gm = GL1 and open compact Kf =
∏
pKp
with Kp = 1 + mOF,p for each prime ideal p ⊂ OF . Then:
G(F )\G(AF,f )/Kf = IF,f/F×Kf ,
where IF,f = A×F,f are the finite ideles of F .
This matches the definition of idele ray class groups for moduli with non-
archimedean part m (see Chapter 3 of [15]). In particular for m = OF we recover
the ideal class group of F and so the notion of class number here is really the
size of G(F )\G(Af )/Kf .
To summarize, so far we have taken f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)) and produced a function
on Γ\GL+2 (R) with nice properties. Using strong approximation we may now
produce a function Φf : GL2(A)→ C via:
Φf (g) = Φf (γg∞k) = Φf (g∞),
where g ∈ GL2(A), γ ∈ GL2(Q), g∞ ∈ GL+2 (R), k ∈ Kf (N).
We now have the following result:
Theorem 3.1.7. The map f 7→ Φf is an isomorphism from Sk(Γ0(N)) to the
space of functions GL2(A)→ C satisfying:
• Φf (γgk) = Φf (g) for all γ ∈ GL2(Q) and k ∈ Kf (N).
• The function g∞ 7→ Φf (g∞gf ) is smooth for any gf ∈ GL2(Af ) and sat-
isfies the properties of Theorem 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.1.2.
• The function Φf is cuspidal, i.e:∫
Q\A
Φf
((
1 x
0 1
)
g
)
dx = 0
for all g ∈ GL2(A).
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We will not explain how the third property translates cuspidality of f into
this integral condition. A justification is found on p.137− 138 of [7].
Definition 3.1.8. The function Φf is the automorphic form associated to f .
We note that there are many generalisations of the automorphic forms con-
structed above.
• One can define automorphic forms for other open compact subgroups by
using the exact same process as above.
• Given a character ω : Q×\A× → C× we may modify the definition of
automorphic form to demand that the center acts by this character, i.e.
φf (gz) = ω(z)f(g) for all z ∈ Z∞. Such automorphic forms are said to
have central character ω.
In this fashion modular forms with Dirichlet character χ lift to give au-
tomorphic forms with central character ωχ (where ωχ is the lift of χ by
using strong approximation for A×).
• One may define automorphic forms for other number fields, taking care of
the possibility that more archimedean places may exist.
• We may define automorphic forms for other reductive groups in place of
GL2.
As a final remark we also note that not all automorphic forms are attached
to modular forms. I refer the reader to p.138−139 of [7] for a general definition.
3.2 Algebraic modular forms
Algebraic modular forms have been around since the work of Gross [30]. It
was generally observed by him that certain reductive groups have automorphic
forms that can be described in a purely algebraic way. We will motivate this
for certain types of group as well as outlining the underlying theory.
After this we will see the famous correspondence of Eichler between specific
spaces of elliptic cusp forms and spaces of algebraic modular forms for multi-
plicative groups of definite quaternion algebras. This link is the main source of
inspiration for the conjectural correspondence of Ibukiyama, which allows us to
study certain spaces of Siegel modular forms algebraically too.
Most of the results in this section are well known although the proofs are
often neglected. I have tried, where possible to fill in my own proofs.
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We start with a connected reductive group G/Q with the added condition
that the Lie group G(R) is connected and compact modulo center.
Recall that a choice of level structure is given by a choice of open compact
subgroup K = K∞Kf ⊂ G(A) with K∞ = Z(R)K ′ ⊆ G(R) and K ′ maximal
compact.
Let V be (the space of) a finite dimensional algebraic representation of G,
defined over a number field F . Fixing a basis of V such a representation returns
for each g ∈ G a matrix ρ(g) ∈ GLn(F ) defined by polynomial equations in the
entries of g. Since V is viewed as a “weight” for our forms we need this technical
assumption to avoid having ”fractional” weights.
Definition 3.2.1. The F -vector space of algebraic modular forms of level K,
weight V for G is:
A(G,K, V ) = {h : G(A)→ V |h(γgk) = k−1∞ h(g) ,∀(γ, g, k) ∈ G(Q)×G(A)×K}.
One sees that the above definition mimics the automorphic form theory, yet
it is not the best description to use computationally.
If we undo the action of the infinite component we find that
Lemma 3.2.2. There is a natural isomorphism of vector spaces:
A(G,K, V ) ∼= {f : G(A)→ V | f(γgk) = γf(g),∀(γ, g, k) ∈ G(Q)×G(A)×K}.
Proof. Given h ∈ A(G,K, V ) we define f : G(A)→ V via f(g) = g∞h(g). The
resulting function is easily checked to satisfy the conditions required. Thus the
map h 7→ f is well defined.
It is also trivial to check that this map is an invertible linear map. Hence
the two spaces are naturally isomorphic.
The above lemma lets us trade invariance under G(Q) on the left into in-
variance under K∞ on the right. This allows us to minimise the involvement of
the infinite place in calculations. From now on we will use this description of
the space of algebraic modular forms.
Consider the adelic modular curve G(Q)\G(A)/K. Recall that it has a
decomposition
G(Q)\G(A)/K ∼=
∐
m
Γm\HG,
where HG = G(R)/K∞ is the symmetric space attached to G. By the assump-
tion on G the symmetric space is finite. Thus the automorphic forms for such
a G can be described in purely algebraic terms, since the “modular curve” is
finite.
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Example 3.2.3. It is easiest to see the above when G is such that G(R) is
compact (e.g. special orthogonal and special unitary groups). In this case we
are forced to take K∞ = G(R), so that the symmetric space is a single point. It
follows that G(Q)\G(A)/K is in bijection with G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf (a set known
to be finite). For such a group it suffices to define the space of algebraic modular
forms as:
A(G,Kf , V ) = {f : G(Af )→ V | f(γgkf ) = γf(g),∀(γ, g, kf ) ∈ G(Q)×G(Af )×Kf}.
The groups used in this thesis do not have the property thatG(R) is compact.
However we may still use the same argument in more generality.
Let S be the maximal split torus in the center of G. Then we have a de-
composition G(R) = S(R)×G(R)1, found in the proof of Proposition 1.4 of [30]
(where G(R)1 is a certain “norm one” subgroup constructed before the proof).
Example 3.2.4. Let G be such that G(R) is compact modulo center and that
the center Z(R) is a split torus. Then S(R) = Z(R) and G(R)1 ∼= G(R)/Z(R)
is maximal compact. Hence the symmetric space G(R)/Z(R)G(R)1 is a single
point. Thus in this case we can still view algebraic modular forms as functions
on G(Af ). We will take this stance from now on.
A natural question to ask is whether these spaces of forms are finite dimen-
sional, as is the case for elliptic and Siegel modular forms. Fortunately they are
and this is much easier to prove than expected. In fact, to do this we will see
an explicit description of these spaces, which lends itself to computation.
Suppose we have representatives z1, z2, ..., zh ∈ G(Af ) for G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf .
Then it is easy to see that any f ∈ A(G,Kf , V ) is determined completely by
its values on the representatives zm. Indeed each g ∈ G(Af ) generates a double
coset equal to one generated by zm for some (unique) m. Then g = γzmk for
some γ ∈ G(Q) and k ∈ Kf , so that f(g) = γf(zm).
It is now clear that the map:
φ : A(G,Kf , V ) −→ V h
f 7−→ (f(z1), ..., f(zh))
is an embedding. However φ is not an isomorphism since the values f(zm)
cannot be chosen arbitrarily to lie in V . There is a simple restriction that can
be placed on these values that does provide an isomorphism, hence an explicit
description of the spaces.
Theorem 3.2.5. The map φ induces an isomorphism:
A(G,Kf , V ) ∼=
h⊕
m=1
V Γm ,
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where Γm = G(Q) ∩ zmKfz−1m for each m.
Proof. First we see that this map is well defined. Indeed take f ∈ A(G,Kf , V ).
Then for a fixed 1 ≤ m ≤ h we can check that f(zm) ∈ V is fixed by the action
of Γm as follows.
Let γ ∈ Γm so that γ = zmkz−1m for some k ∈ Kf . Then since γ ∈ G(Q)
γf(zm) = f(γzm) = f(zmkz
−1
m zm) = f(zmk) = f(zm).
The map φ is clearly linear and injective and so it remains to prove surjectivity.
Take (v1, v2, ..., vh) ∈ ⊕hm=1V Γm . Then we may define
f : G(Af )→ V
g 7−→ γvm
whenever g ∈ G(Q)zmKf with g = γzmk for γ ∈ G(Q) and k ∈ Kf .
We first show that f is well defined, i.e. independent of the choice of γ, zm
and k. It is clear that the choice of zm is unique since z1, ..., zh form a set of
representatives for the double coset G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf .
Suppose γ, γ′ ∈ G(Q) and k, k′ ∈ Kf are such that γzmk = γ′zmk′. Then
γ−1γ′ ∈ G(Q) but also γ−1γ′ = zmkk′−1z−1m ∈ zmKfz−1m . Hence γ−1γ′ ∈ Γm
and since vm ∈ V Γm it is now clear that γ−1γ′vm = vm. Thus γvm = γ′vm and
so f is well defined.
It remains to prove that f ∈ A(G,Kf , V ). Let γ ∈ G(Q), g ∈ G(Af ) and
k ∈ Kf .
We note that if g = γ′zmk′ for some γ′ ∈ G(Q) and k′ ∈ Kf then γg =
(γγ′)zmk′ and gk = γ′zm(k′k) and so
f(γg) = (γγ′)vm = γ(γ′vm) = γf(g)
f(gk) = γ′vm = f(g)
as required.
Corollary 3.2.6. The spaces A(G,Kf , V ) are finite dimensional with
dim(A(G,Kf , V )) =
h∑
m=1
dim(V Γm) ≤ h dim(V ).
Proof. This follows from the theorem since V is finite dimensional, so each V Γm
must also be and A(G,Kf , V ) is a finite direct sum of such spaces.
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Fortunately we know more about the groups Γm when G is sufficiently nice.
Proposition 3.2.7. If G(R) is compact then each Γm is a finite group.
Proof. By the assumption on G(R) each Γm is discrete and compact, hence
finite (since a disjoint open cover is given by the open sets g for g ∈ G).
For other groups the Γm groups may be infinite.
Example 3.2.8. For a number field F with ring of integers OF let G =
ResF/Q(Gm). Note that at the infinite place we definitely have compactness
modulo center (since this is an abelian group).
Then for Kf =
∏
v-∞O×v we find that G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf is the ideal class
group of F .
The groups Γm are all equal (since again we are in an abelian group). They
are all copies of the unit group O×F . It is known that these groups can be infinite
(for example if F is a real quadratic number field).
To fix this issue Gross was able to give several equivalent conditions on a
connected reductive group G that guarantee the Γm groups to be finite [30].
One such condition is that the group G(R)1 mentioned before Example 3.2.4 is
maximal compact. A simpler condition is the following:
Proposition 3.2.9. The groups Γm are finite if and only if G(Z) is finite.
Note that for the example, G(Z) = O×F and in this case the condition cap-
tures what we want.
Later we will be interested in the computation of the groups Γm but for now
it remains to construct Hecke operators for algebraic modular forms.
We do this by first choosing an adelic point u ∈ G(Af ) and decomposing the
double coset KfuKf =
∐r
i=1 uiKf . As usual a finite number of representatives
occur. We then define a Hecke operator Tu on A(G,Kf , V ) via
Tu(f)(g) :=
r∑
i=1
f(gui), ∀g ∈ G(Af ).
It is easy to see that this is independent of the choice of representatives ui since
they are determined up to right multiplication by Kf .
Proposition 3.2.10. Tu(f) ∈ A(G,Kf , V ).
Proof. It is clear that if γ ∈ G(Q) then for each g ∈ G(Af ):
Tu(f)(γg) =
r∑
i=1
f((γg)ui) =
r∑
i=1
γf(gui) = γTu(f)(g),
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Next note that left multiplication by Kf is a faithful action on the left cosets
uiKf . Indeed given k ∈ Kf it is clear that k(uiKf ) = (kui)Kf is a left coset of
Kf in KfuKf . The group action axioms are trivial to check and faithfulness is
clear since (kum)Kf = (kun)Kf implies umKf = unKf . Thus for each k there
exists a permutation σ ∈ Sr such that (kui)Kf = uσ(i)Kf for each i.
Thus for each i we may choose kσ(i) ∈ Kf such that kui = uσ(i)kσ(i). Then:
Tu(f)(gk) =
r∑
i=1
f(gkui) =
r∑
i=1
f(guσ(i)kσ(i)) =
r∑
i=1
f(guσ(i)) = Tu(f)(g).
So Tu(f) ∈ A(G,Kf , V ) as required.
Definition 3.2.11. The ui are often referred to as Hecke representatives and the
number r is known as the degree of the Hecke operator Tu, denoted deg(Tu).
In practice the choice of u will be of arithmetical significance (instances of
this will be clear later).
We wish to find the Hecke representatives explicitly and efficiently. For this
purpose a useful observation can be made when the class number is one.
Proposition 3.2.12. If h = 1 then we may choose Hecke representatives that
lie in G(Q).
Proof. Take any set of Hecke representatives {u1, u2, ..., ur} for Tu. If h = 1
then G(Af ) = G(Q)Kf (taking the identity as representative for the double
quotient).
Thus in particular, for each i there exists γi ∈ G(Q) and ki ∈ Kf such
that ui = γiki. But then uiKf = γiKf and so we have found a set of rational
representatives:
KfuKf =
∐
uiKf =
∐
γiKf .
From a computational perspective it is an advantage to know in advance
that the Hecke representatives can be taken to be rational.
Finally we note that for G satisfying Proposition 3.2.9 there is a natural
inner product on the space A(G,K, V ). This is given in Gross’ paper [30] but
we shall give the rough details here.
Lemma 3.2.13. Let G satisfy the property of Proposition 3.2.9 and V be a
finite dimensional algebraic representation of G, defined over Q. Then there
exists a character µ : G → Gm and a positive definite symmetric bilinear form
〈, 〉 : V × V → Q such that:
〈γu, γv〉 = µ(γ)〈u, v〉
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for all γ ∈ G(Q).
Proof. We sketch a proof of this result. A complete argument is found in Gross’
paper.
For such a G Gross constructs a certain compact subgroup G(R)1 of “norm
one” elements (see Gross p.63). This subgroup will be clear in all of our appli-
cations.
By the usual averaging argument we can form a real valued G(R)1-invariant
inner product on V ⊗ R. Using this we can make a G(Q)1-invariant rational
valued form on V .
Fixing a maximal torus T lying in the center of G it is known that there
exists a character χ : T 7→ Gm and a projection pi : G → T such that for
γ ∈ G(R):
〈γu, γv〉 = χ(pi(γ))2〈u, v〉
for all u, v ∈ V ⊗ R. This is the central character of V .
One then finds the unique character µ : G→ Gm such that µ|T = χ2. Then
µ satisfies 〈γu, γv〉 = µ(γ)〈u, v〉 for all u, v ∈ V and γ ∈ G(Q).
The character µ actually takes positive values on G(R). On the adeles we
get a character µ : G(A) → A×. But we may compose this with the natural
projection map A× → Q× given by the decomposition A× = Q×R+Zˆ× to give
a homomorphism µA : G(A)→ Q×, giving positive values.
Proposition 3.2.14. Let G satisfy Proposition 3.2.9. Choose representatives
z1, z2, ..., zh ∈ G(A) for G(Q)\G(A)/Kf and fix positive definite symmetric bi-
linear form on V as in Lemma 3.2.13.
The space A(G,K, V ) has a natural inner product given by:
〈f, g〉 =
h∑
m=1
1
|Γm|µA(zm) 〈f(zm), g(zm)〉,
where Γm = G(Q) ∩ zmKz−1m .
Proof. The inner product axioms are clear. We show that the definition is
independent of the choice of representatives zm.
Suppose y1, ..., yh is another set of representatives, ordered so thatG(Q)ymK =
G(Q)zmKf . Then for each m we have γm ∈ G(Q) and km ∈ K such that
ym = γmzmkm.
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Note that Γm depends on zm but the group Γ
′
m = G(Q) ∩ ymKy−1m =
G(Q) ∩ (γmzmKz−1m γ−1m ) = γmΓmγ−1m , so that |Γm| = |Γ′m| is invariant of the
choice of representatives.
Then it is clear that:
1
|Γ′m|µA(ym)
〈f(ym), g(ym)〉 = 1|Γm|µA(γmzmkm) 〈f(γmzmkm), g(γmzmkm)〉
=
1
|Γm|µ(γ)µA(zm) 〈γmf(zm), γmg(zm)〉
=
µ(γm)
|Γm|µ(γ)µA(zm) 〈f(zm), g(zm)〉
=
1
|Γm|µA(zm) 〈f(zm), g(zm)〉.
This shows the required independence.
This inner product is the analogue of the Petersson inner product on usual
spaces of modular forms. It can be shown that it behaves well with the Hecke
operators, the adjoint of Tu with respect to this inner product is µA(u)Tu−1 .
3.3 Eichler’s correspondence
The traditional Eichler correspondence (not to be confused with the Eichler-
Shimura correspondence) links certain spaces of elliptic modular forms with
spaces of algebraic modular forms for multiplicative groups of quaternion alge-
bras. In modern language this translates into a specific transfer of automorphic
representations for the reductive groups GL2(Q) and D× where D is a quater-
nion algebra with prescribed properties.
We will only concern ourselves here with the correspondence for level p
elliptic modular forms since this is really all the motivation that we need to
understand Ibukiyama’s correspondence for Siegel modular forms.
Essentially the idea is to shift the notion of “level p” on the elliptic side into
ramification at p on the quaternion algebra side.
3.3.1 The correspondence
For the remainder of the thesis D will denote a quaternion algebra over Q
ramified at {p,∞} (for a fixed prime p) and O will be a fixed maximal order.
Then D×∞ ∼= H× is connected with center R× (a split torus in H×). Also
Hamilton’s quaternions is compact modulo its center.
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Theorem 3.3.1. There is an isomorphism of Lie groups:
H×/R× ∼= SU(2)/{±I}
Proof. Consider the subgroup of unit quaternions
H×1 = {α ∈ H× |N(α) = 1}
(often denoted Sp(1) in the literature). Then the matrix embedding mentioned
in Lemma 2.1.9 induces an isomorphism:
H×1 −→ SU(2)
α+ βi+ γj + δk 7−→
(
α+ βi γ + δi
−γ + δi α− βi
)
Further the isomorphism is clearly continuous under the usual topologies.
Thus we have a natural surjection SU(2)→ H×/R× that is continuous. The
kernel is clearly SU(2)∩R× = {±I} and so the first isomorphism theorem gives
the result.
Due to this result we may consider algebraic modular forms for the group
D×. Also note that all of the Γm groups of D× will be finite. Indeed D is
definite so D×(Z) = O× is finite and the result follows from Proposition 3.2.9.
Let Dq := D ⊗ Qq be the local component at prime q (no restriction on q)
and let DAf be the restricted direct product of the Dq’s with respect to the
local maximal orders Oq := O ⊗ Zq.
Lemma 3.3.2. For any prime q 6= p there exists an isomorphism ψ : Dq ∼=
M2(Qq) such that:
• ψ transfers norm into determinant,
• ψ preserves trace maps,
• ψ preserves integrality (i.e. ψ(Oq) = M2(Zq)).
Proof. Since D is split at q there must exist an isomorphism φ : Dq ∼= M2(Qq)
by definition.
Recall from Proposition 2.2.3 that standard involutions are unique. It is then
clear that φ(x) = φ(x) for all x ∈ Dq. Hence we have φ(N(x)) = N(φ(x)) =
det(φ(x)) and φ(tr(x)) = tr(φ(x)) for all x ∈ Dq.
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Finally we consider the integrality condition. It is clear that φ(Oq) must be
a maximal order in M2(Qq). But by Proposition 2.4.4 this maximal order is
conjugate to M2(Zq).
We are now done since conjugation preserves determinant and trace. Specif-
ically the required isomorphism ψ is constructed by composing φ with the cor-
responding conjugation map.
The reductive group D× has an interesting connection with GL2. Notice
that once an isomorphism Dq →M2(Qq) is established we find that:
D×q ∼= (M2(Qq))× = GL2(Qq).
Thus locally away from the ramified prime, D× behaves like GL2.
In fact more is true. It is the case that the reductive groups D× and GL2
are inner forms of each other. Let us recall what this means.
Let G,H be two algebraic groups defined over a field K. It is not necessarily
true that G,H are isomorphic over K (i.e. that there is a group isomorphism
given by polynomials with coefficients in K). However G,H may become iso-
morphic if we extend K to a larger field L. If this is the case then we say that
G and H are L/K-forms of each other.
It is known that the K-isomorphism classes of L/K-forms of G are in one
to one correspondence with the classes of H1(Gal(L/K),AutK(G)) (note that
Gal(L/K) acts on AutK(G) via σα = σ ◦ α ◦ σ−1).
The correspondence goes as follows. Let H be an L/K-form of G and let
φ : G → H be an isomorphism defined over L. For each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) one
can define the map aσ ∈ AutK(G) via aσ = φ−1 ◦ σφ. It is then a lengthy
process to show that aσ is independent of the choice of φ and that the map
fH : σ 7→ aσ is in fact a cocycle in H1(Gal(L/K),AutK(G)). The class [fH ] ∈
H1(Gal(L/K),AutK(G)) is then found to correspond to the K-isomorphism
class of H.
We find that amongst the L/K-forms of G are certain special forms called
L/K-inner forms. These are L/K-forms of G that correspond to classes in
H1(Gal(L/K), InnK(G)) (i.e. ones such that each aσ is given by a conjugation
of G defined over K). If G,H are L/K-inner forms for some L then we omit
the extension and just refer to the groups as inner forms.
By the principle of Langlands functoriality (Chapter 11 of [7]) we expect a
transfer of automorphic forms between groups that are inner forms of each other
(since they have the same “L-group”). Thus we expect a transfer of automorphic
forms between D× and GL2. Eichler was able to explicitly describe this transfer
for classical modular forms, as we shall see later. Before stating his result we
need a few details.
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Note that we can produce representations of D× from representations of
SU2/{±I} via:
D× ↪→ H× −→ H×/R× ∼= SU(2)/{±I}.
It is well known that each irreducible representation of SU(2) is isomorphic
to Vn = Symm
n(C2) (for some n ≥ 0). Here C2 is the standard representation
of SU2(C) given by matrix multiplication. For details of this construction see
[24]. Clearly Vn gives a well defined representation of SU(2)/{±I} if and only
if n is even.
Now that we have tackled the “weights” of the algebraic forms for D× we
need a “level”.
Take U =
∏
q O×q . This is an open compact subgroup of D×Af . One can view
this as being a subgroup of “level 1”.
Theorem 3.3.3. (Eichler)
Let k > 2. Then for each prime p there is a Hecke preserving isomorphism:
Snewk (Γ0(p))
∼= A(D×, U, Vk−2).
For k = 2 the above holds if on the right we quotient out by the space of
constant functions.
Eichler’s work predated Langlands functoriality and the general theory of al-
gebraic modular forms. Originally the spaces A(D×, U, Vk−2) had to be defined
in an ad-hoc way.
It remains to describe how the Hecke operators transfer over the isomor-
phism. We will only see this for a prime q 6= p.
The Hecke action at q for level p elliptic forms is defined using the double
coset operator for the matrix
(
1 0
0 q
)
∈ GL2(Qq). Now since D splits at q we
have that D×q ∼= GL2(Qq). Fixing an isomorphism as in Lemma 3.3.2 we may
choose uq ∈ D×q such that uq 7→
(
1 0
0 q
)
.
Let u ∈ D×Af have uq as the component at q and have identity component
elsewhere.
Definition 3.3.4. For the above choice of u, the corresponding Hecke operator
on A(D×, U, Vk−2) will be called Tu,q.
Under Eichler’s correspondence we have that:
Tq ←→ Tu,q.
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To end this subsection we will see a rough outline of how Eichler’s transfer
of modular forms works. This will be useful later for genus 2 forms. One can
find this treatment on p.222-224 of [8] as well as generalizations.
Let F ∈ A(D×, U, Vk−2). Using Theorem 3.2.5 we can view F as a h-tuple
(F1, F2, ..., Fh) where each Fi ∈ V Γik−2 = Symmk−2(C2)Γi (fixing representatives
z1, z2, ..., zh for D
×\D×Af /U).
For v, n ∈ N consider the space P(n)v of real harmonic homogeneous polyno-
mials of degree v in n variables. Since H ∼= R4 as vector spaces we can view
polynomials in P(4)v as polynomials in one quaternion variable.
It is well known that Vk−2 ∼= P(3)k−2
2
and that P(3)k−2
2
⊗ P(3)k−2
2
∼= P(4)k−2 (see the
above referenced pages in [8]).
For each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ h it is possible to find a left O-order Li,j of D such that
Li,j is locally equivalent to ziOzj . One then constructs the partial theta series:
θ
(i,j)
F (τ) =
∑
z∈Li,j
Fi,j(z)e
2piiN(z)
Ni,j
where:
• Fi,j ∈ P(4)k−2 corresponds to Fi ⊗ Fj under the isomorphisms mentioned
above.
• Ni,j is the unique positive generator of the ideal of Z generated by the
norms of elements in Li,j .
The theta series of F is defined to be:
θF (τ) =
h∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
1
|Γi||Γj |θ
(i,j)
F (τ).
Eichler shows that θF is an elliptic modular form of weight k and is new at level
Γ0(p). Further if k 6= 2 then this is a cusp form. It is also shown that θF is an
eigenform for Tq if and only if F is an eigenform for Tu,q and that the Hecke
eigenvalues coincide.
More is known in generality about Eichler’s correpondence. Eichler was able
to tackle non-prime levels too, but for the purposes of this thesis we shall not
need to concern ourselves with this. See Buzzard’s notes [10] for more details.
On a deeper level the correspondence above was generalised to capture auto-
morphic forms for GL2n(Q). The underlying idea is the same; at a prime q 6= p
we have that GLn(Dq) ∼= GL2n(Qq) along with inner form behaviour and so a
correspondence of Hecke modules is predicted.
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Also there is nothing special about using a quaternion algebra. Other definite
division algebras A of dimension d2 can be used to relate algebraic forms for
GLn(A) with automorphic forms for GLdn [6], [55].
3.3.2 Explicit results
Now that we have described Eichler’s correspondence we seek the following:
• Information about the class number of D× relative to U . In particular we
are interested in the case where h = 1 since this is the easiest computa-
tionally.
• Explicit descriptions of the Γm groups. We will only consider the case
where h = 1, then Γ = D× ∩ U = O× (rational points that are integral
locally everywhere are integral globally).
• Explicit descriptions of the Hecke representatives for Tu,q. Again we will
only consider cases where h = 1 but general algorithms exist.
Let us begin by investigating the class number h. We define the mass of U
in D×Af :
M(U) :=
h∑
m=1
1
|Γm| .
Eichler was able to prove a well-known formula for this mass, independent
of knowing h or the elements of the groups Γm.
Theorem 3.3.5. (Eichler’s mass formula)
If D is ramified at {p,∞} then:
M(U) =
p− 1
24
.
Classically one proves this formula by linking the groups Γm with unit groups
of certain right orders of D, which in turn are linked with automorphism groups
of isomorphism classes of supersingular elliptic curves over Fp. A counting
argument is then employed.
Lemma 3.3.6. h = 1 if and only if |O×| = 24p−1 .
Proof. Take z = id as one of the representatives of the double coset space
D×\D×Af /U . Then the group Γ = D× ∩ U contributes 1|Γ| to the finite sum
M(U).
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We know in general that Γ = D× ∩ U = O×. It is then clear that h = 1
occurs if and only if
|O×| = 1
M(U)
.
Fortunately due to the simple description of O× we know exactly which
ramified primes give class number 1.
Corollary 3.3.7. h = 1 if and only if p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13.
Proof. We know that h = 1 if and only if |O×| = 24p−1 . However |O×| ∈ N so
that (p− 1)|24. But p is prime so p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 13 are the only possibilities.
It is then straight forward to generate D and O for each of these primes and
check that O× has the correct size.
It should be noted that there is a deep generalisation of the mass formula
that applies to many classical groups (more specifically some of those which we
use in the theory of algebraic modular forms). For such groups one can define
the notion of mass in a similar fashion to above for any open compact subgroup
of G(Af ). The paper by Gan, Hanke and Yu [25] then provides a useful formula
for this quantity, involving tamagawa numbers and motivic L-values attached
to G.
It remains to find an explicit description of the Hecke representatives for
Tu,q. It is known how to do this for arbitrary class number. However when
h = 1 they have an elegant description that will be useful later. Thus I will only
concentrate on this case.
Proposition 3.3.8. Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q ramified at {p,∞}
with p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7, 13}. Suppose u ∈ D×Af is chosen as in Definition 3.3.4. We
have that
UuU =
∐
[xi]∈Xq/O×
xiU
where Xq = {v ∈ O |N(u) = q}.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary decomposition:
UuU =
∐
xiU
for xi ∈ D×Af . Note that by Proposition 3.2.12 we may take xi ∈ D× for all i
(since the class number is 1). For the rest of the proof we embed D× ↪→ D×Af
diagonally.
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We first show that we may take xi ∈ O with N(xi) = q.
Note that for any prime l 6= q we have local double coset UlulUl = Ul = O×l .
Thus xi ∈ O×l for all i. Also from this we have N(xi) ∈ Z×l .
Consider the local double coset at q. Fix an isomorphism as in Lemma 3.3.2.
Then UquqUq = O×q uqO×q is in bijection with GL2(Zq)
(
1 0
0 q
)
GL2(Zq).
Since uq 7→
(
1 0
0 q
)
∈ M2(Zq) we see that uq ∈ Oq and so xi ∈ Oq. Also
since our isomorphism transfers norm into determinant we find that N(uq) =
det
((
1 0
0 q
))
= q and so N(O×q uqO×q ) ⊆ qZ×q . In particular N(xi) ∈ qZ×q .
Globally we now see that xi ∈ D×∩ (
∏
lOl) = O for each i. We also observe
that N(xi) ∈ Z ∩
(
qZ×q
∏
l 6=q Z
×
l
)
= {±q}. However in our case the norm is
positive definite so that N(xi) = q.
Thus the xi can be taken to lie in Xq. It is clear that each such element lies
in the double coset.
It remains to see which elements of Xq generate the same left coset. We
have xiU = xjU if and only if x
−1
j xi ∈ U . But also xi, xj ∈ D×, hence
x−1j xi ∈ D×∩U = O×. So equivalence of left cosets is up to right multiplication
by units of O.
In practice we wish to know the degree of Tu,q so that we can check we have
the correct number of Hecke representatives to compute with.
Theorem 3.3.9. Let D be ramified at {p,∞} (not necessarily of class number
1). Then for q 6= p:
deg(Tu,q) = |Xq/O×| = q + 1.
Proof. It has already been observed that decomposing the double coset UuU
into left cosets of U is equivalent to decomposing GL2(Zq)
(
1 0
0 q
)
GL2(Zq)
into left cosets of GL2(Zq).
Fortunately this is a straight forward task and representatives can be taken
to be
(
q 0
0 1
)
and
(
1 x
0 q
)
for x = 0, 1, 2..., (q − 1) (see Lemma 6.4.1 of
Roberts and Schmidt [56]). There are exactly q + 1 representatives here and so
the degree of the Hecke operator is q + 1.
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3.3.3 An example
I have chosen to give a brief but illuminating example of the kind of calculations
one expects when calculating Hecke eigenvalues of algebraic forms for D×.
Let D =
(
−1,−1
Q
)
and take Hurwitz quaternions O = Z ⊕ Zi ⊕ Zj ⊕
Z
(
1+i+j+k
2
)
as a maximal order. Then D is ramified at {2,∞}.
By Corollary 3.3.7 h = 1, giving Γ = D× ∩ U = O×.
Aside: In this case we may find an alternate proof that deg(Tu,q) = q + 1
(when q 6= 2).
Proof. By definition deg(Tu,q) = |Xq/O×|, where Xq = {v ∈ O |N(v) = q}.
The elements of this set are in bijection with the integer solutions to:
(2α+ δ)2 + (2β + δ)2 + (2γ + δ)2 + δ2 = 4q.
By a well known theorem of Jacobi we know that there are 24(q + 1) ways
to write 4q as a sum of 4 squares and each possibility gives integer values for
α, β, γ, δ, since the squares are either all even or all odd.
In order to find O× we need to find elements of norm one in O. Again these
are in bijection with integer solutions to:
(2α+ δ)2 + (2β + δ)2 + (2γ + δ)2 + δ2 = 4.
Solving gives O× = {±1,±i,±j,±k, ±1±i±j±k2 } and we see that |O×| = 24.
It is easily checked that each orbit under the action is full and so the number
of orbits is
|Xq/O×| = |Xq||O×| =
24(q + 1)
24
= q + 1.
Returning to our example we can generate Hecke representatives by using
Proposition 3.3.8. A simple computation gives X3/O× = {[1 ± i ± j]} and
X5/O× = {[1 ± 2i], [1 ± 2j], [1 ± 2k]}. Such lists can easily be generated for
larger primes.
Now the Eichler correspondence in our case says that there should be an
isomorphism of Hecke modules:
Snewk (Γ0(2))
∼= A(D×, U, Vk−2) ∼= V O×k−2
for each k ≥ 2 (where we remember to quotient out by constant functions for
k = 2).
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Take the standard basis a = (1, 0)T , b = (0, 1)T for C2. Then Vk−2 =
Symmk−2(C2) has basis consisting of asbk−2−s for s = 0, 1, ..., k − 2.
Using the embedding:
D× ↪→ GL2(C)
α+ βi+ γj + δk 7−→
(
α+ βi γ + δi
−γ + δi α− βi
)
mentioned earlier we may explicitly compute the action of D× on Vk−2. Thus
it is now possible to find the spaces V O
×
k−2.
Recall that dim(Sk(Γ0(2))) = 0 for odd k ≥ 0. This has the following
interpretation on the algebraic side:
Lemma 3.3.10. If k ≥ 2 is odd then V O×k−2 = {0}.
Proof. We notice that −1 ∈ O× and this acts by the matrix
( −1 0
0 −1
)
on
C2 under the above embedding. Thus (−1) · a = −a and (−1) · b = −b.
Take x ∈ V O×k−2 ⊆ Symmk−2(C2). Then writing x =
∑k−2
s=0 αsa
sbk−2−s we
see that:
x = (−1) · x =
k−2∑
s=0
αs(−a)s(−b)k−2−s = (−1)k−2
k−2∑
s=0
αsa
sbk−s−2 = −x
since k − 2 is odd. Thus x = 0. Clearly the element 0 ∈ Vk−2 is fixed by the
action of O× and so the result follows.
For even k we see by inspection that V O
×
0 = C and V O
×
2 = V
O×
4 = {0}. This
fits with the fact that Snewk (Γ0(2)) has dimension 0 for k = 2, 4, 6 (remembering
to quotient out by constants in V O
×
0 ).
Once we reach k = 8 we see that V O
×
6 = C(a5b − ab5) is 1-dimensional.
As expected it is also true that dim(Snew8 (Γ0(2))) = 1. The unique normalized
eigenform in this space has q-expansion:
f(z) = q − 8q2 + 12q3 + 64q4 − 210q5 − 96q6 + 1016q7...
so that a3 = 12 and a5 = −210.
As an example we will recover these values by explicitly computing the Hecke
action on the algebraic modular forms for D×.
By definition the Hecke operator Tu,q acts on this space of algebraic modular
forms (viewed as V O
×
6 ) via:
Tu,q
(
a5b− ab5) = ∑
[xi]∈Xq/O×
xi · (a5b− ab5).
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Since the space of forms is 1-dimensional, every non-zero element of V O
×
6 is
automatically an eigenform for all of the Tq operators (q 6= 2).
Recall that we may take as our Hecke representatives X3/O× = {[1± i± j]}
and X5/O× = {[1±2i], [1±2j], [1±2k]}. By the matrix embedding we see that
the representatives for Tu,3 act by the matrices:(
1± i 1
−1 1∓ i
)
,
(
1± i −1
1 1∓ i
)
and the representatives for Tu,5 act by:(
1± 2i 0
0 1∓ 2i
)
,
(
1 ±2
∓2 1
)
,
(
1 ±2i
±2i 1
)
.
Thus we find
(1± i+ j) · a = (1± i)a− b
(1± i− j) · a = (1± i)a+ b
(1± i+ j) · b = (1∓ i)b+ a
(1± i− j) · b = (1± i)b− a
and
(1± 2i) · a = (1± 2i)a
(1± 2j) · a = a∓ 2b
(1± 2k) · a = a± 2ib
(1± 2i) · b = (1∓ 2i)b
(1± 2j) · b = b± 2a
(1± 2k) · b = b± 2ia
From this we see that
(1±i+j)·(a5b−ab5) = −5(1±i)(a6−b6)+3(a5b−ab5)−15(1∓i)(a4b2−a2b4)±40ia3b3
and
(1±i−j)·(a5b−ab5) = 5(1±i)(a6−b6)+3(a5b−ab5)+15(1∓i)(a4b2−a2b4)±40ib3a3.
Summing gives
Tu,3(a
5b− ab5) = 12(a5b− ab5).
Similarly
(1± 2i) · (a5b− ab5) = −5((7± 24i)a5b− (7∓ 24i)ab5),
(1± 2j) · (a5b− ab5) = ∓30a6 − 35a5b± 150a4b2 ± 150a2b4 + 35ab5 ∓ 30b6,
(1± 2k) · (a5b− ab5) = ∓30ia6 − 35a5b∓ 150ia4b2 ± 150ia2b4 + 35ab5 ± 30ib6.
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Summing gives
Tu,5(a
5b− ab5) = −210(a5b− ab5).
Thus the Hecke eigenvalues of Tu,3 and Tu,5 on the algebraic side are a3 = 12 and
a5 = −210. This agrees with the q-expansion given earlier. One can perform
similar calculations for other primes to find more occurences of the expected
Hecke eigenvalues.
3.4 Dummigan’s trace formula
Finding the eigenvalues of the Hecke action on algebraic modular forms is an
easy task theoretically but usually involves a hefty calculation computationally.
This trade off is due to the fact that the underlying representation V of G is
typically big in dimension and so the matrices involved in computing the action
of elements on V can be quite large.
Fortunately, in recent work, Dummigan reveals a way to bypass this issue and
has provided a simple trace formula for Hecke operators on spaces of algebraic
modular forms. This formula is most efficient when the dimension of the space
A(G,Kf , V ) is very small relative to the dimension of V .
The details of this formula can be found in [22] but for the purposes of
completeness I will describe the main ideas.
Suppose we have the setup as described in previous subsections. In particular
we have a set of representatives Z = {z1, z2, ..., zh} for G(Q)\G(Af )/Kf and
have fixed a choice of u ∈ G(Af ) along with the decomposition KfuKf =∐r
i=1 uiKf . We wish to evaluate the trace of the action of the Hecke operator
Tu on the space A(G,Kf , V ).
First note that G(Af ) acts on the set Z on the left. This is due to the fact
that G(Af ) acts on itself by left multiplication. More specifically, if we take
zi ∈ Z and w ∈ G(Af ) then wzi ∈ G(Af ) and so the double coset G(Q)(wzi)Kf
must equal G(Q)zjKf for some j (since Z is a full set of representatives for such
double cosets). Thus we may define the action via w · zi = zj .
Now for each m = 1, 2, ..., h we consider the set Sm = {i |ui · zm = zm}, i.e.
those ui’s that stabilize zm under the action. The intuition here is that these
elements should be the only ones to make a non-zero contribution to the trace
of the Hecke operator.
Next for each i ∈ Sm we may choose elements km,i ∈ Kf and γm,i ∈ G(Q)
such that γ−1m,iuizmkm,i = zm. This is possible since zm ∈ G(Q)(uizm)Kf , by
equality of the double cosets.
Let χV denote the character of the representation of G(Q) on V . Then the
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trace of Tu acting on A(G,Kf , V ) can be computed as follows:
Theorem 3.4.1. (Dummigan)
tr(Tu) =
h∑
m=1
1
|Γm|
∑
γ∈Γm,i∈Sm
χV (γm,iγ).
More generally:
tr(T du ) =
h∑
m=1
1
|Γm|
∑
γ∈Γm,(in)∈Sdm
χV
((
d∏
n=1
γm,in
)
γ
)
.
Letting u = id we recover the following.
Corollary 3.4.2. We have that:
dim(A(G,Kf , V )) =
h∑
m=1
1
|Γm|
∑
γ∈Γm
χV (γ).
As a short remark we note that this formula was actually known to us earlier
since by Corollary 3.2.6 we have dim(A(G,Kf , V )) =
∑h
m=1 dim(V
Γm) and it
is indeed known how to compute dimensions of isotropy subspaces of actions by
finite groups (via use of the projection map V → V G given by 1|G|
∑
γ∈G γ).
When we have class number 1 for Kf the situation becomes much simpler.
In this case we may choose z1 = id and γ1,i = ui ∈ G(Q) for each i (this is
possible by Corollary 3.2.12).
Corollary 3.4.3. If the class number of Kf is 1 then we have
tr(Tu) =
1
|Γ|
∑
γ∈Γ,1≤i≤r
χV (uiγ),
where Γ = G(Q) ∩Kf .
The trace formula was introduced to test a U(2, 2) analogue of Harder’s
conjecture. In this thesis we will use it to test the level p paramodular version
of Harder’s conjecture given by Conjecture 1.3.2.
3.4.1 An example: continued
Returning to our previous example of Eichler’s correspondence we may instead
use the trace formula to find the dimensions and Hecke eigenvalues on the al-
gebraic side. Seeing this in action gives a brief glimpse of how much easier
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computations can be when using the trace formula. Indeed it will be the chosen
method in later computations.
As a brief reminder, we set D =
(
−1,−1
Q
)
and O = Z⊕Zi⊕Zj ⊕Z 1+i+j+k2
and Vk = Symm
k(C). Then Eichler’s correspondence gives an isomorphism of
Hecke modules:
Snewk (Γ0(2))
∼= A(D×, U, Vk−2) ∼= V O×k−2.
For k ≥ 0 let χk denote the character of the representation Vk. Since h = 1
and |Γ| = |O×| = 24 we know by Corollaries 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 that:
dim(V O
×
k−2) =
1
24
∑
γ∈O×
χk−2(γ),
tr(Tu,q) =
1
24
∑
γ∈O×,[xi]∈Xq/O×
χk−2(xiγ).
It remains to calculate the character values. Note that it is a trivial matter to
find character values for symmetric power representations but for the purposes
of later work we choose to use the Weyl character formula [24].
Given α ∈ D× we may produce a matrix A ∈ GL2(C) via the embedding
given previously. We know that the image of H×1 ∩ D× under this embedding
is a subgroup SU(2) so that the matrix B = A√
det(A)
∈ SU(2). By writing
A = (
√
det(A)I)B it now follows that:
χk−2(α) = χk−2(A) = det(A)
k−2
2 χk−2(B)
In the case of the Hecke operator Tu,q we will always have det(A) = N(α) = q
and so the scaling factor here is simply q
k−2
2 .
Finally it is not too difficult to find the value of χk−2(B). We find the
eigenvalues of B (which is equivalent to conjugating into the maximal torus of
diagonal matrices). Since B ∈ SU(2) these eigenvalues will take the form z, z
for some z on the unit circle. The Weyl Character formula gives:
χk−2(B) =
k−2∑
m=0
z(k−2−2m).
Letting z = eiθ for θ ∈ [0, 2pi), this simplifies to give:
χk−2(B) =

sin((k−1)θ)
sin(θ) for θ 6= 0, pi
k − 1 for θ = 0
(−1)k(k − 1) for θ = pi
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Now that we have the correct setup we may compute dimensions and Hecke
eigenvalues using the formulae mentioned above. Doing this we find the follow-
ing list of dimensions of V O
×
k−2 for k = 2, 3, 4, ..., 20:
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2.
As expected, this list matches the corresponding list of dimensions for Snewk (Γ0(2)).
In particular for odd k the trace formula has definitely produced dimension 0.
Also for the same range of k we find the following eigenvalues for tr(Tu,3) as
acting on V O
×
k−2:
4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,12, 0,−156, 0, 0, 0,−600, 0, 6252, 0, 6084, 0,−66120
and similarly for tr(Tu,5):
6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -210, 0, 870, 0, 0, 0,−53460, 0, 90510, 0, 1255110, 0, 989820.
It is evident that each trace is an integer.
For k = 8 it is observed from these lists that the space Snew8 (Γ0(2)) is 1-
dimensional and thus the Hecke eigenvalues at 3 and 5 for the unique normal-
ized eigenform are a3 = tr(Tu,3) = 12 and a5 = tr(Tu,5) = −210, as found
earlier. This demonstrates the ease of using the trace formula over other ad-hoc
methods.
Note that if one wishes to find the Hecke eigenvalues on a space that is not
1-dimensional it is not enough just to know tr(Tu,q). One must work out the
sequence of values tr(Tu,q), tr(T
2
u,q), ..., tr(T
d
u,q), where d is the dimension of
the space and then use symmetric polynomial algorithms to solve for the actual
eigenvalues (since these traces are sums of powers of eigenvalues). This is still
possible (see the statement of Theorem 3.4.1) but is a bigger computation as d
increases.
3.5 Ibukiyama’s correspondence
Following on from the Eichler-Jacquet-Langlands correspondence outlined in the
previous section we now show how to capture certain spaces of Siegel modular
forms algebraically. Such a correspondence was originally found empirically in
the work of Ihara [43] but was made formal and rigorous by his student T.
Ibukiyama in a series of papers dating back to the 1980’s [37].
By analogy with GL2 and D
× the strategy is to construct a reductive alge-
braic group G over Q such that:
• G(R) is compact modulo its center, so that we may consider algebraic
modular forms for such a group.
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• Z(R) is a split torus, so that the symmetric space associated to G is trivial
(hence the algebraic forms attached to G can be viewed as functions on
G(Af )).
• G(Z) is finite, so that the Γm groups are finite.
• G is an inner form of GSp4. Then by Langlands functoriality we expect
a transfer of automorphic forms. Such a transfer should allow us to see
certain spaces of Siegel modular forms as spaces of algebraic modular
forms.
• G(Qq) ∼= GSp4(Qq) for all q 6= p.
As with the previous section, this will have a very concrete description and will
be extremely helpful to us in finding Hecke eigenvalues for Siegel modular forms.
Given a definite quaternion algebra D ramified at prime p and a maximal
order O, Ihara and Ibukiyama constructed the unitary similitude group:
GUn(D) = {g ∈ Mn(D) | gg¯T = µ(g)I, µ(g) ∈ Q×}.
Here g¯ means componentwise application of the standard involution of D.
We wish to prove that the above group behaves like GSp4 locally at places
where D is split. To this end let K be any field and define the matrix
M =

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 ∈M4(K).
It is clear that M = M−1 = MT . Further if J =
(
0 I
−I 0
)
then we observe
that:
N := MJM =
(
J ′ 0
0 J ′
)
where J ′ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. A nice property of J ′ is that for any S ∈ M2(K) we
have J ′SJ ′−1 = adj(S) so that J ′S = adj(S)J ′.
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Now observe that for any Z =
(
A B
C D
)
∈M4(K)
ZNZT =
(
AJ ′AT +BJ ′BT AJ ′CT +BJ ′DT
CJ ′AT +DJ ′BT CJ ′CT +DJ ′DT
)
=
(
(A adj(AT ) +B adj(BT ))J ′ (A adj(CT ) +B adj(DT ))J ′
(C adj(AT ) +D adj(BT ))J ′ (C adj(CT ) +D adj(DT ))J
)
=
(
A adj(A)T +B adj(B)T A adj(C)T +B adj(D)T
C adj(A)T +D adj(B)T C adj(C)T +D adj(D)T
)
N
= ZZ
T
N.
This relation is very helpful in establishing the link mentioned above.
Theorem 3.5.1. For any field K there exists a similitude-preserving isomor-
phism GU2(M2(K)) ∼= GSp4(K).
Proof. Consider the map:
GU2(M2(K)) −→ GSp4(K)
(
A B
C D
)
7−→

a1,1 b1,1 a1,2 b1,2
c1,1 d1,1 c1,2 d1,2
a2,1 b2,1 a2,2 b2,2
c2,1 d2,1 c2,2 d2,2
 .
i.e. conjugation by the matrix M . The map will clearly be an isomorphism if
we can show it is well defined.
Take X ∈ GU2(M2(K)) of similitude µ ∈ K×. Then
(MXM)J(MXM)T = µJ ⇐⇒ MX(MJM)XTM = µJ
⇐⇒ MXNXTM = µJ
⇐⇒ MXXTNM = µJ
⇐⇒ XXT = µI
Thus X ∈ GU2(M2(K)) if and only if MXM ∈ GSp4(K).
In fact essentially the same argument shows that GUn(M2(K)) ∼= GSp2n(K)
for any field K and n ≥ 1 (Theorem 3.4 in [27]).
It is clear that GU2(H) is connected. Let us now check that GU2(H) is
compact modulo its center.
Theorem 3.5.2. There is an isomorphism of Lie groups:
GU2(H)/Z(GU2(H)) ∼= USp(4)/{±I}.
Here USp(4) = U(4) ∩ Sp4(C).
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Proof. We start by evaluating the center Z(GU2(H)). To this end we note that
for any a ∈ H we have matrices Ta :=
(
1 −a
a 1
)
∈ GU2(H).
Now suppose X =
(
x y
z w
)
∈ Z(GU2(H)). Then T1X = XT1 implies
w = x and z = −y. Use of the relations TiX = XTi, TjX = XTj and TkX =
XTk tells us that x ∈ R× and y = 0. Hence X = αI for some α ∈ R×.
Clearly any matrix of the form αI for α ∈ R× lies in the center and so we have
Z(GU2(H)) = {αI |α ∈ R×}.
Now consider the subgroup GU2(H)1 ⊆ GU2(H) consisting of matrices of
similitude 1 (often denoted Sp(2) in the literature). Consider the following
embedding:
GU2(H) ↪→ GU2(M2(C)) ∼= GSp4(C)
where the first inclusion comes from the matrix embedding H ↪→ M2(C) given
by:
α+ βi+ γj + δk 7−→
(
α+ βi γ + δk
−γ + δi α− βi
)
(see Lemma 2.1.9) and the second isomorphism comes from the previous theo-
rem.
One easily checks that the image of GU2(H)1 under this embedding is USp(4)
and so we may identify the two groups.
Given the above we now have a surjection USp(4) → GU2(H)/Z(GU2(H))
that is continuous. The kernel is USp(4) ∩ Z(GU2(H)) = {±I}. The result
follows.
The above shows that we may consider algebraic modular forms for GU2(D).
In fact we are even guaranteed that the Γm groups are finite. By Proposition
3.2.9 we only need check the following.
Lemma 3.5.3. GU2(O) = {γ ∈ GU2(D) ∩M2(O) |µ(γ) ∈ Z×} is finite.
Proof. Let γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GU2(O). Then the similitude µ(γ) ∈ Z× = {±1}
but due to the definite nature of D we must have µ(γ) = 1.
Then γγ¯T = I gives the following equations:
N(a) +N(b) = 1
N(c) +N(d) = 1
ac¯+ bd¯ = 0
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Since a, b, c, d ∈ O and so have non-negative integer norm it is easy to see
that exactly one of a, b is a unit and the other is 0. Similarly for c, d.
Since O× is finite there must be only finitely many solutions to the equations,
hence finitely many possibilities for γ.
We may now observe that this group has the other properties that we desire:
Corollary 3.5.4. For any q 6= p there exists a similitude-preserving isomor-
phism ψ : GU2(Dq)→ GSp4(Qq) that preserves integrality:
ψ(GU2(Dq) ∩M2(Oq)) = GSp4(Qq) ∩M4(Zq).
Proof. Since D splits at q we have that:
GU2(Dq) ∼= GU2(M2(Qq)) ∼= GSp4(Qq),
where the second isomorphism uses the above theorem.
If we choose an isomorphism Dq → M2(Qq) as in Lemma 3.3.2 so that
Oq →M2(Zq) then the above clearly respects similitude and integrality.
From now on we fix such an isomorphism at each q 6= p. As mentioned
before we now have reason to expect a transfer of automorphic forms to exist.
We will not see all forms on the algebraic side though (just as with Eichler’s
correspondence).
First let us see the conjectural correspondence, then we will explore it in
detail. Recall that one may find this in Ibukiyama’s paper [37].
Conjecture 3.5.5. (Ibukiyama) Let j ≥ 0 be an even integer and k ≥ 3.
Supppose (j, k) 6= (0, 3). Then for each prime p there exists Hecke preserving
isomorphisms:
Snewj,k (Γ0(p)) −→ Anew(GU2(D), U1, Vj,k−3)
Snewj,k (K(p)) −→ Anew(GU2(D), U2, Vj,k−3),
where U1, U2, Vj,k−3 are to be defined.
If (j, k) = (0, 3) then we also get an isomorphism after taking the quotient
by the constant functions on the right.
We have yet to explain what U1, U2 and Vj,k−3 are, and to show how the
actions of the Hecke operators agree on both sides. Descriptions of these are
not as simple as for Eichler’s correspondence. Also we do not yet have a notion
of newform on the algebraic side. These questions will be answered throughout
this section.
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Since our eventual goal is to study Harder’s conjecture for paramodular
forms we will neglect the first of these isomorphisms. However, it will turn out
that the open compact subgroup U1 will prove useful in later calculations.
3.5.1 The weight space Vj,k−3.
In order to explain what the space Vj,k−3 is and how this is acted upon by
GU2(D) we follow a similar path to the one we saw for Eichler’s correspondence.
Note that we can produce representations of GU2(D) from representations
of USp(4)/{±I} via:
GU2(D) ↪→ GU2(H) −→ GU2(H)/Z(GU2(H)) ∼= USp(4)/{±I}.
Irreducible representations of USp4(C) are represented by their Young dia-
gram parameters (m,n) for m ≥ n ≥ 0. With this in mind Ibukiyama predicts
that the correct space Vj,k−3 should come from the irreducible representation of
GSp4(C) with Young diagram parameters (j+k−3, k−3). There is no problem
here since we are assuming k ≥ 3 and j ≥ 0. It is known that Vj,k−3 is a well
defined representation of USp(4)/{±I} if and only if j is even.
Notice in particular that similar to Eichler’s correspondence we have a shift
in the weight, however this time it is by 3 rather than by 2. Also notice that
the case j = 0 seems extremely close to Eichler’s result (since there we had
scalar valued elliptic modular forms and this is exactly what j = 0 means for
our Siegel modular forms).
3.5.2 The level U2 and the theory of O-lattices
In order to construct the relevant open compact subgroup U2 of GU2(DAf ) we
must think about how to generalise the one used in Eichler’s correspondence to
higher dimensions. The “level 1” open compact subgroup U =
∏
q O×q ⊂ D×Af
can be viewed as StabD×Af
(O) under an action defined by right multiplication.
Since D×Af = GU1(DAf ) an obvious generalisation would be to consider the
open compact subgroup
U1 = StabGU2(DAf )(O
2) ⊂ GU2(DAf )
or indeed the GU2(DAf )-stabilizer of any free O-module of rank 2 with action
given by matrix multiplication. With this in mind we investigate the general
theory of O-lattices in D2 and return to defining U2 afterwards.
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Viewing Dn as a left D-module, we have a special Hermitian form given by
〈x, y〉 =
n∑
i=1
xiyj
(where x is the standard involution on D). Under this interpretation we find
that GUn(D) is the similitude group of this form.
Definition 3.5.6. Let L be a Z-module in Dn. Then L is a left O-lattice of
Dn if it is a free left O-module of Dn of rank n and also a Z-lattice of Dn of
rank n.
A similar definition can be made for right O-lattices, the distinction being
made due to non-commutativity of multiplication in D.
Given a left O-lattice L ⊆ Dn we can consider its localizations Lq := L⊗Zq,
one for each prime q. By extension of scalars these are left Oq-lattices in Dnq
(the definition being the same as above after tensoring everything with Zq).
We are mainly interested in equivalence classes of these lattices, both locally
and globally.
Definition 3.5.7. Let M,M ′ be two left Oq-lattices in Dnq . We say that M
and M ′ are equivalent if there exists gq ∈ GU2(Dq) such that M = M ′gq.
Let L,L′ be two left O-lattices in Dn. We say that L and L′ are locally
equivalent at q if Lq and L
′
q are equivalent.
We also say that L and L′ are globally equivalent if there exists g ∈ GU2(D)
such that L′ = Lg.
Clearly global equivalence implies local equivalence everywhere. Naturally
we care about the converse since it tells us about local-global behaviour. Un-
fortunately the converse fails.
Definition 3.5.8. A genus of O-lattices is a full set of O-lattices that are locally
equivalent everywhere.
We can now speak of two lattices lying in the same genus, this being a weaker
notion than global equivalence.
We will only concern ourselves with maximal lattices in this thesis. In order
to learn something about the number of genera amongst maximal left O-lattices
we should first study equivalence classes of maximal left Oq-lattices.
Shimura tells us the following (see [59]):
Theorem 3.5.9. If D is split at q, i.e Dq ∼= M2(Qq), then all maximal left
Oq-lattices of Dnq are equivalent to Onq .
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If Dq is a division algebra then there are exactly two equivalence classes of
maximal left Oq-lattices in Dnq , one of which is represented by Onq .
Corollary 3.5.10. Let D be definite and ramified at m distinct finite primes.
Then there are 2m genera of maximal left O-lattices in Dn.
Proof. Let L be a maximal left O-lattice in Dn. Then for any unramified place
q of D we know that Lq is equivalent to Onq .
At any ramified prime p we know that Lp is equivalent to one of two lattices,
due to the Theorem. Since there arem ramified places ofD and local equivalence
is independent between choices of ramified primes we have at most 2m genera.
It is shown in [59] that in fact all of these possibilities can occur. Thus we
are done.
In particular the above shows that in our case, where D has exactly one
ramified finite prime, there should be exactly two genera. From now on assume
we are in this case.
Definition 3.5.11. Let D be ramified at p,∞ for some prime p:
• If a maximal left O-lattice L is locally equivalent to Onq for all q then we
say that L lies in the principal genus.
• If at the ramified prime p we have that Lp is locally inequivalent to Onp
then we say that L lies in the non-principal genus.
For example the standard latticeOn lies in the principal genus. The following
explicit description of O-lattices is due to Ibukiyama [40].
Theorem 3.5.12. Let n ≥ 2. Every maximal left O-lattice in Dn can be written
in the form Ong for some g ∈ GLn(D).
Further Ibukiyama was able to find a criterion on the matrix g that deter-
mines which genus the lattice belongs to.
Theorem 3.5.13. Let n ≥ 2 and suppose L = Ong is a maximal left O-lattice.
• L lies in the principal genus if and only if ggT = mx for some positive
m ∈ Q and some x ∈ GLn(O) such that x = xT and such that x is positive
definite, i.e. yxyT > 0 for all y ∈ Dn with y 6= 0.
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• L lies in the non-principal genus if and only if ggT = m
(
ps r
r pt
)
where
m ∈ Q is positive, s, t ∈ N, r ∈ O lies in the two sided ideal of O above
p and is such that p2st − N(r) = p (so that the matrix on the right has
determinant p).
Using the above it is easy to produce O-lattices that are in either genus.
Example 3.5.14. The choice g = I satisfies the properties in part 1 of the
theorem and so On is a lattice in the principal genus, as expected.
In practice one may almost always take m = s = t = 1 to produce lattices
in the non-principal genus. We will make these choices from now on.
Given a maximal O-lattice L = Ong one can consider StabGUn(DAf )(L)
(where we view L as the collection of its localizations). Such stabilizer subgroups
are open compact subgroups of GUn(DAf ) and so serve well as level structures
for algebraic modular forms on GUn(D).
Let n = 2 now. Earlier we defined U1 = StabGU2(DAf )(O2). We now have an
interpretation of this as the stabilizer of a lattice lying in the principal genus.
In a similar vein we fix a choice of g ∈ GL2(D) as in part 2 of Theorem
3.5.13 (taking m = s = t = 1). Then the corresponding lattice lies in the non-
principal genus and so we get a genuinely different open compact subgroup U2 =
StabGU2(DAf )(O2g). This is the open compact subgroup used in Ibukiyama’s
correspondence.
As a final remark the adelic modular curves GU2(D)\GU2(DAf )/Ui for i =
1, 2 have interpretations in this setting as global equivalence classes of lattices
within the genus determined by Ui. Thus the class number has an arithmetic
significance here.
3.5.3 Hecke operators
Before discussing the new subspace of A(GU2(D), U2, Vj,k−3) it remains to ex-
plain the transfer of the Hecke operators. The story is similar to the Eichler
correspondence but has subtle differences. Again, we will only see this for q 6= p.
The Hecke action of Tq at q 6= p for level p Siegel forms is defined by the
double coset operator for the matrix
Mq =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 q 0
0 0 0 q
 ∈ GSp4(Qq).
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Now since D splits at q we have that GU2(Dq) ∼= GSp4(Qq). Fixing such an
isomorphism as in Corollary 3.5.4 we may choose vq ∈ GU2(Dq) such that
vq 7→Mq.
Let gq ∈ GL2(Dq) be the q component of the matrix g as chosen in Theorem
3.5.13 (as embedded diagonally into GL2(DAf )). We know by definition of the
non-principal genus that O2g is locally equivalent to O2 at q 6= p. Thus there
exists hq ∈ GU2(Dq) such that O2qgq = O2qhq. We then have a corresponding
uq ∈ GU2(Dq) given by uq = hqvqh−1q .
This may seem like a convoluted way to construct uq in comparison to previ-
ous choices but the key point here is we cannot assume that gq lies in GU2(Dq).
We will see why this is important later.
Let u ∈ GU2(DAf ) have uq as the component at q and have identity com-
ponent elsewhere.
Definition 3.5.15. For the above choice of u, the corresponding Hecke operator
on Anew(GU2(D), U2, Vj,k−3) will be called Tu,q.
Under Ibukiyama’s (conjectural) correspondence it is predicted that:
Tq ←→ Tu,q.
Recall that we are really only interested in eigenvalues for the Tq operator
in Harder’s conjecture so we will only be interested in decomposing U2uU2
into left cosets. This will be done later too in a similar fashion to the Eichler
correspondence.
3.5.4 The new subspace
Our final task in defining Ibukiyama’s correspondence is to explain what is
meant by the new subspace Anew(GU2(D), U2, Vj,k−3). We will not go into too
much detail but will refer the reader to Ibukiyama’s papers [39], [41]. The results
below are written in much greater generality in this paper and the constructions
will be similar to those found in the description of Eichler’s correspondence (see
subsection 3.3.1).
For convenience we will make the following definitions:
As(D) := A(D×, U, Vs)
As,t(D) := A(GU2(D), U2, Vs,t)
Suppose x1, x2, ..., xm are representatives for D
×\D×Af /U and y1, y2, ..., yn
are representatives for GU2(D)\GU2(Af )/U2.
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Let G = D× × GU2(D). Then we have an open compact subgroup U ′ =
U × U2 and finite dimensional representations Wj,k−3 := Vj ⊗ Vj,k−3 of G(Af ).
We start with the decompositions:
A(G,U ′,Wj,k−3) ∼= Aj(D)⊗Aj,k−3(D)
∼= ⊕ma=1 ⊕nb=1 W (a,b)j,k−3
where W
(a,b)
j,k−3 is the subspace of Wj,k−3 fixed by both Ea = D
× ∩ xaUx−1a and
Nb = GU2(D) ∩ ybU2y−1b .
Ibukiyama takes F ∈ A(G,U ′,Wj,k−3). By the first decomposition F =∑
i,j F1,i ⊗ F2,j where F1,i ∈ Aj(D) and F2,j ∈ Aj,k−3(D) are eigenforms. If F
itself is an eigenform then F = F1⊗F2 for eigenforms F1, F2. He then associates
a theta series θF to F . This is an elliptic modular form and one can measure
the notion of old form in Aj,k−3(D) using θF .
In order to describe θF we first need an explicit description of the represen-
tation spaces Wj,k−3.
For v ∈ N recall the spaces P(n)v of real harmonic homogeneous polynomials
of degree v in n variables. Since H2 ∼= R8 we can view polynomials in P(8)v as
polynomials in 2 quaternion variables. It is known that Wj,k−3 can be viewed
as a subspace P of P(8)j+2k−6 (see p.309 of [39]).
Let L = O2g be a fixed lattice in the non-principal genus. Then for each
pair (a, b) with 1 ≤ a ≤ m and 1 ≤ b ≤ n we can construct a left O-lattice La,b
that is locally equivalent to xaLyb everywhere.
Now returning to our F ∈ A(G,U ′,Wj,k−3) with components Fa,b ∈W (a,b)j,k−3
we can construct the following partial theta series for each a, b (with τ ∈ H):
θ
(a,b)
F (τ) =
∑
(x,y)∈La,b
Fa,b(x, y)e
2piiτN(x,y)
Na,b
where:
• Fa,b(x, y) ∈ P(8)j+2k−6 corresponds to Fa,b under the isomorphism Wj,k−3 ∼=
P,
• N(x, y) = N(x) +N(y) is the norm of a vector in H2 under the standard
Hermitian form described before Definition 3.5.6,
• Na,b is the unique positive generator of the ideal of Z generated by the
norms of elements in La,b.
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One then constructs the theta series of F via a weighted sum:
θF (τ) =
m∑
a=1
n∑
b=1
1
|Ea||Nb|θ
(a,b)
F (τ).
It is true that θF is an elliptic modular form for SL2(Z) of weight j+2k−2.
In fact whenever j + 2k − 6 6= 0 it is a cusp form.
Definition 3.5.16. The subspace of old forms Aoldj,k−3(D) ⊆ Aj,k−3(D) is gen-
erated by those eigenforms F2 ∈ Aj,k−3(D) such that there exists an eigenform
F1 ∈ Aj(D) satisfying θF1⊗F2 6= 0.
The subspace of new forms Anewj,k−3(D) is the orthogonal complement of the
old space with respect to the inner product in Proposition 3.2.14.
It should be noted that by Eichler’s correspondence F1 ∈ Aj(D) can be
viewed as an elliptic modular form for Γ0(p) of weight j + 2. Further it will be
a new cusp form precisely when j > 0. Thus computationally it is not difficult
to find the new and old subspaces.
Evidence for Ibukiyama’s correspondence has been provided in [37] but a
proof still eludes us. More specifically Ibukiyama has checked that the dimen-
sions of both spaces of forms agree for almost all cases.
Theorem 3.5.17. For k > 4 and even j ≥ 0 we have:
dim(Snewj,k (K(p))) = dim(A
new
j,k (D))
= dim(Aj,k−3(D))− dim(Sj+2k−2(SL2(Z)))dim(Bnewj+2(Γ0(p)))
where
Bnewj+2(Γ0(p)) =
{
M2(Γ0(p)) for j = 0
Snewj+2(Γ0(p)) for j > 0
In some sense the evidence provided in this thesis can serve as either evidence
towards this conjecture (assuming Harder’s conjecture to be true) or as evidence
for Harder’s conjecture (assuming Ibukiyama’s correspondence to be true).
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Chapter 4
Finding evidence for
Harder’s conjecture
Now that we have linked spaces of Siegel modular forms Snewj,k (K(p)) with spaces
of algebraic modular forms Anewj,k−3(D) = Anew(GU2(D), U2, Vj,k−3), we can be-
gin to generate evidence for Harder’s conjecture.
It should be noted that the results of this chapter are the author’s unless
otherwise stated.
4.1 Brief plan of the strategy
The main idea of our strategy is to work backwards from the algebraic side,
since we have a few computational limitations there. In particular we require
dim(Anewj,k−3(D)) to be small for the trace formula to be efficient. Also we would
like the class number h to be small too. In this thesis we will deal with cases
where h = 1 and dim(Anewj,k−3(D)) = 1. We will soon see that this is not as big
a restriction as it seems, and that enough new congruences can be generated.
Here is the general strategy:
1. Find all primes p such that the class number h = |G(Q)\G(Af )/U2| = 1.
2. For each such p calculate the corresponding Γ-group, Γ(2) = GU2(D)∩U2.
3. Calculate dim(Anewj,k−3(D)) for a wide range of j, k values and look for 1-
dimensional spaces.
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4. For each 1-dimensional space Anewj,k−3(D) look in the space of elliptic forms
Snewj+2k−2(Γ0(p)) for normalized eigenforms f which have a “large prime”
dividing Λalg(f, j + k) ∈ Qf (recall that we have the MAGMA command
LRatio to do this for us almost canonically).
Note that j, k are fixed at this point, so we know exactly which L-value
to look at.
5. Find the Hecke representatives for the Tu,q operator at a chosen prime q.
6. Use the Dummigan trace formula to find tr(Tu,q) for Tq acting onAj,k−3(D).
7. Subtract off the trace contribution of Tu,q acting on A
old
j,k−3(D) in order to
get the trace of the action on Anewj,k−3(D).
Since the spaces of algebraic forms I am using are 1-dimensional, this trace
should be exactly the Hecke eigenvalue of a new paramodular eigenform
by Ibukiyama’s conjecture.
8. Check that Harder’s congruence holds.
The above strategy can be modified to work for bigger spaces of algebraic
forms, but there is more to do computationally. In general there will be more
Γ-groups, and we must calculate not just tr(Tu,q) but also tr(T
2
u,q), ..., tr(T
d
u,q),
where d = dim(Anewj,k−2(D)) (and employ symmetric polynomial formulae, such
as Newton’s identities, to solve for the eigenvalues).
It should be noted that in this thesis I will only compute the action of Tu,3
when p = 2, and of Tu,2 otherwise. However, I will describe a general algorithm
for finding the Hecke representatives at any q, which can easily be implemented
for any class number one situation.
4.2 Explicit results for Aj,k−3(D)
Now that the strategy has been revealed, work can begin on finding all of the
parameters needed to calculate with the algebraic forms. This will not be a
straight forward task, as we shall see.
4.2.1 Finding the Γ-groups
Recall that the space of algebraic modular forms Aj,k−3(D) can be expressed
naturally as a direct sum of fixed subspaces of Vj,k−3:
Aj,k−3(D) ∼= ⊕hm=1V Γmj,k−3,
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where {z1, z2, ..., zh} ⊂ GU2(Af ) are representatives for GU2(D)\GU2(DAf )/U2,
and for each m = 1, 2, ..., h we have the group Γm = GU2(D) ∩ zmU2z−1m .
Amongst these groups is the group Γ(2) = GU2(D) ∩ U2.
If the class number h of U2 is 1 then
Aj,k−3(D) ∼= V Γ(2)j,k−3.
How might one go about calculating Γ(2) explicitly? In this subsection an
efficient algorithm will be proposed that works for D ramified at {p,∞}. We
will see that due to the geometric nature of U2 as the stabilizer of an O-lattice
we can get an efficient algorithm to find Γ(2).
Previously we defined U2 = StabGU2(DAf )(O2g), where g ∈ GL2(D) is such
that
A := ggT =
(
p r
r p
)
,
for some r ∈ O satisfying N(r) = p(p−1) (in order for det(A) = p to hold). Such
a choice of g guarantees that O2g is in the non-principal genus of O-lattices of
D2. The matrix A is then the Gram matrix of such a lattice for the underlying
Hermitian inner product.
For the results in this section we fix a choice of g (hence fixing A). Later we
will make a specific choice to aid calculation.
We seek the group Γ(2) and by the above we find that
Γ(2) = StabGU2(D)(O2g),
since the rational points of an algebraic group are embedded as a subgroup of
the adelic points.
An explicit description can be found for this stabilizer. First we recall a
basic fact from the theory of group actions.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let G be a group and let X be a set equipped with a right action
of G. Denote by Sy the stabilizer of y ∈ X under this action. Then for each
(g, x) ∈ G×X we have that:
Sxg = g
−1Sxg,
so that stabilizer subgroups of elements in the same orbit are conjugate.
It will become necessary to refer to matrices in GU2(D) of a specific simili-
tude. For θ ∈ Q× let:
GUn(D)θ = {γ ∈ GU2(D) |µ(γ) = θ},
In particular let SU2(D) := GU2(D)1.
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Lemma 4.2.2.
S := StabGL2(D)(O2) = GL2(O).
Proof. Suppose γ ∈ GL2(O). Then both γ and γ−1 have integral entries so that
O2γ ⊆ O2
and
O2γ−1 ⊆ O2.
Then O2 ⊆ O2γ. Equality follows and thus γ ∈ S.
Conversely suppose that γ ∈ S so that γ ∈ GL2(D) and
O2γ = O2γ−1 = O2.
In particular the four vectors (1, 0)γ, (1, 0)γ−1, (0, 1)γ and (0, 1)γ−1 lie in O2.
Thus both γ and γ−1 have entries in O, hence γ ∈ GL2(O).
Tying together the lemmas gives us the following explicit description of Γ(2).
Theorem 4.2.3. Given a choice of g as above the group Γ(2) consists of the
following set of matrices:
Γ(2) = SU2(D) ∩ g−1GL2(O)g
Proof. We know that:
Γ(2) = StabGU2(D)(O2g) = GU2(D) ∩ StabGL2(D)(O2g)
= GU2(D) ∩ g−1Sg = GU2(D) ∩ g−1GL2(O)g.
It remains to show that any such matrix has similitude 1.
Take γ ∈ GU2(D) ∩ g−1GL2(O)g. Then γγT = µ(γ)I for some µ(γ) ∈ Q×.
But also γ = g−1ψg for some ψ ∈ GL2(O) so we must have µ(γ) = µ(ψ) ∈
Z× = {±1}.
Since D is a definite quaternion algebra over Q it must be that µ(γ) > 0
(since the norm form is positive definite). Hence µ(γ) = 1.
Recall also that we have defined another compact open subgroup U1 =
StabGU2(Af )(O2) ⊂ GU2(DAf ). This is the stabilizer of a left O-lattice lying in
the principal genus.
In this case the analogue of the group Γ(2) is the group Γ(1) = GU2(D)∩U1.
We can employ identical arguments to the above to show the following:
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Lemma 4.2.4.
Γ(1) = SU2(D) ∩GL2(O)
Notice the striking similarity between this result and the description Γ =
D× ∩ U = O× in subsection 3.3.2. Indeed Γ(1) consists of integral matrices of
similitude 1 whereas O× consists of integral quaternions with norm 1. Later
more similarities will be observed for the Hecke representatives.
Now that we have simple descriptions of Γ(1) and Γ(2), one might be tempted
to try and set up a brute force search for the elements of these groups. For Γ(1)
this is simple.
Theorem 4.2.5.
Γ(1) =
{(
α 0
0 β
)
,
(
0 α
β 0
) ∣∣∣∣∣α, β ∈ O×
}
.
Proof. Take γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ(1). Then a, b, c, d ∈ O.
The fact that γ ∈ SU2(D) tells us that:
N(a) +N(b) = 1
N(c) +N(d) = 1
ac+ bd = 0
Since N(a), N(b), N(c), N(d) ∈ Z the first two equations tell us that that exactly
one of a, b lies in O×, exactly one of c, d lies in O× and the other two elements
are 0. However, the third equation tells us that N(a)N(c) = N(b)N(d) and so
it must either be that a, d ∈ O× and b = c = 0 or b, c ∈ O× and a = d = 0.
Clearly each such matrix is in Γ(1) and so we are done.
Computationally it is not straight forward to find the elements of Γ(2) due
to the non-integrality of the entries of such matrices. We would like to find a
better description of this group such that the norm equations involved are easier
to solve.
We note that the non-integrality of the matrices in Γ(2) is due to the fact
that such matrices lie in g−1GL2(O)g. Thus gΓ(2)g−1 ⊆ GL2(O).
For θ ∈ Q× consider the sets
Yθ = GU2(D)θ ∩ g−1M2(O)×g
and
Wθ = {ν ∈M2(O)× | νAνT = θA},
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where M2(O)× = GL2(D) ∩M2(O) and A = gg¯T .
Then in particular Y1 = Γ
(2). Later we will need to consider the sets Yq for
prime q 6= p when finding Hecke representatives.
Proposition 4.2.6. For each θ ∈ Q× there exists a bijection:
Φθ : Yθ −→Wθ
given by:
γ 7−→ gγg−1.
In particular:
Γ(2) = g−1W1g.
Proof. Since Φθ is given by conjugation the map is invertible as long as we can
show it is well defined.
Take γ ∈ Yθ. Note that:
(gγg−1)A(gγg−1)
T
= θA ⇐⇒ gγγT gT = θA
⇐⇒ γγT = θI.
Thus γ ∈ Yθ if and only if Φθ(γ) ∈Wθ and so we are done. The claim about
Γ(2) is the case θ = 1.
Unfortunately it is still not an easy task to find the elements of Wθ since A
has non-diagonal entries.
To fix this we diagonalize A. By the spectral theory of quaternionic Hermi-
tian matrices we can find an invertible matrix P ∈ GL2(D) such that PAPT =
B where B ∈M2(D) is a diagonal matrix. Then another explicit description of
Wθ arises.
Proposition 4.2.7. For each θ ∈ Q× the map
Wθ −→ Zθ := {η ∈ P M2(O)× P−1 | ηBηT = θB}
ν 7−→ PνP−1,
is a bijection.
In particular:
W1 = P
−1Z1P.
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Proof. Again the map is given by conjugation so is invertible if we can show it
is well defined.
Take ν ∈Wθ. Then (PνP−1)B(PνP−1)T = θB if and only if P (νAνT )PT =
θB (using the fact that B = PAP
T
). This is clearly equivalent to νAνT = θA.
Thus ν ∈ Wθ if and only if PνP−1 ∈ Zθ and so we are done. The claim
about W1 is the case θ = 1.
Notice that we were able to diagonalize A but at the expense of creating
non-integral entries in the matrices PνP−1. However we will now observe that
if we make an appropriate choice of g then we can diagonalize A in such a way
as to preserve one integral entry in PνP−1, making a search for the elements of
Zθ more efficient.
Lemma 4.2.8. Suppose we can choose λ, µ ∈ O such that N(λ) = p − 1 and
N(µ) = p. Then
gλ,µ :=
(
1 λ
0 µ
)
is a valid choice.
Proof. We must check that the Gram matrix Aλ,µ = gλ,µgλ,µ
T has the correct
form. This is a simple calculation:
Aλ,µ =
(
1 λ
0 µ
)(
1 0
λ µ
)
=
(
1 +N(λ) λµ
µλ N(µ)
)
=
(
p r
r p
)
,
where r = λµ. It is now observed that det(Aλ,µ) = p
2−N(r) = p2−p(p−1) = p
as required.
Such an upper triangular g is the simplest choice, since no diagonal matrix
can have Gram matrix of the correct form.
In addition to the conditions above I would also like to assume that r = λµ
has trace zero. The reasons for this will become clear soon.
A natural question to ask at this stage is whether, given a fixed maximal
order, it is always possible to choose λ, µ ∈ O that satisfy N(λ) = p − 1,
N(µ) = p and tr(r) = 0. Unfortunately the answer is no. However, it is in fact
always possible to find some maximal order O where these choices are possible.
For proof of this I refer to an online discussion with Voight [70], of which the
author is grateful.
For now, assume we have a fixed O with the property that such elements
may be found. We now seek a suitable invertible matrix that diagonalises Aλ,µ.
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Lemma 4.2.9. The matrix
Pλ,µ =
(
1 rp
0 1
)
diagonalises A. Further P−1λ,µ = Pλ,µ.
Proof. We check
Pλ,µAPλ,µ
T
=
(
1 rp
0 1
)(
p r
r p
)(
1 0
r
p 1
)
=
(
p+ r
2
p +
r
p (tr(r)) tr(r)
tr(r) p
)
=
(
p+ r
2
p 0
0 p
)
since tr(r) = 0.
Recall that the characteristic polynomial of α ∈ D is
fα(x) = x
2 − tr(α)x+N(α)
and that α must satisfy fα(α) = 0 (Cayley-Hamilton). Then r satisfies
r2 + p(p− 1) = 0,
i.e. r2 = −p(p− 1). Thus
Pλ,µAPλ,µ
T
=
(
1 0
0 p
)
.
The final claim follows from
Pλ,µPλ,µ =
(
1 rp
0 1
)(
1 rp
0 1
)
=
(
1 tr(r)p
0 1
)
= I
and similarly for Pλ,µPλ,µ.
We now show that the elements of the set Zθ each have an integral entry if
we choose to use gλ,µ and Pλ,µ.
Corollary 4.2.10. Let ν ∈ M2(O). Then the bottom left entries of ν and
Pλ,µνPλ,µ are equal (in particular this entry remains in O).
Proof. Let ν =
(
α β
γ δ
)
with α, β, γ, δ ∈ O. Then a simple calculation shows
that
Pλ,µνPλ,µ =
(
α+ rγp (
αr
p + β) +
r
p (
γr
p + δ)
γ γrp + δ
)
.
The bottom left entry is γ ∈ O, as required.
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Now consider the equations that must be satisfied for a matrix to be in Zθ.
Let η =
(
x y
z w
)
∈M2(D). In order to satisfy
η
(
1 0
0 p
)
ηT = θ
(
1 0
0 p
)
the entries of η must solve three equations:
N(x) + pN(y) = θ
N(z) + pN(w) = θp
xz + pyw = 0.
Clearly these equations can have no solutions for θ < 0 and so we only
consider θ ≥ 0.
Notice that these three equations imply that N(x) = N(w) and N(z) =
p2N(y). This is obvious if θ = 0 since the norm form is positive definite so all
four norms would have to be 0 (in fact x = y = z = w = 0 is the only possibility
for the elements).
If θ > 0 then it is still straight forward to check. Indeed xz+pyw = 0 implies
N(x)N(z) = p2N(y)N(w) and by using the first two equations to eliminateN(z)
and N(y) we find that:
N(x)(θp− pN(w)) = p2
(
θ −N(x)
p
)
N(w)
which simplifies to
N(x)(θ −N(w)) = (θ −N(x))N(w)
giving N(x) = N(w) (since θ 6= 0).
To see the second claim we note that again by the first two equations
N(z) = p(θ −N(w)) = p(θ −N(x)) = p2N(y).
We can now give explicit norm equations defining the elements of Wθ.
Corollary 4.2.11. Let θ ≥ 0. Then Wθ consists of all matrices ν =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈
M2(O)× such that:
pN(pα+ rγ) +N(p(αr + pβ) + r(γr + pδ)) = θp3
pN(γ) +N(γr + pδ) = θp2
pαγ + (αr + pβ)(γr + pδ) = −θpr.
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Proof. We have already seen that Wθ is in bijection with Zθ via ν 7→ Pλ,µνPλ,µ.
Let ν =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈M2(O)×.
We have just seen (in the proof of Corollary 4.2.10) that
Pλ,µνPλ,µ =
(
α+ rγp (
αr
p + β) +
r
p (
γr
p + δ)
γ γrp + δ
)
.
Also we know the equations that must be satisfied by these entries in order
for the corresponding matrix to lie in Zθ. Substituting these in and clear-
ing denominators gives the required equations (after simplification of the third
equation).
It now becomes clear why we wanted to preserve one of the entries of ν.
From the second equation it is easily seen that N(γ) ≤ θp, and since γ ∈ O
there are only finitely many such elements (each norm must be a positive integer
and there are only finitely many elements for each possibility).
It is possible now to develop an algorithm to calculate Wθ. For simplicity
we assume θ ∈ N but it will be clear how this algorithm can be modified for
rational θ ≥ 0.
Recall that we denote by Xi the subset of O consisting of norm i elements.
Algorithm 1
Step 0: Set j := 0. For each integer 0 ≤ i ≤ θp, generate the norm lists
Xi, Xp(θp−i), Xp2i.
Step 1: For each pair of elements (γ, γ′) ∈ Xj×Xp(θp−j) check whether the
element δ := γ
′−γr
p ∈ O.
Thus we have generated the possible pairs (γ, δ) that can satisfy the second
norm equation of Corollary 4.2.11 when N(γ) = j.
Step 2: For each putative γ ∈ Xj from Step 1 find all elements γ′′ ∈
Xp(θp−j) such that the element α :=
γ′′−rγ
p ∈ O.
Thus we have generated the possible triples (α, γ, δ) that can satisfy the
norm equations of Corollary 4.2.11 when N(γ) = j.
Step 3: For each putative triple (α, γ, δ) from Step 2 and each γ′′′ ∈ Xp2j
test whether the element β := γ
′′′−(r(γr+pδ)+pαr)
p2 ∈ O.
This gives us all possible tuples (α, β, γ, δ) satisfying the norm equations of
Corollary 4.2.11 with N(γ) = j.
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Step 4: Check that the entries of each putative tuple from Step 4 satisfies
the third equation of Corollary 4.2.11.
This produces all matrices ν =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈Wθ with N(γ) = j.
Step 5: Set j := j + 1 and repeat steps 1-4 until j > θp.
Of course once the elements of Wθ have been found it is straight forward to
generate the elements of Yθ by inverting the bijection Φθ in Proposition 4.2.6.
It should be noted that if we run this algorithm for p = 2 with the following
choices
D =
(−1,−1
Q
)
O = Z⊕ Zi⊕ Zj ⊕ Z1 + i+ j + k
2
λ = −1
µ = i− k
θ = 1
then we get exactly the same elements for Y1 = Γ
(2) as Ibukiyama does on p.592
of [37].
4.2.2 Finding h
In a similar vein to Eichler’s correspondence we can use mass arguments to get
information on class numbers h1 and h2 for U1 and U2.
We define the mass of open compact U ⊂ GU2(DAf ) as follows:
M(U) :=
h∑
m=1
1
|Γm| ,
where Γm = GU2(D)∩ zmUz−1m for representatives z1, z2, ..., zm ∈ GU2(DAf ) of
GU2(D)\GU2(DAf )/U .
Ibukiyama provides the following formulae for M(U1) and M(U2) in [37].
Theorem 4.2.12. If D is ramified at p and ∞ then:
M(U1) =
(p− 1)(p2 + 1)
5760
,
M(U2) =
p2 − 1
5760
.
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This formula is analogous to the Eichler mass formula and is also a special
case of the mass formula of Gan, Hanke and Yu [25].
Proposition 4.2.13. h1 = 1 if and only if |Γ(1)| = 5760(p−1)(p2+1) . Similarly
h2 = 1 if and only if |Γ(2)| = 5760p2−1 .
Proof. For i = 1, 2 take z = id as one of the representatives for the double coset
space GU2(D)\GU2(DAf )/Ui. Then the group Γ(i) = GU2(D)∩Ui contributes
1
|Γ(i)| to the finite sum M(Ui).
It is then clear that hi = 1 occurs for Ui if and only if
|Γ(i)| = 1
M(Ui)
.
In the case of the Eichler mass formula the group Γ = O× is straight forward
to compute and so it is a simple matter to see when h = 1. For the GU2 case
we can still do this for Γ(1) and Γ(2), but it needs more computation.
Corollary 4.2.14. h1 = 1 if and only if p = 2, 3. Similarly h2 = 1 if and only
if p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11.
Proof. By the proposition, h1 = 1 if and only if |Γ(1)| = 5760(p−1)(p2+1) . However
|Γ(1)| ∈ N so (p − 1)(p2 + 1)|5760. Since (n − 1)(n2 + 1) > 5760 for n ≥ 19
we must have p ≤ 17. A quick calculation shows that the only such primes to
satisfy the divisibility criterion are p = 2, 3.
It remains to check that for these two primes we have |Γ(1)| = 5760(p−1)(p2+1) .
Using the explicit description of Γ(1) found in the previous subsection:
|Γ(1)| = 2|O×|2.
It is then a simple calculation to show that for p = 2, 3 we have |O×| = 24, 12
respectively. Since 5760(2−1)(22+1) = 1152 = 2(24
2) and 5760(3−1)(32+1) = 288 = 2(12
2)
we are done.
A similar argument proves the other claim. However now we do not have a
nice formula for |Γ(2)|. Instead we can use Algorithm 1 to list the elements of
these groups and hence get their cardinalities that way.
The primes satisfying 5760p2−1 ∈ N are p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 17, 19, 31. A lengthy
check (using a computer program) reveals that the only primes to satisfy |Γ(2)| =
5760
p2−1 are p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11.
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It was surprising to see for Γ(2) that although there were primes satisfying
the divisibility criterion, some of them did not satisfy the equality |Γ(2)| = 5760p2−1 .
This behaviour did not happen for Γ(1) and neither did it happen when finding
class numbers of quaternion algebras.
It should be noted that Ibukiyama and Hashimoto have produced formulae in
[34] and [35] that give the values of h1 and h2 for any ramified prime. Their for-
mulae agree with this result, especially for h2; giving h2 = 1 for p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11,
h2 = 2 for p = 17, 19 and h2 = 3 for p = 31. This supports the validity of
Algorithm 1.
4.2.3 Finding the Hecke representatives
Now that we have found an algorithm to generate the elements of Γ(2) we con-
sider the same question for the Hecke representatives for the Tu,q operator on
Aj,k−3(D) (where q 6= p). In this subsection we consider q 6= p to be a fixed
prime.
It turns out that we have an arithmetic description of these representatives
similar to the one found in Proposition 3.3.8.
Proposition 4.2.15. Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q ramified at p,∞
for some p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7, 11}. Suppose u ∈ GU2(DAf ) is chosen as in Definition
3.5.15. Then
U2uU2 =
∐
[xi]∈Yq/Γ(2)
xiU2,
where Yθ = GU2(D)θ ∩ g−1M2(O)×g, as defined before Proposition 4.2.6.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary decomposition:
U2uU2 =
∐
xiU2
for xi ∈ GU2(DAf ). Note that by Proposition 3.2.12 we may take xi ∈ GU2(D)
for all i (since the class number is 1). For the rest of the proof we embed
GU2(D) ↪→ GU2(DAf ) diagonally.
We show that we may take xi ∈ GU2(D) ∩ g−1M2(O)×g with similitude
µ(xi) = q.
Note that for any prime l 6= q we have local double coset
U2,lulU2,l = U2,l = StabGU2(Dl)(O2l gl) = GU2(Dl) ∩ g−1l GL2(Ol)gl
Thus xi ∈ GU2(Dl) ∩ g−1l M2(Ol)×gl and µ(xi) ∈ Z×l for all i.
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Consider the local double coset at q and let G = GU2(Dq) ∩GL2(Oq). Fix
a choice of hq ∈ GU2(Dq) such that O2qgq = O2qhq (which is possible since O2qgq
is locally equivalent to O2q). Note that hqg−1q ∈ GL2(Oq) so that hq = kqgq for
some kq ∈ GL2(Oq) ⊆M2(Oq)×.
The conjugation by hq homomorphism gives a bijection between U2,quqU2,q
and G(hquqh
−1
q )G. If we fix an isomorphism as in Proposition 3.5.4 then the
double coset G(hquqh
−1
q )G is in bijection with GSp4(Zq)MqGSp4(Zq) (where
Mq = diag(1, 1, q, q)).
Since by definition hquqh
−1
q 7→ Mq ∈ GSp4(Qq) ∩ M4(Zq) we see that
hquqh
−1
q ∈M2(Oq)× and so uq ∈ GU2(Dq) ∩ h−1q M2(Oq)×hq.
However:
h−1q M2(Oq)×hq = g−1q (k−1q M2(Oq)×kq)gq = g−1q M2(Oq)×gq,
thus uq ∈ GU2(Dq) ∩ g−1q M2(Oq)×gq and the same can be said about the xi.
Also since both the conjugation and our chosen isomorphism respect simili-
tude we find that µ(uq) = µ(Mq) = q and so µ(U2,quqU2,q) ⊆ qZ×q . In particular
µ(xi) ∈ qZ×q .
Globally we now see that
xi ∈ GU2(D) ∩
∏
l
(
GU2(Dl) ∩ g−1l M2(Ol)×gl
)
= GU2(D) ∩ g−1M2(O)×g
for each i. We also observe that µ(xi) ∈ Z ∩
(
qZ×q
∏
l 6=q Z
×
l
)
= {±q}. However
in our case the similitude is positive definite so that µ(xi) = q.
Thus the xi can be taken to lie in Yq. It is clear that each such element lies
in the double coset.
It remains to see which elements of Yq generate the same left coset. We
have xiU2 = xjU2 if and only if x
−1
j xi ∈ U2. But also xi, xj ∈ GU2(D),
hence x−1j xi ∈ GU2(D) ∩ U2 = Γ(2). So equivalence of left cosets is upto right
multiplication by Γ(2).
It may be remarked that the above proof is much more technical than the
one provided for Eichler’s correspondence. The reason we have to invoke conju-
gation by hq as opposed to gq is due to the fact that gq /∈ GU2(Dq) in general.
Thus when performing the conjugation by gq we do not necessarily preserve the
GU2(Dq) part of GU2(Dq) ∩ g−1q M2(Oq)×gq.
In direct analogue with algebraic modular forms for D× we have a nice
formula for the degree of Tu,q, found in the work of Ihara [43].
Proposition 4.2.16. For q 6= p we have that deg(Tu,q) = (q + 1)(q2 + 1).
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Proof. As mentioned in the previous proof the number of xi is the same as the
number of representatives in the decomposition of the double coset
GSp4(Zq)

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 q 0
0 0 0 q
GSp4(Zq)
into single cosets.
Roberts and Schmidt have computed this decomposition on p.189 of [56]
and found that a set of representatives can be taken to be (for x, y, z running
through a set of representatives mod q):
1 0 y z
0 1 x y
0 0 q 0
0 0 0 q
 ,

1 x 0 z
0 q 0 0
0 0 1 −x
0 0 0 q
 ,

q 0 0 0
0 1 x 0
0 0 q 0
0 0 0 1
 ,

q 0 0 0
0 q 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 .
Clearly there are q3 + q2 + q + 1 = (q + 1)(q2 + 1) of these as expected.
From this we see that whenever the prime 2 is unramified for D there will be
(2 + 1)(22 + 1) = 15 Hecke representatives for Tu,2 and similarly whenever the
prime 3 is unramified for D there will be (3 + 1)(32 + 1) = 40 Hecke represen-
tatives for Tu,3. These numbers are extremely small but clearly as q increases
we are expecting a significant increase in the number of representatives.
Since we already have an algorithm to calculate the group Γ(2) and the sets
Yq for any q we are now done and can calculate Hecke representatives for U2.
However as q increases the amount of effort needed to calculate these increases
dramatically (due to having to search through norm lists up to qp2).
Let us consider now the case of finding Hecke representatives for U1 when
p = 2, 3 (so that the class number of U1 is 1). We will see that due to the explicit
nature of Γ(1) there is also an explicit description of Hecke representatives.
Employing similar arguments to Proposition 4.2.15 we get the following:
Proposition 4.2.17. Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q ramified at p,∞
for some p ∈ {2, 3}. Suppose u ∈ GU2(DAf ) is chosen as in Definition 3.5.15.
Then
U1uU1 =
∐
[xi]∈(GU2(D)q∩M2(O)×)/Γ(1)
xiU1.
Corollary 4.2.18. Let n ∈ N. For each k ∈ N let Xk = {α ∈ O |N(α) = k},
tk = |Xk/O×| and x1,k, x2,k, ..., xtk,k be a set of representatives for Xk/O×. For
such a choice of k define:
Rk :=
{(
xi,k v
w xj,k
) ∣∣∣∣∣ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ tk, v, w ∈ Xn−kxi,kw + vxj,k = 0
}
.
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The following matrices are representatives for (GU2(D)n ∩M2(O)×)/Γ(1):
n⋃
k=m+1
Rk, if n = 2m+ 1 is odd
(
n⋃
k=m+1
Rk
)
∪R′m, if n = 2m is even.
The finite subset R′m ⊂ Rm is to be constructed in the proof.
Proof. Let ν =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ M2(O)×. In order for ν ∈ GU2(D)n to hold we
must satisfy the equations:
N(α) +N(β) = n
N(γ) +N(δ) = n
αγ + βδ = 0.
In a similar vein to previous discussion these equations imply that N(α) = N(δ)
and N(β) = N(γ). Note that the first equation implies that 0 ≤ N(α) ≤ n.
We wish to study equivalence of these matrices under right multiplication
by:
Γ(1) =
{(
x 0
0 y
)
,
(
0 x
y 0
) ∣∣∣∣∣x, y ∈ O×
}
.
Case 1: N(α) < N(β) or N(α) > N(β).
By equation one this is the same as N(α) < n2 or N(α) >
n
2 .
Every ν with N(α) < n2 is equivalent to one with N(α) >
n
2 since for any
choice of x, y ∈ O×: (
α β
γ δ
)(
0 x
y 0
)
=
(
βy αx
δy γx
)
and N(βy) = N(β) = n−N(α) > n− n2 = n2 .
Thus from now on we may assume that N(α) > n2 . None of these matrices
can be equivalent under multiplication by the anti-diagonal matrices in Γ(1) so it
remains to see which are equivalent under multiplication by diagonal matrices.
Now: (
α β
γ δ
)(
x 0
0 y
)
=
(
αx βy
γx δy
)
.
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For a fixed value of k := N(α) satisfying n2 < k ≤ n we notice that we may
choose x, y ∈ O× so that αx = xi,k and δy = xj,k for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ tk (since
x1,k, x2,k, ..., xtk,k are representatives for Xk/O×).
So far we have observed that each ν must be equivalent to a matrix of the
form
(
xi,k v
w xj,k
)
for some k satisfying n2 < k ≤ n.
In fact none of these matrices can be properly equivalent since if(
xa,k v
w xb,k
)(
x 0
0 y
)
=
(
xc,m v
′
w′ xd,m
)
for some x, y ∈ O× then immediately we observe that xa,kx = xc,m and xb,ky =
xd,m. Taking norms shows that k = m and then xa,k = xc,m, xb,k = xd,m (again
by the fact that these are representatives for Xk/O×) and x = y = 1 (since the
unit multiplication action is faithful). Then v = v′ and w = w′ are forced.
It now remains to impose the extra conditions on such matrices so that they
belong to GU2(D)n ∩M2(O)×. By the norm equations it is clear that we need
v, w ∈ Xn−k and by the third equation it is clear that xi,kw+vxj,k = 0 must be
satisfied too. Thus we are done since ν is equivalent to some element of Rk for a
unique choice of k satisfying n2 < k ≤ n and all such matrices are inequivalent.
Case 2: N(α) = N(β) = n2 (only occurs when n = 2m is even).
In this case we may still use diagonal unit matrices to reduce the problem
to equivalence between matrices of the form
(
xi,m v
w xj,m
)
where v, w ∈ Xm.
However, we may now have equivalence under the anti-diagonal matrices
(since all of the entries have the same norm).
Suppose (
xi,m v
w xj,m
)(
0 x
y 0
)
=
(
xs,m v
′
w′ xt,m
)
.
Then two equations we observe are
vy = xs,m
wx = xt,m.
Note that these equations determine xs,m and xt,m uniquely since v, w ∈ Xm,
x, y ∈ O× and the elements x1,m, x2,m, ..., xtm,m are a set of representatives for
Xm/O×.
But now x, y are uniquely determined as:
x =
wxt,m
m
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y =
vxs,m
m
.
Thus each such matrix
(
xi,m v
w xj,m
)
with v, w ∈ Xm can only be equivalent
to at most one other matrix:(
xs,m
xi,mwxt,m
m
xj,mvxs,m
m xt,m
)
,
where xs,m and xt,m are uniquely determined by v ∼ xs,m and w ∼ xt,m under
the action of right unit multiplication.
LetR′m be a set consisting of a choice of matrix from each of these equivalence
pairs (as xi,m and xj,m run through representatives for Xm/O× and v, w run
through elements of Xm satisfying xi,mw + vxj,m = 0). Then it is now clear
that R′m is a set of representatives for this case.
The above set of representatives may not look appealing but they can be
written down explicitly (at least for n odd). Since we only really want this
result for n prime this is not too much of a restriction. The n = 2 case turns
out to be extremely explicit and will be considered in a moment.
First consider the subcase of Case 1 where the top left entries have norm
k = n − 1. There is a simpler way to generate representatives here. Note that
the top right entry will have norm n − k = 1 and so will be a unit. Each such
matrix will be equivalent by an anti-diagonal matrix to some matrix with top
left entry a unit. Then we need only search for matrices of the form:(
xi,1 v
w xj,1
)
with v, w ∈ Xn−1.
However X1 = O× and clearly we may take 1 as a representative for O×/O×.
The condition xi,1w + vxj,1 = 0 then translates into w = −v.
Hence (at least when n > 2) we may identify:
Rn−1 ←→
{(
1 z
−z 1
)
z ∈ Xn−1
}
.
When n = 2 exactly half of these will form a set of representatives for this
particular subcase. In fact it is simple to see that the equivalent pairs would be:(
1 z
−z 1
)
∼
(
1 −z
z 1
)
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(since the uniquely determined values x and y are x = −z and y = z here).
Thus we may take (for n = 2):
R′1 =
{(
1 zi
−zi 1
)
[zi] ∈ O×/{±1}
}
.
Example 4.2.19. If we apply Corollary 4.2.18 to the choices:
D =
(−1,−1
Q
)
O = Z⊕ Zi⊕ Zj ⊕ Z1 + i+ j + k
2
n = 3
X3/O× = {[1± i± j]}
we find that Hecke representatives for U1 with ramified prime p = 2 and q = 3
are given by: (
x 0
0 y
)
, x, y ∈ {1± i± j}(
1 z
−z 1
)
, z ∈ O, N(z) = 2.
There are 40 representatives here as expected and they agree with the explicit
representatives given by Ibukiyama on p.594 of [37].
So far we have not actually needed the open compact subgroup U1 but it
is actually of use to us in studying U2. Under certain local conditions it is
possible to decompose Hecke operators simultaneously, so that the same Hecke
representatives may be used for either.
The following is shown on p.6 of [29].
Theorem 4.2.20. Let G/Q be a reductive group such that G(R) is compact
modulo center. Suppose u ∈ G(Af ) and K,K ′ ⊆ G(Af ) are open compact with
the property that Kq = K
′
q whenever a local component satisfies uq /∈ Kq. Then
the Hecke representatives for Tu with respect to K and K
′ can be taken to be
the same, i.e. if
KuK =
r∐
i=1
uiK
for some u1, u2, ..., ur ∈ G(Af ) then
K ′uK ′ =
r∐
i=1
uiK
′
We observe that in our specific case the pair U1 and U2 have this property.
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Lemma 4.2.21. Let u ∈ GU2(DAf ) be chosen to form the Tu,q operator with
respect to both U1 and U2 (for prime q 6= p). Then the Hecke representatives
for Tu,q with respect to U1 and U2 can be taken to be the same.
Proof. Recall that u has identity component away from q and uq /∈ U2,q so the
there is only one local condition to check, that U2,q = U1,q.
Now U2 = StabGU2(DAf )(O2g) where g ∈ GL2(D) is chosen so that O2g is
in the non-principal genus.
We know that U2,q = StabGU2(Dq)(O2qgq). However by construction we know
that O2qgq is equivalent to O2q (since q 6= p). Thus there exists hq ∈ GU2(Dq)
such that O2qgq = O2qhq.
It is then clear that:
StabGU2(Dq)(O2qgq) = StabGU2(Dq)(O2qhq) = StabGU2(Dq)(O2q).
Thus U2,q = U1,q and so we are done.
This result is a huge help since we have seen that it is generally easier
to generate Hecke representatives for Tu,q with respect to U1. Of course we
always have the simultaneous coset decomposition (whatever the ramified prime
p is). However to guarantee rational representatives exist for both it is perhaps
plausible to restrict to the case where both U1 and U2 have class number 1.
Corollary 4.2.22. Let the ramified prime of D be p ∈ {2, 3}. Then we may
use the representatives from Corollary 4.2.18 as Hecke representatives for Tu,q
with respect to U2 (for q 6= p).
Proof. Since p ∈ {2, 3} we know that both the class numbers of U1, U2 are 1.
Hence both admit rational Hecke representatives.
We also know that given Hecke representatives for Tu,q with respect to U1 we
may use them for U2. Thus the rational representatives from Corollary 4.2.18
can be used for U2.
4.2.4 Implementing the trace formula
Now that we have algorithms that generate the data needed to use the trace
formula we discuss some of the finer details in its implementation, namely how
I find character values. We follow a similar path to Subsection 3.4.1.
For this subsection we denote by χj,k−3 the character of the representation
Vj,k−3.
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Given g =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ GU2(D) we may produce a matrix A ∈ GSp4(C)
via the embedding:
g 7−→

α1 + α2
√
a β1 + β2
√
a α3 + α4
√
a β3 + β4
√
a
γ1 + γ2
√
a δ1 + δ2
√
a γ3 + γ4
√
a δ3 + δ4
√
a
b(α3 − α4
√
a) b(β3 − β4
√
a) α1 − α2
√
a β1 − β2
√
a
b(γ3 − γ4
√
a) b(δ3 − δ4
√
a) γ1 − γ2
√
a δ1 − δ2
√
a
 .
This is the composition of the standard embedding D× ↪→ M2(K(
√
a)) given
in Lemma 2.1.9 and the isomorphism GU2(M2(K(
√
a))) ∼= GSp4(K(
√
a)) ⊆
GSp4(C) given in Theorem 3.5.1.
We know that the image of GU2(H)1 ∩ GU2(D) under this embedding is
a subgroup of USp(4), so that the matrix B = A√
µ(A)
∈ USp(4). By writing
A = (
√
µ(A)I)B it follows that:
χj,k−3(g) = χj,k−3(A) = µ(A)
j+2k−6
2 χj,k−3(B).
In order to find χj,k−3(B) we first find the eigenvalues of B. This is equiv-
alent to conjugating into the maximal torus of diagonal matrices. Since B ∈
USp(4) these eigenvalues will come in two conjugate pairs z, z, w,w for z, w on
the unit circle.
The Weyl character formula gives:
χj,k−3(B) =
wj+1(w2(k−2) − 1)(z2(j+k−1) − 1)− zj+1(z2(k−2) − 1)(w2(j+k−1) − 1)
(z2 − 1)(w2 − 1)(zw − 1)(z − w)(zw)j+k−3 .
For any of the cases z2 = 1, w2 = 1, zw = 1, z = w one must formally expand
this concise formula into a polynomial expression (not an infinite sum since each
factor on the denominator except zw divides the numerator). It is easy for a
computer package to compute this expansion for a given j, k.
4.2.5 Finding the trace contribution for the new subspace
In this subsection I give brief details of how one obtains the trace of the action
of Tu,q on A
new
j,k−3(D) from the trace of its action on Aj,k−3(D). This is the final
link in the chain, once this has been achieved it is possible to begin generating
congruences.
Let tr(Tu,q)
new and tr(Tu,q)
old be the traces of the action of Tu,q onA
new
j,k−3(D)
and Aoldj,k−3(D) respectively.
It is clear that since Aj,k−3(D) = Anewj,k−3(D) ⊕ Aoldj,k−3(D) we have that
tr(Tu,q)
new = tr(Tu,q)− tr(Tu,q)old. Thus we focus on calculating tr(Tu,q)old. To
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do this we return to the lifting procedure encountered in Subsection 3.5.4 and
study it in more depth. Again the results here are due to Ibukiyama [41] and
are provided in greater generality there.
Consider a Hecke eigenform F = F1 ⊗ F2 for the group G = D× ×GU2(D)
with respect to the Tu,q operators for q 6= p, as acting on both components.
This is equivalent to F1 and F2 being Hecke eigenforms away from p in their
respective spaces of algebraic modular forms.
Suppose that αn, βn are the Hecke eigenvalues of F1, F2 respectively for p - n.
Also suppose that θF 6= 0 and that this theta series is a Hecke eigenform for all
of the Tn (we will return to this assumption soon). Let γn be the eigenvalues of
θF .
Ibukiyama finds a link between these three families of eigenvalues by study-
ing the L-functions attached to F1, F2, θF .
Theorem 4.2.23. For q 6= p we have the following identity in C(t):
∞∑
k=0
βqkt
k =
1− qj+2k−4t2
(1− αqqk−2t+ qj+2k−3t2)(1− γqt+ qj+2k−3t2) .
Corollary 4.2.24. For q 6= p we have βq = γq + qk−2αq.
Proof. This is simply a case of rearranging and then equating the t coefficients
of both sides of the identity above.
So we now return to calculating tr(Tu,q)
old. The idea is as follows. First
choose a basis of eigenforms in Aoldj,k−3(D) for the Tu,q operators at q 6= p. Then
tr(Tu,q)
old will be equal to the sum of the corresponding eigenvalues. However
we can use the above corollary to find these eigenvalues by instead looking at
the eigenvalues of the corresponding elliptic modular forms (since each old form
provides some theta series that is non-zero by definition).
We will assume that the lifting procedure is bijective, i.e. that each pair
(F1, θF ) must give rise to a unique F2 and that all such eigenforms occur. This
is conjectured to occur. Of course we are still making some assumptions about
θF too but these assumptions are harmless by the following result of Ibukiyama.
Theorem 4.2.25. • θF 6= 0 is equivalent to
(
∂θF
∂q
)
q=0
= 0, i.e. the q
coefficient in the q-expansion is non-zero.
• If either condition is satisfied then θF is an eigenform for all Hecke oper-
ators.
With this in mind it is now possible to calculate the oldform trace contribu-
tion. Under the above assumptions we have the following.
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Corollary 4.2.26. Let g1, g2, ..., gm ∈ Sj+2k−2(SL2(Z)) and h1, h2, ..., hn ∈
Snewj+2(Γ0(p)) be bases of normalized eigenforms with Hecke eigenvalues aq,gi and
aq,hj respectively.
Then for q 6= p and j > 0:
tr(Tu,q)
old = n
(
m∑
i=1
aq,gi
)
+mqk−2
 n∑
j=1
aq,hj
 .
Proof. We know that tr(Tu,q)
old is the sum of the eigenvalues occuring in each
lift of a pair (gi, hj). By Corollary 4.2.24 we know that each pair gives a lift
with eigenvalue aq,gi + q
k−2aq,hj . Summing gives:
tr(Tu,q)
old =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(aq,gi + q
k−2aq,hj ) =
m∑
i=1
naq,gi + qk−2
 n∑
j=1
aq,hj

= n
(
m∑
i=1
aq,gi
)
+mqk−2
 n∑
j=1
aq,hj

4.3 Examples and Summary
Now that the tools are set in place, calculations can be done. In this section I
provide a brief discussion of the evidence that I have generated.
The following table highlights the valid choices of D,O, λ, µ that I used for
each ramified prime p ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7, 11}.
p D O λ µ
2
(
−1,−1
Q
)
Z⊕ Zi⊕ Zj ⊕ Z
(
1+i+j+k
2
)
1 i− k
3
(
−1,−3
Q
)
Z⊕ Zi⊕ Z ( 1+j2 )⊕ Z ( i+k2 ) 1 + i j
5
(
−2,−5
Q
)
Z⊕ Z ( 2−i+k4 )⊕ Z ( 2+3i+k4 )⊕ Z (−1+i+j2 ) 2 j
7
(
−1,−7
Q
)
Z⊕ Zi⊕ Z ( 1+j2 )⊕ Z ( i+k2 ) 2 + 12 i− 12k j
11
(
−1,−11
Q
)
Z⊕ Zi⊕ Z ( 1+j2 )⊕ Z ( i+k2 ) 1 + 3i j
Using these choices along with the algorithms and results mentioned previ-
ously I was able to calculate the groups Γ(1),Γ(2) for each such p, hence gener-
ating tables of dimensions of the spaces Anewj,k−3(D) (using Corollary 3.4.2 and
Theorem 3.5.17). These tables are given in Appendix A.1.
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From these tables I was able to isolate 1-dimensional spaces (these being the
most suitable for calculation). For each possibility I then used the MAGMA
command LRatio to test for large primes dividing Λalg on the elliptic side.
The remaining cases were ones where I expected to find examples of Harder’s
congruence and so I then computed the trace of either Tu,2 or Tu,3 (depending
on p).
These computations (once modified by subtracting the old subspace contri-
bution to the trace) gave me Hecke eigenvalues of the relevant Siegel modular
forms and it was then a simple matter to check that Harder’s congruence did
indeed work.
I should mention that the methods outlined in this thesis will work for Tu,q
for any q 6= p. The only reason for restriction to Tu,2 or Tu,3 was for simplicity.
Tables of the congruences observed can be found in Appendix A.2. In par-
ticular for p = 2 one observes congruences provided in Bergstro¨m [4].
The following table is a summary of the number of congruences found at
each level:
p New dimension 1 cases With large prime Congruences found
2 20 11 11
3 12 7 7
5 5 1 1
7 6 3 3
11 2 1 0
The only problem seemed to be at level p = 11. Here I expected to find one
congruence yet the large prime dividing the normalized L-value was found to lie
above 11 itself. This has never been an issue in the literature since almost all
evidence has been provided at levels 1 or 2 and in this case primes lying above
2 could never be considered to be large primes.
It is for this reason that I include the condition that the large prime λ should
not lie over the level p in my statement of Harder’s conjecture.
We finish this chapter with some examples for p = 3.
Example 4.3.1. By Appendix A.1 we see that
dim(A2,5(D)) = dim(A
new
2,5 (D)) = dim(S
new
2,8 (K(3))) = 1.
Then j = 2 and k = 8 so that j + 2k − 2 = 16. Let F ∈ Snew2,8 (K(3)) be the
unique normalized eigenform.
One easily checks that dim(Snew16 (Γ0(3))) = 2. This space is spanned by the
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two normalized eigenforms with q-expansions:
f1(τ) = q − 234q2 − 2187q3 + 21988q4 + 280710q5 + ...
f2(τ) = q − 72q2 + 2187q3 − 27584q4 − 221490q5 + ...
Indeed MAGMA informs us that ord109(Λalg(f1, 10)) = 1 and so we expect
a congruence of the form:
bq ≡ aq + q9 + q6 mod 109
for all q 6= 3, where bq are the Hecke eigenvalues of F and aq the Hecke eigen-
values of f1. As discussed earlier we will only work with the case q = 2 for
simplicity.
The algorithms mentioned earlier then calculate the necessary 576032−1 = 720
matrices belonging to Γ(2) and the (2 + 1)(22 + 1) = 15 Hecke representatives
for the operator Tu,2. Applying the trace formula we find that tr(Tu,2) = −312.
Now since A2,5(D) = A
new
2,5 (D) we have that tr(Tu,2) = tr(Tu,2)
new. Also the
spaces are 1-dimensional and so in fact b2 = tr(Tu,2)
new = −312.
The congruence is then simple to check:
−312 ≡ −234 + 29 + 26 mod 109.
Example 4.3.2. We see an example where we must subtract off the oldform
contribution from the trace. By Appendix A.1 we see that
dim(A8,2(D)) = 3
whereas
dim(Anew8,2 (D)) = dim(S
new
8,5 (K(3))) = 1.
Then j = 8 and k = 5 so that j + 2k − 2 = 16 again. Let F ∈ Snew8,5 (K(3)) be
the unique normalized eigenform.
MAGMA informs us that ord67(Λalg(f2, 13)) = 1 and so we expect a con-
gruence of the form:
bq ≡ aq + q12 + q3 mod 67
for all q 6= 3.
Applying the trace formula this time gives tr(Tu,2) = 300. However since
dim(A8,2(D)) > dim(A
new
8,2 (D)) there is an oldform contribution to this trace.
In order to find it we need Hecke eigenvalues of normalized eigenforms for the
spaces S16(SL2(Z)) and Snew10 (Γ0(3)).
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It is known that dim(S16(SL2(Z))) = 1 and that the unique normalized
eigenform has q-expansion:
g(τ) = q + 216q2 − 3348q3 + 13888q4 + 52110 + ...
Also dim(Snew10 (Γ0(3))) = 2 and the normalized eigenforms have the following
q-expansions:
h1(τ) = q − 36q2 − 81q3 + 784q4 − 1314q5 + ...
h2(τ) = q + 18q
2 + 81q3 − 188q4 − 1540q5 + ...
Thus using Corollary 4.2.26 the oldform contribution is:
tr(Tu,2)
old = 2a2,g + 2
3(a2,h1 + a2,h2) = 512 + 8(−36 + 18)
= 288
Hence tr(Tu,2)
new = tr(Tu,2)− tr(Tu,2)old = 300− 288 = 12. Since our space of
algebraic forms is 1-dimensional we must have b2 = tr(Tu,2)
new = 12.
The congruence is then simple to check:
12 ≡ −72 + 212 + 23 mod 67.
Example 4.3.3. Our final example is a case where the Hecke eigenvalues of
the elliptic modular form lie in a quadratic extension of Q.
By Appendix A.1 we see that
dim(A6,2(D)) = dim(A
new
6,2 (D)) = dim(S
new
6,5 (K(3))) = 1.
Then j = 6 and k = 5 so that j + 2k − 2 = 14. Let F ∈ Snew6,5 (K(3)) be the
unique normalized eigenform.
One easily checks that dim(Snew14 (Γ0(3))) = 3. This space is spanned by the
three normalized newforms with q-expansions:
f1(τ) = q − 12q2 − 729q3 + ...
f2(τ) = q − (27 + 3
√
1969)q2 + 729q3 + ...
f3(τ) = q − (27− 3
√
1969)q2 + 729q3 + ...
MAGMA informs us that ord47(NQ(
√
1969)/Q(Λalg(f2, 11))) = 1 and so we
expect a congruence of the form:
bq ≡ aq + q10 + q3 mod λ
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for some prime ideal λ of Z
[
1+
√
1969
2
]
satisfying λ | 47 (note that 47 splits in
this extension).
The trace formula gives tr(Tu,2) = 72 and the usual arguments show that
b2 = 72. It is then observed that
NQ(
√
1969)/Q(b2 − a2 − 210 − 23) = NQ(√1969)/Q(−933 + 3
√
1969) = 852768
This is divisible by 47 and so the congruence holds for q = 2.
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Chapter 5
Justification of the level p
conjecture.
Naturally one may ask why the proposed level p analogue of Harder’s conjecture
(Conjecture 1.3.2) features the paramodular group K(p) and not some other
level p congruence subgroup, such as Γ0(p). In this section I will justify this
choice by considering the behaviour of the Galois/automorphic representations
associated to the forms f and F , given that the congruence holds.
5.1 Galois and Automorphic representations
In this section we give a survey of the main results that we require about Galois
and automorphic representations. This will be brief although the reader can
find more in depth discussions in [7] and [69].
5.1.1 Galois Representations
Recall that, given a field K we may constuct an algebraic closure K of K. This
is an infinite Galois extension and its Galois group Gal(K/K) is considered to
be a topological group under the Krull topology. This topology is created by
declaring the collection of subgroups Gal(K/L) for finite extensions L/K to be
a basis of neighbourhoods of the identity.
In fact one can show that:
Gal(K/K) = lim←−
L/K finite
Gal(L/K),
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making the group Gal(K/K) a profinite group. The profinite topology matches
the Krull topology above.
These absolute Galois groups are an object of interest in modern number
theory, for reasons we shall see soon. However due to the complicated nature
of these groups we instead try and study representations of Galois groups. By
this we mean continuous homomorphisms:
ρ : Gal(K/K) −→ GL(V ),
where V is a (finite dimensional) L-vector space for some field L (not necessarily
K). The usual representation theoretic tools/definitions still make sense, such
as reducibility, equivalence, characters etc.
Three common situations are as follows:
• L ⊆ C. In this case ρ is an Artin representation.
• L ⊆ Ql for some prime l. In this case ρ is an l-adic representation.
• L ⊆ Fl for some prime l. In this case ρ is a mod l representation.
In the first and third cases ρ necessarily has finite image (due to the topolo-
gies one takes). However, l-adic representations can have infinite image.
Suppose L ⊆ Ql. Choosing a basis for V we note that the image of ρ lies
in GLn(Ql). It is known that one may find an equivalent representation with
image in GLn(Zl). Given such a choice it is then clear that we may compose
with the reduction mod l map to produce a mod l representation ρ.
There are many mod l representations attached to ρ due to the choice of
integral representation. These reductions may not even be isomorphic. However,
the composition factors are well defined and often, ρss will denote the semi-
simplification of any choice of mod l reduction (the representation formed by
just taking the direct sum of the composition factors).
Quite often in number theory we encounter Galois representations with K
a number field. Such (global) Galois groups are highly complicated but one
can use local methods to study them. Given a prime q of K we may choose
an embedding of K into Kq. Then it is clear that Gal(Kq/Kq) embeds into
Gal(K/K) by restriction. This is not a natural embedding, it depends on the
choice of embedding K ↪→ Kq.
Thus it is possible to restrict global Galois representations to give a family
of local ones, one for each prime of the number field. This is fruitful since the
structure of the local Galois groups is much simpler than that of the global
one. We investigate this in more detail for the case K = Q, remarking that
the concepts are mainly those encountered in class field theory but extended to
infinite Galois groups.
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Let p be a prime. Then there is a natural surjective homomorphism:
Φ : Gal(Qp/Qp) −→ Gal(Fp/Fp).
The kernel of this map is the inertia subgroup Ip, so that
Gal(Qp/Qp)/Ip ∼= Gal(Fp/Fp).
Now Gal(Fp/Fp) is (topologically) generated by the Frobenius automorphism
Frobp, given by Frobp(x) = x
p. Thus there exists a unique coset of Ip inside
Gal(Qp/Qp) consisting of elements that map onto Frobp under Φ. We call these
Frobenius elements too. We will usually denote by φp such an element.
An interesting dense subgroup of Gal(Qp/Qp) is the Weil subgroup WQp ,
consisting of all σ ∈ Gal(Qp/Qp) such that Φ(σ) = Frobnp for some n ∈ Z.
Explicitly, WQp = {φnpu |n ∈ Z, u ∈ Ip} (for any choice of lift φp).
We say that a local Galois representation ρ : Gal(Qp/Qp) → GL(V ) is
unramified if ρ(Ip) = {id}, i.e. Ip acts trivially on V . In this case ρ is completely
determined by ρ(φp) and this is independent of the choice of lift φp of Frobenius.
For ramified representations this is not true but the trace and determinant of
this matrix is independent of lift.
Returning to global Galois representations of Gal(Q/Q) one may ask a simi-
lar question. Are such representations completely determined by their image of
all (lifts of) Frobenius elements? One can view this as a “local-global” principle
for Galois representations. Indeed the answer is yes by a famous theorem of
Cebotarev (stated in modern language):
Theorem 5.1.1. (Cebotarev density theorem) The (lifts of) Frobenius elements
are dense in the absolute Galois group Gal(Q/Q).
In fact the result is still true if one discards finitely many Frobenius elements.
So a Galois representation is completely determined by the image of a lift of
Frobenius at all but finitely many primes.
Another interesting theorem lets us determine equivalence of certain Galois
representations by their character values.
Theorem 5.1.2. (Brauer-Nesbitt) Let ρ1, ρ2 be semisimple n-dimensional Ga-
lois representations over a field L of characteristic 0 or l > n. Then ρ1 ∼ ρ2 if
and only if tr(ρ1) = tr(ρ2).
The case l ≤ n is also tackled in the Brauer-Nesbitt theorem but will not be
important to us.
We will see a few brief examples of Galois representations. These will all be
over Q for simplicity but can be extended to other settings. More details can
be found in Wiese’s notes [69].
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Cyclotomic characters
Let l be prime and n ≥ 1. Consider the group µln of ln roots of unity in
Q. Note that µln ∼= Z/lnZ. For a fixed l these groups form a projective system
with respect to the lth power map. We can thus take the inverse limit:
µl∞ = lim←−
n
µln ∼= Zl.
The Galois group Gal(Q/Q) acts by homomorphisms on each group µln and
the actions are compatible with the lth power map. Hence Gal(Q/Q) acts on
µl∞ , giving an l-adic representation:
χl : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL1(Zl) = Z×l .
This 1-dimensional Galois representation is called the l-adic cyclotomic char-
acter. It is unramified at all primes p 6= l and satisfies χl(φp) = p for all such
primes.
The mod l reduction χl is a 1-dimensional mod l Galois representation and
matches the action above restricted to µl.
Galois representations of elliptic curves
Take an elliptic curve E defined over Q (for simplicity). Then the set E(Q)
of Q-valued points on the curve forms an abelian group . For each prime l and
each n ≥ 1 one can consider the torsion subgroups E(Q)[ln]. It is known that
E(Q)[ln] ∼= Z/lnZ× Z/lnZ.
Note that for a fixed l the finite groups E(Q)[ln] form a projective system
with respect to the multiplication by l map. Thus it is possible to take the
inverse limit:
Tl(E) = lim←−
n
E(Q)[ln] ∼= Zl × Zl.
This is the Tate module of E (to be compared with the 1-dimensional µl∞
constructed above).
The Galois group Gal(Q/Q) acts linearly on each of the groups E(Q)[ln] and
this action is compatible with the multiplication by l map. Hence Gal(Q/Q)
acts on Tl(E), giving an l-adic representation:
ρE,l : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2(Zl).
Much is known about these representations, in particular they are unramified
at primes of good reduction not dividing l. At such primes tr(ρE,l(φp)) = ap =
p + 1 − |E(Fp)|, numbers of significance in the theory of elliptic curves. Also
det(ρE,l(φp)) = p (in fact det(ρE,l) = χl).
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One can also construct mod l Galois representations attached to E by con-
sidering just the Galois action on E(Q)[l]. These representations are compatible
with the ones above by reduction.
Galois representations attached to modular forms
One can attach Galois representations to modular forms. However this pro-
cess is not as easy as the above examples. Essentially (for weight 2) one follows
in the same vein but by considering the action of Gal(Q/Q) on the l-adic “Tate
module” associated to the Jacobian of the corresponding modular curve. We
will not need the details but one can see Wiese’s notes [69].
Let f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)) be a normalized eigenform with Hecke eigenvalues aq
(q - N). Then it is known that there exists a 2-dimensional l-adic Galois repre-
sentation attached to f :
ρf : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2(Ql)
such that:
• ρf is irreducible,
• ρf takes values in Qf ↪→ Ql,
• ρf is odd (i.e. det(ρf (c)) = −1 for any complex conjugation c ∈ Gal(Q/Q)),
• ρf is unramified at all primes p - Nl. For such primes we have det(ρf (φp)) =
pk−1 and tr(ρf (φp)) = ap.
The construction of these Galois representations is due to Shimura for weight
2 and Deligne for all other weights.
Note how the Hecke eigenvalues are encoded in the trace of Frobenius in
analogue with elliptic curves. The famous modularity theorem can be viewed
as giving certain equivalences of Galois representations attached to rational
elliptic curves and weight 2 modular forms. One can observe many similarities
in the theorems stated above (for example by comparing the primes at which
the representations are unramified the level of the modular form matches the
conductor of the elliptic curve).
One can conjugate and reduce ρf to get a semisimple mod l representation
ρf : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL2(Fl)
such that:
• ρf is odd,
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• ρf is unramified at all primes p - Nl. For such primes det(ρ(φp)) ≡
pk−1 mod Λ and tr(ρf (φp)) ≡ ap mod Λ, where Λ is a prime of Qf lying
above l.
For each prime q let ρf,q be the restriction of ρf to Gal(Qq/Qq). The above
tells us lots about ρf,q for q - Nl but also much is known about ρf,l. The
following theorems are found in [23]:
Theorem 5.1.3. (Deligne) Let f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)) be an eigenform for all Hecke
operators q - N with eigenvalues aq. Let l be a prime satisfying 2 ≤ k ≤ l + 1
and al 6≡ 0 mod l. Then ρf,l is reducible and
ρf,l ∼
(
χk−1l λa−1l ?
0 λal
)
,
where λa is the unramified character Gal(Ql/Ql) −→ Z×l such that λa(φl) = a.
Theorem 5.1.4. (Fontaine) Suppose that f and l are as above but that al ≡
0 mod l. Then ρf,l is irreducible.
In fact more is said in Fontaine’s theorem. It is known that the restriction to
Ip is completely reducible and splits into two special “fundamental characters”
of level 2.
Naturally one asks about the structure of ρf,p for p|N . The following theorem
can be found on p.309 of [36].
Theorem 5.1.5. (Langlands-Carayol) Let f ∈ Sk(Γ0(N)) be a Hecke eigenform
for all Hecke operators q - N with eigenvalues aq. Suppose p is a prime such
that ordp(N) = 1. Then:
ρf,p ∼
(
χlλa ?
0 λa
)
for some fixed a (where λa is the unramified character Gal(Qp/Qp) −→ Z×l such
that λa(φp) = a).
Again more is known. The value of a is predicted to be the Hecke eigenvalue
of the Up operator on f .
Without going into any detail we note that there is a similar construction for
Siegel modular forms due to Taylor, Laumon and Weissauer [68] (if j ≥ 0 and
k ≥ 2). Each eigenform F ∈ Sj,k(K(p)) has an attached 4-dimensional Galois
representation
ρF : Gal(Q/Q) −→ GL4(Ql)
with desirable properties (i.e. irreducible, unramified away from the level and l,
the trace of Frobenius is the Hecke eigenvalue, ρF semisimple etc). Also there
is a residual representation ρF with the usual properties.
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5.1.2 Automorphic representations
We observed at the beginning of Chapter 3 a method for converting modular
forms into a more general type of function called an automorphic form. These
exist for any reductive group G and are functions G(A) −→ C with certain
nice transformation laws and analytic properties. In particular elliptic modular
forms gave automorphic forms for G = GL2 and Siegel modular forms of genus
g gave automorphic forms for G = GSp2g.
In order to fully study automorphic forms we use representation theoretic
tools. Note that G(A) acts on functions f : G(A) −→ C by the right regular
representation (g · f)(x) = f(xg). In this manner we may consider spaces of
automorphic forms as representations of G(A) and refer to irreducible subspaces
of this as automorphic representations of G.
The center Z(A) ⊆ G(A) will act on these spaces by a character ω : Q×\A× →
C×. This is called the central character ω. For automorphic representations at-
tached to classical modular forms (without character) the central character is
trivial.
It is known that each automorphic representation pi has a “factorisation”
pi = ⊗′p≤∞pip where pi∞ is a certain representation of the Lie group G(R) and
for finite p the local representation pip is of G(Qp). This is a restricted tensor
product of local representations, meaning that all but finitely of the represen-
tations pip are unramified (i.e. contains a vector fixed by the subgroup G(Zp)).
For G = GL2 and GSp4 it is even known that the subspace of each unramified
pip fixed by G(Zp) is 1-dimensional (which fits with the fact that fixed vectors
should correspond to automorphic forms).
Let us turn to more general notions in the representation theory of G over
local fields. We know that G(R) is a Lie group and its representations are well
understood (also are not important to us in this thesis). Consider the group
G(Qp). A representation (space) V of G(Qp) is said to be smooth if for each
v ∈ V there exists an open compact subgroup K such that v ∈ V K (i.e. v is a
fixed vector under the action of K). We say that V is admissible if further V K
is finite dimensional for every open compact subgroup K of G.
One popular way to create admissible representations for a reductive group
G is via the process of parabolic induction. The idea is to take a parabolic
subgroup P and use the Levi decomposition P = MN where M is a Levi
subgroup and N is a unipotent subgroup. Then one takes a representation of
M , extends it to P by letting N act trivially and induces the result to G. We
will see concrete examples of this in the cases GL2 and GSp4.
GL2
For GL2 the only parabolic subgroup (up to conjugation) is the Borel sub-
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group
B =
{(
a c
0 b
)
a, b ∈ F×, c ∈ F
}
,
consisting of upper triangular matrices. In this case the Levi subgroup turns
out to be the maximal torus
M =
{(
a 0
0 b
)
a, b ∈ F×
}
and the unipotent subgroup is
N =
{(
1 c
0 1
)
c ∈ F
}
.
We work over Qp for some prime p. Then taking two characters χ1, χ2 of
Q×p we may define a character χ of M via
χ
(
a 0
0 b
)
= χ1(a)χ2(b).
Then we may induce this character to B to make an admissible representa-
tion V (χ1, χ2). This space may be realised as a space of smooth functions
f : GL2(Qp) → C such that f
((
a c
0 b
)
g
)
= χ1(a)χ2(b)
∣∣a
b
∣∣ 12
p
f(g) with ac-
tion of GL2(Qp) given by right translation, i.e. (g · f)(x) = f(xg) (the right
regular representation). The extra
∣∣a
b
∣∣ 12
p
is just a normalization factor and is not
important.
Much is known about these induced representations:
• If χ1χ−12 6= | · |±1p then V (χ1, χ2) is irreducible and has GL2(Zp)-fixed
vectors. These are called principal series representations.
• If χ1χ−12 = | · |±1p then V (χ1, χ2) is reducible but breaks up into a 1-
dimensional piece and an infinite dimensional irreducible piece (which is a
twist of the Steinberg representation). The Steinberg representation and
its twists do not contain GL2(Zp)-fixed vectors but do contain vectors
fixed by the subgroup of matrices of the form
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ GL2(Zp) with
γ ∈ pZp (i.e. the local analogue of Γ0(p)).
There are clear equivalences V (χ1, χ2) ∼= V (χ2, χ1). In fact these are the
only equivalences between induced representations. Also the central character
of V (χ1, χ2) is given by χ1χ2.
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These induced representations form a large part of the classification of all
irreducible admissible representations of GL2(Qp). The only other such repre-
sentations are characters χ ◦ det and supercuspidal representations (these are
not induced from characters).
Let f ∈ Snewk (Γ0(p)). Then we have an automorphic representation pif =
⊗q≤∞pif,q attached to f . Naturally one asks what the local representations are
at each place. It is known that:
• pif,∞ is an infinite dimensional discrete series representation of weight k
(p.146− 147 of [7]).
• For q 6= p we have pif,q ∼= V (χ, χ−1) for some unramified character χ of
Q×q such that χ2 6= | · |±1p . We are forced to have χ1 = χ−12 = χ since the
central character has to be trivial. For modular forms with character this
condition will change.
• pif,p is either the Steinberg representation or its twist by the unique un-
ramified quadratic character of Q×p (again since the central character is
trivial).
GSp4
For GSp4 there are three parabolic subgroups (up to conjugation):
• The Borel subgroup B, consisting of upper triangular matrices
B =


? ? ? ?
0 ? ? ?
0 0 ? ?
0 0 0 ?

 ∩GSp4(F ).
The Levi subgroup is
MB =


a 0 0 0
0 b 0 0
0 0 ca 0
0 0 0 cb
 a, b, c ∈ F×
 .
Again this is just the maximal torus, with c standing for the similitude.
• The Klingen parabolic
Q =


? 0 ? ?
? ? ? ?
? 0 ? ?
0 0 0 ?

 ∩GSp4(F ).
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The Levi subgroup is
MQ =


a 0 b 0
0 t 0 0
c 0 d 0
0 0 0 ∆t
 a, b, c, d ∈ K, t ∈ F×,∆ = ad− bc ∈ F×
 .
The similitude here is given by the determinant ∆.
• The Siegel parabolic
P =


? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
0 0 ? ?
0 0 ? ?

 ∩GSp4(F ).
The Levi subgroup is
MP =


a b 0 0
c d 0 0
0 0 λd∆ −λc∆
0 0 −λb∆ λa∆
 a, b, c, d ∈ F, λ ∈ F×,∆ = ad− bc ∈ F×
 .
This can be written in block form as
MP =
{(
A 0
0 λA′
)
A ∈ GL2(F ), λ ∈ F×
}
,
where λ stands for the similitude and A′ = (AT )−1.
Let χ1, χ2, σ be unramified characters of F
× and let pi be an admissible
representation of GL2(F ). Parabolic induction for each is described by defining
characters on the Levi subgroups as follows:
χB


a 0 0 0
0 b 0 0
0 0 ca 0
0 0 0 cb

 = χ1(a)χ2(b)σ(c)
χQ

a 0 b 0
0 t 0 0
c 0 d 0
0 0 0 ∆t
 = σ(t)pi(( a bc d
))
χP
((
A 0
0 λA′
))
= σ(λ)pi(A)
The corresponding inductions are denoted as χ1 × χ2 o σ, pi o σ and σ o pi
respectively. It will not be important to have explicit realisations of the spaces
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of functions formed by these inductions. However one can find these descriptions
in [56].
In a similar nature to GL2 there is a well known classification of all non-
supercuspidal irreducible admissible representations of GSp4(Qp), due to Sally
and Tadic. There are many more possibilities for GSp4 than GL2 (see the table
in Appendix A.1).
5.2 Why paramodular?
As mentioned at the start of this chapter we wish to justify the use of paramod-
ular forms in the statement of Conjecture 1.3.2. We are now in a position to do
this. It should be noted that, unless otherwise stated, all results and arguments
in this section and the next are the author’s.
Throughout this section we will fix the following notation:
• F will be a genus 2 Siegel modular form of weight (j, k) for some con-
gruence subgroup. This will be a Hecke eigenform. Attached to F is an
automorphic representation piF = ⊗q≤∞piF,q of GSp4 (see [2]). We will
assume that piF is unramified away from a single prime p.
• f ∈ Snewj+2k−2(Γ0(p)). Attached to f is an automorphic representation
pif = ⊗q≤∞pif,q of GL2.
• K = QfQF is the compositum of coefficient fields of f and F .
• Λ will be a “large prime” of K as in the statement of Harder’s conjecture
(the modulus of the congruence). Associated to this will be a completion
KΛ, valuation ring OΛ and residue field FΛ (which by assumption is of
characteristic l > j + 2k − 2 > 4 for some prime l 6= p).
• ρf is the 2-dimensional Λ-adic Galois representation associated to f (re-
alised over OΛ). The mod Λ semisimple reduction of this is ρF . Also for
each prime q we have the restriction ρf,q to Gal(Qq/Qq).
• ρF is the 4-dimensional Λ-adic Galois representation associated to F (also
realised over OΛ). Again we have a mod Λ semisimple reduction ρF and
restrictions ρF,q to Gal(Qq/Qq).
We will assume in advance that the pair of forms (f, F ) satisfy the congruence
given in Conjecture 1.3.2.
The eventual aim is to prove that, given the above assumptions, piF,p is
likely to contain new K(p)-fixed vectors. Hence F can be taken to be a new
paramodular form of level p. In fact we will try and prove something stronger,
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that piF,p is likely to be of type IIa in Roberts and Schmidt’s tables. This will
be done in three stages:
1. We will show that piF,p is parabolically induced from the Borel subgroup
of GSp4(Qp). This will mean that piF,p is of type I-VI in Schmidt’s tables.
2. We will then show that piF,p is of type I or II unless p has certain orders
mod Λ. We will do this by comparing L-parameters mod Λ of automorphic
representations coming from the congruence.
3. Since type II representations fall into two categories it remains to show
that piF,p is rarely of types I or IIb. We will do this by directly studying
the Galois representations mentioned above.
We will approach these in reverse order since the arguments flow more nat-
urally this way.
5.2.1 From types I and II to type IIa
First we translate the congruence into a result about Galois representations.
Lemma 5.2.1.
ρssF ∼ ρf ⊕ χk−2l ⊕ χj+k−1l ,
where χl is the l-adic cyclotomic character.
Proof. For each q 6= p we have the congruence:
bq ≡ aq + qk−2 + qj+k−1 mod Λ.
Note that in terms of Λ-adic representations this gives:
tr(ρF (φq)) ≡ tr((ρf ⊕ χk−2l ⊕ χj+k−1l )(φq)) mod Λ
for all q 6= p, l.
Residually this means that tr(ρF (φq)) = tr((ρf ⊕ χk−2l ⊕ χj+k−1l )(φq)) for
all q 6= p, l.
By the Cebotarev density theorem we now deduce that
tr(ρF ) = tr(ρf ⊕ χk−2l ⊕ χj+k−1l ).
Then since l is a “large” prime we have l > 4 and the result follows by the
Brauer-Nesbitt theorem.
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Note that we really do only know this up to semi-simplification since the
trace doesn’t detect off diagonal elements.
It will be handy to know when ρ¯f is irreducible. Fortunately there is an easy
condition which forces this.
Lemma 5.2.2. Let k′ = j + 2k − 2 (the weight of f). If ρf is reducible then
ordΛ
(
Bk′ (p
k′−1)
2k′
)
> 0, where Bk′ is the k
′-th Bernoulli number.
Proof. Suppose ρf is reducible. Then after a suitable choice of basis:
ρf =
(
α ?
0 β
)
,
where α, β are two characters Gal(Q/Q)→ F×Λ . Notice that the image of these
characters is abelian.
Now it is known that ρf is unramified at all primes q - pl and so α and β
must be unramified at the same primes. This forces α = χml 1 and β = χ
n
l 2
where 1, 2 are unramified outside p.
To see this take an arbitrary character χ : Gal(Q/Q) → F×Λ unramified
at all q - pl. Note that by global class field theory α and β factor through
Gal(Q(µp∞ , µl∞)/Q) (where µp∞ denotes the set of pth power roots of unity,
similarly for l). The field Q(µp∞ , µl∞) is the maximal abelian extension of Q
unramified outside pl.
We find that Gal(Q(µp∞ , µl∞)/Q) ∼= Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q)×Gal(Q(µl∞)/Q) since
p and l are coprime. Hence χ = δ where δ is unramified outside of l and  is
unramified outside of p.
To prove the claim that δ is a power of χl note that Gal(Q(µl∞)/Q) ∼=
Z×l ∼= (Z/(l − 1)Z) × Zl (using the fact that l > 2). By continuity of Galois
representations we know that δ has to be trivial on ltZl for some t ≥ 0 and
so δ induces a representation of (Z/(l − 1)Z)× (Z/ltZ). But since l is coprime
to |F×Λ | = N(Λ) − 1 the image of the second component must be trivial. The
characters of (Z/(l − 1)Z) ∼= (Z/lZ)× are exactly the powers of χl. Thus χ = χsl 
for some integer s.
Continuing we now see that since det(ρf (φq)) ≡ qk
′−1 mod Λ for all q - pl it
must be that 2 = 
−1
1 .
Thus:
ρf =
(
χml  ?
0 χnl 
−1
)
.
A comparison of Artin conductors (p.39 of [69]) shows that  is trivial. Indeed
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the Artin conductor of ρf is known to be p whereas if  is non-trivial then the
Artin conductor would be at least p2 > p.
Now since l is “large” we have 2 ≤ k′ ≤ l+ 1. Also it must be the case that
al 6≡ 0 mod Λ (otherwise ρf,l is irreducible by Fontaine, contradicting the global
reducibility of ρf ).
Thus by Deligne’s theorem ρf,l must possess an unramified composition fac-
tor, hence one of χml , χ
n
l must be unramified at l. Since all non-trivial powers
of χl are ramified at l this means one of the composition factors is trivial. It is
then clear that the other composition factor must be χk
′−1
l .
Hence:
ρf =
(
1 ?
0 χk
′−1
l
)
or
(
χk
′−1
l ?
0 1
)
.
In either case comparing traces gives for all primes q 6= p, l the Ramanujan
style congruence:
aq ≡ 1 + qk′−1 mod Λ.
By Proposition 4.2 of [20] it must then be that ordΛ
(
Bk′ (p
k′−1)
2k′
)
> 0.
Proposition 5.2.3. Suppose piF,p is of type I or II and that ordΛ
(
Bk′ (p
k′−1)
2k′
)
=
0. Then either piF,p is of type IIa or there exists a level one normalized newform
g ∈ Sk′(SL2(Z)) that satisfies Harder’s congruence with F .
Proof. We know that ρf is irreducible by the previous result. However by The-
orem 5.1.5 we have, under a suitable choice of basis:
ρf,p =
(
λa ?
0 χlλa
)
or
(
χlλa ?
0 λa
)
.
In either case the restriction of ρf,p to the inertia subgroup Ip of Gal(Qp/Qp)
is as follows:
ρf,p
∣∣
Ip
=
(
1 ?′
0 1
)
.
We have two cases. First it could be the case that ?′ ≡ 0 mod Λ. If this is the
case then we may use Ribet’s level lowering theorem for modular representations
(Theorem 1.1 in [54]) to produce g ∈ Sk′(SL2(Z)) such that ρg ∼ ρf . We would
then observe a level one version of Harder’s congruence as required.
Now suppose that ?′ 6≡ 0 mod Λ. Then ρf,p is ramified (since the restriction
to Ip is non-trivial). But if piF,p is of type I or IIb then piF,p is unramified (it
contains GSp4(Zp) fixed vectors). By the Local Langlands Correspondence for
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GSp4 (which has been proved in [26]) we would have that ρF,p is unramified so
that ρF,p is unramified, giving a contradiction. The only other possibility for
piF,p is to be of type IIa as required.
Note the intuition here. Given piF,p is of type I or II then either:
• f itself satisfies a simpler Ramanujan congruence (detected by a simple
divisibility criterion),
• a replacement level 1 elliptic form satisfies Harder’s congruence with F
(which could be level 1 since we only assumed piF is unramified outside of
p),
• or piF,p is of type IIa (so gives rise to the fact that a form satisfying the
congruence can be found in Snewj,k (K(p))).
The first two of these are rare occurrences and are easy to check for in prac-
tice (especially the first). We will see in Section 5.3 that the second possibility
rarely occurs for paramodular F (so was unobserved in my previous calcula-
tions). Also testing for F of level 1 can be done (this is the classical Harder
conjecture).
5.2.2 From I-VI to I or II
Let us now assume that piF,p is induced from the Borel subgroup of GSp4(Qp).
Then piF,p must be of type I-VI in Schmidt’s tables. It is our aim in this
subsection to prove that piF,p is likely to be of type I or II.
Let W ′Qp = CoWQp be the Weil-Deligne group of Qp. The multiplication on
this group is given by (z, w)(z′, w′) = (z + ν(w)z′, ww′), where ν : WQp −→ C×
is the character corresponding to | · |p by local class field theory.
By the Local Langlands Correspondence for GSp4 we may associate to each
irreducible admissible representation of GSp4(Qp) a certain representation:
W ′Qp −→ GSp4(C)
called an L-parameter. Omitting the rigorous definition one can view them as
pairs (ρ0, N) where:
ρ0 : WQp −→ GSp4(C)
is a continuous homomorphism and N ∈Mn(C) is a nilpotent matrix such that:
ρ0(w)Nρ0(w)
−1 = ν(w)N,
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for all w ∈WQp . The corresponding representation of W ′Qp is then given by:
(z, w) 7−→ ρ0(w)exp(zN).
As a brief remark it should be noted that under the Local Langlands Corre-
spondence, irreducible admissible representations of GSp4(Qp) that are isomor-
phic should give rise to the same L-parameter. However a fixed L-parameter
can arise from different isomorphism classes, but only finitely many (those in
the same “L-packet”).
Roberts and Schmidt have classified the L-parameters of all non-supercuspidal
representations of GSp4(Qp) in [56]. For representations parabolically induced
from the Borel subgroup of GSp4(Qp) it turns out that the L-parameters are
quite simple. The ρ0 part is semisimple given by four characters of WQp (which
by local class field theory correspond to four characters of Q×p ).
Fixing a uniformizer ω of Q×p and evaluating these four characters at ω
gives four complex numbers called Satake parameters. Unramified representa-
tions are uniquely determined by their Satake parameters (much in the same
way as unramified local Galois representations are determined by the image of
Frobenius).
The following table has been extracted from p.283 of Roberts and Schmidt
[56]. It uses the same classification as given in Appendix A.1:
Type ρ0 Central character
I χ1χ2σ, χ1σ, χ2σ, σ χ1χ2σ
2
II χ2σ, ν
1
2χσ, ν−
1
2χσ, σ (χσ)2
III ν
1
2χσ, ν−
1
2χσ, ν
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ χσ2
IV ν
3
2σ, ν
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ, ν−
3
2σ σ2
V ν
1
2σ, ν
1
2 ξσ, ν−
1
2 ξσ, ν−
1
2σ σ2
VI ν
1
2σ, ν
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ σ2
The matrices N will not be needed so have been omitted.
Let us now return to our congruence between f and F . We have already seen
that the existence of this congruence for all q 6= p leads to a residual equivalence
of global Galois representations:
ρF ∼ ρf ⊕ χk−2l ⊕ χj+k−1l .
In particular we can compare these representations locally at p, the level of
f . Since we have the local equality χl|WQp = ν−1 it follows that:
ρF,p|WQp ∼ ρf,p|WQp ⊕ ν2−k ⊕ ν1−j−k.
So given the existence of the congruence we see that the local representations
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of ρF,p|WQp and ρf,p|WQp ⊕ ν2−k ⊕ ν1−j−k of WQp have the same composition
factors mod Λ.
Recall that to F we have a “global” Galois representation ρF and a “global”
automorphic representation piF . Similarly for f . By local-global compatibility
(see [61] for GSp4 and [64] for GL2) we know that ρF,p|WQp corresponds to
piF,p and ρf,p|WQp corresponds to pif,p under the corresponding local Langlands
correspondences.
Tying all of this together we expect the mod Λ L-parameters of piF,p to match
those of pif,p and | · |2−kp , | · |1−j−kp collectively (up to scaling by p
k′−1
2 = p
j+2k−3
2 ).
In particular the Satake parameters should match mod Λ.
Since f is a newform of level p it is known that pif,p ∼= St or pif,p ∼= St where
St is the Steinberg representation of GL2(Qp) and  is the unique unramified
non-trivial quadratic character of Q×p . In either case the Satake parameters are
known to be αp and α
−1
p where αp = p
1
2 or (p)p
1
2 = −p 12 .
Tying the above together we find that the required Satake parameters are
[a, b, c, d] =
[
±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−42 , pk−2, pj+k−1
]
(where the sign is the same for a and b). Note that these are all integral powers
of p.
Theorem 5.2.4. Suppose piF,p is of type I-VI and p
j+2t−2 6≡ 1 mod Λ for t =
0, 1, 2, 3. Then piF,p cannot be of type III,IV,V or VI.
Proof. We show that the Satake parameters of representations of type III, IV, V
or VI can be congruent mod Λ to those given above only if pj+2t−2 ≡ 1 mod Λ
for some t = 0, 1, 2, 3. Then the result follows.
We work in reverse order. Here 0 will stand for the trivial character. When-
ever there is a choice of sign this will be fixed by a choice of upper or lower row.
Type VI The L-parameter here is given by the four characters
ν
1
2σ, ν
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ.
Since the central character is trivial we have σ2 = 0, so that σ is trivial or
quadratic.
Thus in some order the Satake parameters are given by
±p 12 ,±p 12 ,±p− 12 ,±p− 12 .
Scaling by p
k′−1
2 gives
±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−42 ,±p j+2k−42 .
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Notice that there are two equal pairs here. Thus for [a, b, c, d] to be congruent
to these four numbers mod Λ we would have to have that a is equivalent to one
of b, c or d mod Λ.
Setting a ≡ b mod Λ gives p ≡ 1 mod Λ.
Setting a ≡ c mod Λ gives p j+22 ≡ ±1 mod Λ.
Setting a ≡ d mod Λ gives p j2 ≡ ±1 mod Λ.
Type V The L-parameter here is given by the four characters
ν
1
2σ, ν
1
2 ξσ, ν−
1
2 ξσ, ν−
1
2σ.
Since the central character is trivial we have σ2 = 0, so that σ is trivial or
quadratic.
Thus in some order the Satake parameters are given by
±p 12 ,∓p 12 ,∓p− 12 ,±p− 12 .
Scaling by p
k′−1
2 gives
±p j+2k−22 ,∓p j+2k−22 ,∓p j+2k−42 ,±p j+2k−42 .
Notice that there are two pairs of the form (α,−α). Thus for [a, b, c, d] to
be congruent to these four numbers mod Λ we would have to have that a is
equivalent to one of −b,−c or −d mod Λ.
Setting a ≡ −b mod Λ gives p ≡ 1 mod Λ.
Setting a ≡ −c mod Λ gives p j+22 ≡ ∓1 mod Λ.
Setting a ≡ −d mod Λ gives p j2 ≡ ∓1 mod Λ.
Type IV The L-parameter here is given by the four characters
ν
3
2σ, ν
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ, ν−
3
2σ.
Since the central character is trivial we have σ2 = 0, so that σ is trivial or
quadratic.
Thus in some order the Satake parameters are given by
±p 32 ,±p 12 ,±p− 12 ,±p− 32 .
Scaling by p
k′−1
2 gives
±p j+2k2 ,±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−42 ,±p j+2k−62 .
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If [a, b, c, d] are congruent to these numbers mod Λ then there are four possibil-
ities for c.
Setting c ≡ ±p j+2k2 mod Λ gives p j+42 ≡ ±1 mod Λ.
Setting c ≡ ±p j+2k−22 mod Λ gives p j+22 ≡ ±1 mod Λ.
Setting c ≡ ±p j+2k−42 mod Λ gives p j2 ≡ ±1 mod Λ.
Setting c ≡ ±p j+2k−62 mod Λ gives p j−22 ≡ ±1 mod Λ.
Type III The L-parameter here is given by the four characters
ν
1
2χσ, ν−
1
2χσ, ν
1
2σ, ν−
1
2σ.
Since the central character is trivial we have χσ2 = 0, so that χσ = σ
−1.
Thus in some order the Satake parameters are given by
p
1
2 β−1, p−
1
2 β−1, p
1
2 β, p−
1
2 β,
where β = σ(p). Scaling by p
k′−1
2 gives
p
j+2k−2
2 β−1, p
j+2k−4
2 β−1, p
j+2k−2
2 β, p
j+2k−4
2 β.
If [a, b, c, d] are congruent to these numbers mod Λ then there are four possi-
bilities for a (each giving the value of β mod Λ). However replacing β by β−1
gives the same Satake parameters, so it suffices to set a congruent to just the
last two Satake parameters.
Setting a ≡ p j+2k−22 β mod Λ gives β ≡ ±1 mod Λ. This gives Satake param-
eters equivalent to
±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−42 ,±p j+2k−42 .
However we have already dealt with these in Type VI.
Setting a ≡ p j+2k−42 β mod Λ gives β ≡ ±p mod Λ. This gives Satake pa-
rameters equivalent to
±p j+2k2 ,±p j+2k−22 ,±p j+2k−42 ,±p j+2k−62 .
However we have already dealt with these in Type IV.
Suppose now that none of the following holds:
pj−2 ≡ 1 mod Λ
pj ≡ 1 mod Λ
pj+2 ≡ 1 mod Λ
pj+4 ≡ 1 mod Λ.
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Then none of the conditions found above hold and so we must have that piF,p is
of type I or II, as required.
Note that the conditions above are not the strongest conditions but are
sufficient for our purposes. It is expected that these weak conditions are still
quite rare since p, j are generally small in comparison to l.
Also if one compares the Satake parameters [a, b, c, d] to those from a repre-
sentation of type I or II then no conditions arise. It is always possible for them
to be congruent mod Λ.
5.2.3 piF,p is induced from the Borel
We now move on to our final task, showing that piF,p must be induced from the
Borel subgroup of GSp4(Qp). In this section Λ′ will be an arbitrary prime of
K = QFQf , lying above a rational prime l′.
Recall that piF,p corresponds via Local Langlands to a representation of the
Weil-Deligne group W ′p, which itself is parametrized by a continuous represen-
tation ρ0 : WQp → GSp4(C) and a nilpotent matrix N ∈ M4(C) with certain
properties (mentioned in the previous subsection). However if we fix a choice of
embeddings Q ↪→ C and Q ↪→ Ql′ then one can convert these representations
into l′-adic representations with open kernel.
It is also known that local Galois representations give rise to Weil-Deligne
representations.
Theorem 5.2.5. (Grothendieck-Deligne) Let p 6= l′ and fix a continuous n-
dimensional Λ′-adic representation:
ρ : Gal(Qp/Qp) −→ GLn(KΛ′).
Then associated to ρ is a unique l′-adic representation of W ′Qp , given by a
pair (ρ′0, N
′) satisfying:
• ρ′0 : WQp −→ GLn(KΛ′) is continuous with respect to the discrete topology
on GLn(KΛ′). In particular ρ
′
0(Ip) is finite.
• ρ′0(φp) has characteristic polynomial defined over GLn(OΛ′) with constant
term a unit.
• N ′ ∈ Mn(KΛ′) is nilpotent and satisfies
ρ′0(σ)N
′ρ′0(σ)
−1 = ν(σ)N ′,
for all σ ∈WQp .
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Fixing the tamely ramified character tl′ : Ip → Zl′ , the relationship between ρ
and ρ′0 is:
ρ(φnpu) = ρ
′
0(φ
n
pu)exp(tl′(u)N
′),
for all n ∈ Z, u ∈ Ip.
Now consider the local Galois representation ρF,p. By the above theorem
it has an associated Weil-Deligne representation, given by a pair (ρ′0, N
′). A
Local-Global Compatibility conjecture of Sorensen (pages 3-4 of [61], proved in
certain cases by Mok in Theorem 4.14 of [52]) predicts that the Weil-Deligne
representations attached to piF,p and ρF,p are isomorphic (up to Frobenius semi-
simplification). In particular this implies that ρ0 ∼= ρ′0 up to Frobenius semi-
simplification. We make this identification from now on and use ρ0 to denote
both representations.
A useful corollary of the above theorem is the following:
Corollary 5.2.6. (Grothendieck Monodromy Theorem) With the above setup
there exists a finite index subgroup JΛ′ ⊆ Ip such that ρ(σ) = exp(tl′(σ)N) for
each σ ∈ JΛ′ , i.e. each element of JΛ′ acts unipotently.
See the appendix of [58] for a proof of this.
By the Grothendieck Monodromy Theorem there exists a (maximal) finite
index subgroup JΛ′ ⊆ Ip acting by unipotent matrices, i.e. if σ ∈ JΛ′ then:
ρF,p(σ) = exp(tl′(σ)N).
Note then that as a consequence, for each σ ∈ JΛ′ :
ρ0(σ) = ρF,p(σ)exp(−tl′(σ)N) = I.
Thus ρ0 factors through Ip/JΛ′ :
ρ0 : Ip −→ Ip/JΛ′ −→ GL4(OΛ′).
Note that ρ0(Ip/JΛ′) is finite. It is conjectured that the size of this image
is independent of Λ′ (by Conjecture 1.3 on p.81 − 82 of [63] one expects a
compatible system of Galois representations).
A generalization of an argument on p.46−48 of [11] tells us about the possible
sizes of this image.
Lemma 5.2.7. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of GLn(OΛ′) and that l′ > e+ 1
(where e is the ramification index of KΛ′/Ql′). Then |G| divides |GLn(FΛ′)|.
Proof. We claim that the kernel of the reduction map GLn(OΛ′) → GLn(FΛ′)
is torsion-free (i.e. every non-identity element in the kernel is of infinite order).
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Then restricting to G we must have trivial kernel (since G is finite), hence G
injects into GLn(FΛ′).
To prove the claim we take A ∈ GLn(OΛ′) with A 6= I and A ≡ I mod Λ′.
We wish to prove that Am 6= I for each m. We already know this for m = 1.
Suppose that A has finite order m > 1. Then choosing a prime q | m we
see that (Ak)q = I (where m = qk). Letting B = Ak we see that B 6= I (since
A has order bigger than k) and that B ≡ I mod Λ′. We have found a matrix
with the same conditions as A with prime order. Thus it suffices to show that
no such matrix can have prime order.
To this end we write A = I + M with M 6= 0 and M having entries in Λ′
(since A ≡ I mod Λ′). Choose an entry mu,v of M such that |mu,v|Λ′ = δ is
maximal among all entries of M . Then 0 < δ ≤ 1N(Λ′) (normalizing the absolute
value in the usual fashion).
Note that:
Aq = (I +M)q = I + qM +
(
q
2
)
M2 + ...+
(
q
q − 1
)
Mq−1 +Mq.
Case 1: Suppose q 6= l′. Then the entries of (qj)M j for j ≥ 2 all have Λ′-adic
absolute value less than or equal to δ2. However qM contains the entry qmu,v
of absolute value δ > δ2 (since q 6= l′). Hence Aq − I must contain an entry of
absolute value δ > 0 and so Aq − I 6= 0 as required.
Case 2: q = l′. We need sharper inequalities for this case since qM has no
entry of absolute value δ. However it does contain the entry qmu,v of absolute
value δN(Λ′)e (since by definition the ramification index of the extension is e).
For 2 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 we know that q divides (qj) so the matrices (qj)M j have
entries of maximal absolute value δ
2
N(Λ′)e ≤ δN(Λ′)e+1 < δN(Λ′)e .
(We did not need to take into account divisibility of binomial coefficients in
Case 1, weaker inequalities were enough.)
The matrix Mq has entries of absolute value greater than or equal to δq <
δe+1 ≤ δN(Λ′)e (using here the condition q = l′ > e+ 1).
Thus we see that Aq − I contains an entry of absolute value δN(Λ′)e > 0 and
so Aq − I 6= 0 as required.
Set N(Λ′) = l′f . Then a simple linear algebra argument shows:
|GL4(FΛ′)| = (l′4f − l′3f )(l′4f − l′2f )(l′4f − l′f )(l′4f − 1)
= l′6f (l′f − 1)(l′2f − 1)(l′3f − 1)(l′4f − 1).
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Now by using what we know about ρF,p from the congruence we may prove
the following.
Theorem 5.2.8. If JΛ′ 6= Ip and mΛ′ = |ρ0(Ip/JΛ′)| then l|mΛ′ .
Proof. Note that mΛ′ = |ρF,p(Ip/JΛ′)|.
As mentioned it is conjectured that mΛ′ has order independent of Λ
′. Thus
we may make the choice Λ′ = Λ.
Now G = ρF,p(Ip/JΛ) is a finite subgroup of GL4(OΛ). It must embed into
GL4(FΛ) by reduction (since by the proof of the above lemma G cannot contain
any non-trivial elements in the kernel of reduction). Thus |G| = |ρF,p(Ip/JΛ′)|.
However by the congruence we already know that the mod Λ reduction ρF,p
has composition factors ρf,p, χ
k−2
l , χ
j+k−1
l .
Then since ρf,p =
(
1 ?
0 1
)
and χl is unramified at p we have:
ρF,p(Ip/JΛ) ⊆


1 ? ? ?
0 1 ? ?
0 0 1 ?
0 0 0 1

 .
However JΛ 6= Ip, so that ρF,p(Ip/JΛ) is non-trivial, showing that N(Λ) divides
|G|. Thus l divides |G|. Then by the independence of Λ′ mentioned above l|mΛ′
for any Λ′.
Corollary 5.2.9. Let KΛ/Ql have ramification index e and residue degree f .
If l ≥ max{6f + 2, e+ 2} then JΛ′ = Ip for some Λ′.
Proof. Suppose JΛ′ 6= Ip for all Λ′. Then we know that l|mΛ′ for all Λ′. But
for each Λ′ we know that ρ0(Ip/JΛ′) is a finite subgroup of GL4(OΛ′) and so
(restricting to those extensions such that l′ > e+ 1):
l|l′6f (l′f − 1)(l′2f − 1)(l′3f − 1)(l′4f − 1),
for all such l′.
It remains to prove that l′ can be chosen to contradict this. To contradict
the divisibility condition it suffices to choose l′ 6= l such that l′3f 6≡ 1 mod l and
l′4f 6≡ 1 mod l. To do this we will show that, under the condition on l, there
exists a non-zero class mod l that does not have order dividing 3f or 4f .
Note that since l is prime there are at most n solutions to the congruence
xn ≡ 1 mod l, hence at most n classes mod l of order dividing n. Thus there
are at most 3f + 4f = 7f classes that have order dividing 3f or 4f . However
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note that the classes of order dividing hcf(3f, 4f) = f are counted twice and so
there must be at most 7f − f = 6f classes of order dividing 3f and 4f .
But since l ≥ 6f+2 there must be a non-zero class mod l that doesn’t satisfy
these congruences. By Dirichlet’s theorem there are infinitely many primes in
this class mod l.
It suffices to choose l′ to be in this class with l′ ≥ e + 2 (so that l′ > e + 1
too).
Of course it is highly likely that l ≥ max{6f + 2, e+ 2} in practice since l is
a “large” prime. The result will still hold true for certain l ≤ max{6f +2, e+2}
but it is not so easy to find a good choice for l′.
It remains to prove that the case JΛ′ = Ip (known as “semi-stable” in Wiese
[69]) implies that piF,p is induced from the Borel subgroup of GSp4(Qp).
Proposition 5.2.10. If Λ′ satisfies JΛ′ = Ip then piF,p is induced from the
Borel subgroup of GSp(Qp).
Proof. It suffices to show that there is a basis of K4Λ′ such that
ρ0 ∼=

χ1 ? ? ?
0 χ2 ? ?
0 0 χ3 ?
0 0 0 χ4
 ,
for four unramified characters χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4 of WQp . Then since the image of
ρ0 lies in GSp4 we must have that χ3 = χ
−1
1 and χ4 = χ
−1
2 . Then by Local
Langlands for GSp4 it must be that piF,p is induced from the Borel subgroup.
To this end we already know that Ip acts unipotently and so it remains
to study the action of Frobenius φp. Recall the condition ρ0(φp)Nρ0(φp)
−1 =
p−1N . We will rewrite this as ρ0(φp)N = p−1Nρ0(φp).
By Theorem 5.2.5 the characteristic polynomial of ρ0(φp) has constant term
in O×Λ′ we may choose an eigenvector v of ρ0(φp) with non-zero eigenvalue α ∈
OΛ′ . Then notice that
ρ0(φp)(Nv) = p
−1Nρ0(φp) = αp−1(Nv).
This shows that if Nv 6= 0 then Nv is another eigenvector of ρ0(φp) with
eigenvalue αp−1 6= α.
Consider the list v,Nv,N2v,N3v. If all of these vectors are non-zero then
we have a basis of eigenvectors for ρ0(φp). Then ρ0(φp) is diagonal.
If for some i ≤ 3 we have N iv = 0 then we can quotient out by the subspace
generated by v,Nv, ..., N i−1v and choose another eigenvector w for ρ0(φp) acting
on this quotient by a non-zero eigenvalue.
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We may generate the list w,Nw,N2w. If there are 4 − i non-zero vectors
here then we are done, since we can lift to K4Λ′ and couple with the N
kv’s to
make a basis such that ρ0(φp) is upper triangular.
If there are not enough non-zero vectors then we may quotient out again and
repeat the same process with a new eigenvector y. Continuing in this fashion
we then construct a basis of K4Λ′ such that:
ρ0(φp) =

α1 ? ? ?
0 α2 ? ?
0 0 α3 ?
0 0 0 α4
 .
It is then clear that ρ0 is of the required form with unramified characters
defined by χi(φp) = αi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (since Ip acts unipotently).
5.3 Congruences of local origin
One can use similar techniques to Subsection 5.2.2 to explain why the methods
used in this thesis do not produce congruences of “local origin”, also predicted
by Harder [32].
To explain the meaning of this term we first briefly consider such congruences
between elliptic modular forms. One may find a more in depth discussion in
[20].
Recall that for all primes p we have the Ramanujan congruence:
τ(p) ≡ 1 + p11 mod 691.
This shows a congruence between Hecke eigenvalues of a level 1 cuspform of
weight 12 and the Hecke eigenvalues of the weight 12 Eisenstein series.
The modulus 691 can be interpreted in many ways. Naively this prime just
happens to appear in the q-expansion of E12. A better interpretation is that it
divides the numerator of B1224 (the relevant quantity in the coefficients of E12).
However the best interpretation is that it divides the numerator of ζ(12)pi12 .
One can ask whether such Ramanujan congruences arise for elliptic modular
forms of higher level. Indeed they do but a mysterious phenomenon occurs.
Consider the question of finding a normalized eigenform f ∈ Sk(Γ0(p)) sat-
isfying for all q 6= p:
aq ≡ 1 + qk−1 mod λ
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where λ is some prime of Qf . For technical reasons we must demand that k 6= 2
and that λ does not lie above 2 or 3.
Of course if ordλ
(
Bk
2k
)
> 0 then we can manipulate the Eisenstein series Ek
mod λ to find a level 1 cuspform that satisfies the congruence (i.e. an oldform
in Sk(Γ0(p))). However newforms can satisfy such congruences too. How do we
account for these?
It turns out that instead of looking for primes dividing (global) zeta values
we can instead look for primes dividing incomplete zeta values. Let:
ζ{p}(s) =
∏
q 6=p
(
1− 1
qs
)−1
=
(
1− 1
ps
)
ζ(s) =
(pk − 1)
ps
ζ(s).
Then if ordλ
(
ζ{p}(k)
pik
)
> 0 we expect to find a Ramanujan congruence of the
above form for some f ∈ Sk(Γ0(p)). The ones arising from newforms are pre-
dicted to come from those λ such that ordλ(p
k−1) > 0 and ordλ
(
ζ(k)
pik
)
= 0 (i.e.
ordλ
(
Bk
2k
)
= 0). This motivates the term “local origin”, since such congruences
are observed from divisibility of a (local) Euler factor.
We can do this in more generality. Let Σ be a finite set of primes and set
ζΣ(s) =
∏
p/∈Σ
(
1− 1
ps
)−1
=
∏
p∈Σ
(
1− 1
ps
)
ζ(s) =
∏
p∈Σ
(pk − 1)
ps
ζ(s).
Then one can predict congruences of higher level from divisibility of special
values ζΣ(k)
pik
.
Naturally we may ask if there are any Harder style congruences of “local
origin”. Indeed these are also predicted to occur and a plentiful supply of
evidence has been found [5]. However, unlike the Ramanujan congruences of
local origin these are still conjectural.
Let us make more precise what these congruences are. We seek genus 2
eigenforms, new at level p, such that:
bq ≡ aq + qk−2 + qj+k−1 mod λ
for all q 6= p. Here the aq are eigenvalues of a level 1 elliptic eigenform (rather
than the traditional level p as discussed earlier in this thesis). The modulus λ
is now expected to arise from divisibility of (local) Euler factors of L(f, j + k),
i.e. ordλ(p
2(j+k) − appj+k + pk′−1) > 0, where k′ = j + 2k − 2.
As mentioned above we will use arguments similar to Subsection 5.2.2 in
order to prove that such congruences are rarely found for paramodular forms
on the Siegel side. To this end suppose an eigenform F ∈ Snewj,k (K(p)) sat-
isfies a Harder type congruence of local origin with a normalized eigenform
f ∈ Sk′(SL2(Z)).
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Recall that, by discussions in Subsection 5.2.2, the existence of the congru-
ence forces piF,p to have Satake parameters congruent to αp, α
−1
p , p
j+3
2 , p−
j+3
2
mod λ. However now that f is of level 1 the values of αp, α
−1
p are different.
Fortunately we only need to know these values mod λ and the divisibility of
the Euler factor at p gives this. Indeed if:
λ | (p2(j+k) − appj+k + pk′−1) = (pj+k + αpp
k′+1
2 )(pj+k + α−1p p
k′+1
2 )
then we see immediately that αp ≡ p±(
j+3
2 ) mod λ.
So working mod λ the relevant Satake parameters are (after scaling by
p
j+2k−3
2
[a, b, c, d] = [pj+k, pj+k−1, pk−2, pk−3].
Theorem 5.3.1. If a local origin congruence occurs for F ∈ Snewj,k (K(p)) then
pj+2t ≡ 1 mod Λ for some t = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Proof. We of course know that F ∈ Snewj,k (K(p)) and so piF,p must have new
paramodular fixed vectors, hence is of type IIa, IVc, Vb, Vc, VIc.
It is then a case of comparing Satake parameters in exactly the same fashion
as Theorem 5.2.4. The details are omitted.
The above theorem explains why no such congruences are found among my
computations. Of course p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 are small primes and so we expect it to
be rare for the conditions above to be satisfied. Indeed one may check explicitly
that no local origin congruences arise.
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Appendix A
Tables
A.1 Borel induced representations of GSp4
The following table is adapted from p.297 of Roberts and Schmidt [56]. It lists
the classification of all non-supercuspidal irreducible admissible representations
of GSp4(Qp) induced from the Borel subgroup. See Roberts and Schmidt’s book
[56] for a classification of representations induced from the Klingen and Siegel
parabolics. For simplicity only the induced representations are given, rather
than their irreducible constituents.
Contained in the table is information about dim(V K) for certain interesting
open compact subgroups K of GSp4(Qp) (i.e. GSp4(Zp) and the local paramod-
ular group K(p)).
Here 0 is the trivial character and ξ is the unique unramified quadratic
character of Qp. Recall also that χ1, χ2, σ are unramified characters.
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A.2. Newform dimensions
A.2 Newform dimensions
For each prime p = 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 the following tables give values of dim(Anewj,k (D))
for 0 ≤ j ≤ 20 even and 0 ≤ k ≤ 15. We use the specific quaternion algebras
given at the end of Chapter 4. Note that Ibukiyama conjectures that these
values are equal to dim(Snewj,k+3(K(p))).
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A.3. Congruences
A.3 Congruences
The following table gives information on congruences found. These congruences
were checked for Hecke eigenvalues at q = 3 when p = 2 and q = 2 when
p = 3, 5, 7, 11.
In all cases dim(Snewj,k (K(p))) = 1.
Also included is the congruence expected at level 11. Note that the large
prime here lies above 11 itself.
Whenever aq is rational we give the Hecke eigenvalue explicitly. When it lies
in a bigger number field we give the minimal polynomial f(x) defining Qf (then
the Hecke eigenvalue a2 in all of our cases is exactly a root α of this polynomial).
The large primes given are the rational primes lying below the prime for
which the congruence holds.
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Appendix B
Future efforts
There are many ways to extend the work done in this thesis. Here are a few
particular avenues that I would like to consider in more detail:
• Strengthen the validity of the congruences already found by calculating
higher index Hecke eigenvalues. This would be a case of making my pro-
grams run more efficiently and if possible improving my algorithms.
• Find examples of congruences from spaces of paramodular forms that are
2-dimensional. A simplifying assumption in this thesis, made only for
computational purposes, was that dim(Snewj,k (K(p))) = 1.
It can be noted from the tables found in Appendix A.2 that there are
plenty of 2-dimensional spaces to look at. Quite a few of these spaces con-
tain eigenforms with suspected congruences (since large primes dividing
Λalg(f, j + k) are found).
Theoretically we are able to use the exact same algorithms to find the
necessary Hecke eigenvalues but computationally this is now a heftier task.
When testing in 1-dimensional spaces (for a class number 1 prime) we had
to find |Γ(2)|deg(Tq) = 5760(q
2+1)(q+1)
p2−1 character values in order to find
bq = tr(Tq). However for a 2-dimensional space we need both tr(Tq) and
tr(T 2q ) to find bq. Finding tr(T
2
q ) requires the calculation of an extra
|Γ(2)|2deg(Tq) = 32148900(q
2+1)(q+1)
(p2−1)2 character values. This is significantly
bigger.
• I wish to study situations where the class number is not 1. In these cases
the Hecke representatives can not necessarily be taken to be rational but
I imagine my algorithms can be modified to tackle this.
Also there is more than one Γ-group (but note that I already have al-
gorithms to calculate Γ(2) so a small piece of the work has already been
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done).
I can use Ibukiyama’s class number formula to find primes such that the
class number is 2. These should be the most fruitful to start with.
• It is also a possibility to consider extending Ibukiyama’s results to com-
posite square-free levels. I imagine this would be a case of allowing more
ramification in the quaternion algebra and would allow computation of
Hecke eigenvalues of Siegel forms for K(N).
Again this would involve generalizing most of the work done in this thesis
but it should be possible to guess the results. Once achieved this allows
the possibility of finding other new congruences.
• I could study congruences for higher genus Siegel modular forms. We
should still have some sort of Ibukiyama correspondence here but this
would require a lot of thought (e.g. replacements for the paramodular
group and U2 on the algebraic side).
Also the newform theory for algebraic forms would need to be considered.
However once this is done I imagine the descriptions of the Γ-groups and
the Hecke representatives should be similar to what we have seen.
• I could change the base field Q to some other real quadratic field, studying
Hilbert-Siegel modular forms. Work in this area has already been done by
Cunningham and Dembele´ [16].
In this case the analogue of Ibukiyama’s correspondence has actually been
proved by Sorensen [60].
Here the descriptions of the Γ-groups and Hecke representatives would
change but hopefully not too much from the rational case.
• I could change the group G = GSp4 to some other reductive split group.
Recently many congruences have been predicted for unitary and orthogo-
nal groups amongst others [5].
Automorphic forms for such groups can also be linked with algebraic mod-
ular forms and so it is possible that I can check some of these congruences
via similar methods.
• Investigate algebraic forms for orthogonal groups and special orthogo-
nal groups. These groups are more suitable for generalizations of the
Paramodular group than symplectic groups.
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